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ABSTRACT

Keywords: Kerala, Rural Housing, Housing Satisfaction, Housing Success, Public

Housing, Provider Approach

This research attempts to understand the continued paradox of housing availability

and housing shortage for the rural poor in India. Scholars and planners have often

explained this phenomenon in terms of affordability of the poor. The limited capacity

of the very poor to repay the initial loan provided to obtain ownership inhibits many

to  access  the  facilities.  In  addition,  some  schemes  demand  that  the  beneficiaries

already possess a piece of land, which can be used to avail the financial assistance for

‘pucca’ construction. In this thesis, we focus on the socio-cultural aspects of the target

beneficiaries that plays an important role in the acceptance or rejection of schemes in

addition to their affordability. Consequently, we argue that the ‘success’ of providing

a safe shelter to the poor depends on both the aspirations of the beneficiaries and an

appropriate policy mapped by the provider. By reconstructing the life chances and life

styles of two shelter settlements constructed for the economically weaker sections in

rural Kerala, an attempt is made to examine the notions of ‘satisfaction’ and ‘success’

as perceived by the beneficiaries. 

Most research in this domain is largely appraisal or evaluation conducted soon after

occupation and from the policy perspective or provider’s point of view. We therefore

find little consensus on defining satisfaction and success when such ‘housing projects’

are discussed. In this thesis, we therefore have adopted a definition of success as:

A  housing  project  can  be  termed  as  success  when  there  is  an  intra-

generational upward economic and social mobility of most of the families and

they continue to live in the same settlement.  

In order to apply this definition we set out with three main objectives;

1. To study the role of government policy in affecting the success and failure of

housing projects in Kerala.

2. To analyze the influence of the physical, social and cultural factors such as

materials, technology, safety, social status and social interaction on the success

of public housing projects for the poor in Kerala.
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3. To  understand  the  inter-relationship  between  the  government  policies,

physical, social and cultural factors in determining the success and failure of

the housing projects for the poor.

To operationalize these objectives, we drew up a list of indicators that reflected the

housing policy of the government; the physical modifications beneficiaries make to

their houses, and the social and cultural background of the respondents that impact on

the design and use of the house. We therefore see the house here as more than the

mere provision of a shelter. It is a marker of the individual’s identity and status in the

society.

We then selected two comparable projects in Kerala that were constructed about three

decades ago and conducted a detailed survey of the respondents. We re-constructed

the  life  stories  of  each family  from the  time  of  moving into  the  house  and their

subsequent efforts for upward economic and social mobility. As the objective was to

examine the notion of satisfaction from the beneficiaries’ perspective this method of a

comparative case study seemed suitable, which enabled us to view a project over a

long period of time. The two projects selected were:

 The Koothatukulam settlement under the OLHS, which was a special

programme of the Kerala government to address the rural poor, and

 The Marianad project  constructed by an NGO – Trivandrum Social

Service Society 

Both came under the ‘Provider Approach’ to housing where the beneficiaries were

identified after the houses were constructed. These two projects were selected as they

represented some similarities but also some differences.  They were located in two

different districts of Kerala, one inhabited by a homogenous community (fishermen)

the other a heterogeneous group. Both followed the twin house design but with a

variation, one was constructed as part of an integrated development effort, the other

purely as a scheme for providing shelter. They, thus, presented interesting points of

convergence and departure that facilitated comparison. Data was collected from the

respondents  with  the  help  of  a  schedule,  which  was  complemented  with  semi-

structured  interviews  with  other  stakeholders  such  as  government  officials,  social

workers and local panchayat leaders.
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The data collected was classified and the indicators selected from literature were used

for analysis. This involved examining the policy indicators such as extent of plot,

technology used, beneficiary participation among others. We found that,  while the

plot size was larger in Marianad (10 cents) it was much smaller in Koothatukulam (4

cents).  These  ‘given’  by  the  provider  impacts  on  the  modifications,  division

(partition)  among  family  members  and  subsequently  impacts  on  the  extent  of

satisfaction  of the beneficiary. Indicators representing physical structure of the house

include design aspects and the ‘freedom to modify’ to cite  an example.  The twin

house design of the Marianad house that shared a wall on the shorter side provided

greater privacy and more space to modify or extend. In contrast, the Koothatukulam

design, which shared the wall through all the three rooms, provided not only limited

the possibility of extension but also added to lifestyle problems between neighbours.

Poor maintenance on one side easily caused damage to the other side (such as termite

attack). To give an example of a cultural indicator, we examined the perception of the

house as a symbol of ‘social status’. Our analysis revealed that in the larger society

such houses and its occupants are considered low in the social hierarchy. Distance is

maintained  and  even  marrying  into  families  who live  in  such  houses  is  avoided.

Therefore,  when the  fishermen in Marianad were able  to  improve their  economic

status, they invested in re-modelling the house using modern materials. Marianad now

presents itself as a middle-class settlement. Conversely in Koothatukulam, we found

the residents aspiring to sell  the house and move out of the ‘colony’ if  economic

status permits, thus trying to escape the social stigma of living in a ‘colony’.

The main contribution of this thesis has been to provide a framework mapping the

inter-play of indicators across the domains - policy, physical and socio-cultural. We

argue  that  satisfaction  and success  has  to  be  understood in  a  holistic  perspective

where  due  attention  has  to  be  paid  to  the  socio-cultural  dimensions  of  the  target

beneficiaries.  Any programme to house  the  poor  has  to  be both  location  specific

(technological factors to be considered) and community specific. Such an approach,

we envisage could ensure the aid to develop the house as an asset in this context. We

also observe that though the provider approach has been widely substituted by the

facilitator approach to housing the poor, several advantages still remain in a provider

approach. The facilitator approach excludes those who do not own a piece of land –

such as  the poorest but  who will  be eligible  under the provider  approach.  Or the
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facilitator approach encourages the beneficiary to make his own decision on design

and technology which have led to poor quality construction or ill-planned designs.

Our  tentative  framework  hopes  to  draw the  attention  of  policy  makers  and other

providers to address the salient variables identified while implementing or planning

shelter programmes for the rural poor in India.
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GLOSSARY

The following are some of the commonly used terms in this thesis:

Alillathura Marianad was called “Aalillathurai” earlier; literally it means the

village with no inhabitants.

Annas One anna was equivalent to six paise. 100 paise equals one Indian

rupee.

Ayurveda A  system  of  traditional  medicine,  native  to  the  Indian

subcontinent including  a  number  of  medicinal  preparations  and

surgical procedures for the treatment of various ailments. It means

“life-knowledge.”

Balawadi Government runs crèches for pre-school kids where free noon meal

is also provided.

Cent One cent is one-hundredth of an acre and is equal to 40.46 sq. m.

Chit Thismeans a transaction whether called chit, chit fund, chitty, kuri

or by any other name by or under which a person enters into an

agreement with a specified number of persons that every one of

them shall subscribe a certain sum of money (or a certain quantity

of grain instead) by way of periodical instalments over a definite

period  and  that  each  such  subscriber  shall,  in  his  turn,  as

determined  by  lot  or  by  auction  or  by  tender  or  in  such  other

manner as may be specified in the chit agreement, be entitled to the

prize amount (definition given in Section 2 of the Chit Funds Act,

1982.

‘Colony’ Usually the housing settlements of the lower class or lower castes

in Kerala are referred to as ‘Colony’

Jalli A jalli is the term for a perforated stone or latticed screen, usually

with  an  ornamental  pattern.  Jalli  typically  use  floral  geometric

patterns.

Kudikidappukar It means a person who has been permitted by a person in lawful

possession of any land to occupy, with or without any obligation to

pay rent, a hut belonging to such person and situated in the said

land. (The person who is so permitted should have had neither a

homestead nor any land exceeding ten cents in any Panchayat area

on which he could erect a homestead).

Kutcha A structure,  whose  walls  and roofs  are  made of  non-permanent

materials, is considered as a kutcha house.
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Mahila Samajam MahilaSamajam means the forum for  women among the village

and usually it is a registered body organizing various programmes

Malayalis It is the term used to refer to the native speakers of Malayalam,

originating from the Indian state of Kerala. 

Matsya

Ulpadaka

Small fishermen cooperative societies. 

Paisa The Paisa equals 1⁄100 of a rupee.

Paise Plural of ‘Paisa’. Refer Paisa.

Panchayat Gram Panchayats are local self-governments at the village or small 

town level in India. There are block Panchayats and district 

Panchayats at the block and district levels too.

Panchayat Raj Panchayat Raj is a system of governance in which gram panchayats

are the basic units of administration. It has 3 levels: village, block 

and district.

Patta The official document necessary to own land and it means that the 

private property stands in the name of the individual.

Pooja Pooja is a religious ritual performed by Hindus as an offering to 

various deities, distinguished persons, or special guests.  For some 

houses, there will be a separate pooja room.

Pucca A pucca structure has walls and roofs made of permanent 

materials.

RCC jallis Jallis made of reinforced cement concrete. Refer Jallis

Semi-pucca A structure, which could not be classified as a pucca or kutcha as 

per definition is a semi-pucca structure. Such a structure has either 

the walls or the roof, but not both, made of pucca materials.

Smokeless

chulhas

A stove used for cooking by burning wood, charcoal, or animal 

dung. Smokeless chulha does not mean that without smoke. It 

generates smoke but is vented out of the room using a pipe.

Sri A title of respect used before the name of a man, a god, or a sacred 

book

Taluk Taluk is an administrative sub-division of a district in India.

Tehsildar The chief official of the Taluk is called the tehsildar and he is a 

revenue administrative officer.  Refer Taluk.

Verandah It is a roofed opened gallery or porch
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CHAPTER 1

HOUSING THE POOR: AN INTRODUCTION

Housing is an important basic human need for satisfying shelter, which also acts as a

marker  for an individual’s  identity  and status in society.  It  is  more than the mere

provision  of  four  walls  and  a  roof.  It  is  a  social  need,  which  also  has  cultural,

economic, technical, environmental and political dimensions. The process of making

this customized product is also equally important and complex compared with other

consumer products (Turner, 1996).

“House  construction  activity  constitutes  a  significant  part  of  overall  construction

activity” (Tiwari, 2001, Page 230). Generally, the quality of housing in a region is

considered an index of the physical quality of life of its inhabitants and the overall

development  of  its  economy.  It  stimulates  economic  activity  and  employment,

household savings, and provides the base for achieving crucial goals in other sectors

of health, education and sanitation. 

Conversely, housing is influenced by factors such as the structure of the economy,

socioeconomic status of households, policies of the Government, capacity and culture

of  the  people,  available  technology,  the  nature  of  housing  production  and

consumption, among other factors. In free market economies, people with sufficient

command over resources might be able to construct houses of their choice. Those who

fail to access resources from the market, especially people belonging to the socially

and Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) may have to depend on public support for

a durable and habitable house.  For instance, in the first half of the 20th century, the

housing problems of the developing countries were given low priority in their own

countries.  Subsequently  the  leaders  of  these  countries  were  compelled  by  rising

internal  pressures  to  acknowledge  their  housing  problems (Abrams,  1964).  In  the

1950s,  there  was  recognition  of  the  world’s  housing  problems  when  the  United

Nations (UN) established an office for Housing, Building and Planning in its Bureau

of Social Affairs (Abrams, 1964). In 1976, the United Nations held a conference in

Vancouver and reorganized its housing activities under Centre for Human Settlements

(UNCHS)  with  its  headquarters  in  Nairobi  endorsing  a  housing  programme  that
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emphasized self-help. The year 1987 was declared as the International Year of Shelter

for  the  Homeless  (IYSH) by the  UN,  which  prompted  the  governments  of  many

countries to pay attention to the housing problem of the poor. In 1999, UN-Habitat1

launched the ‘Global Campaign for Secure Tenure’ and ‘Global Campaign on Urban

Governance’ to address the fact that shelter conditions for the world’s urban poor

especially those living in informal settlements and slums in cities have continued to

deteriorate over the years. Both these campaigns reflect the exclusive focus of UN-

Habitat on urban, rather than rural housing issues.

Abrams (1964) observed that “an important reason for the neglect of housing was that

it  was  viewed  as  a  lesser  requirement  by  international  aid  economists  and  by

economists within the countries themselves” (Page 62). According to him, 

Housing is a stable form of investment requiring a considerable expense to
create it, but providing little return on the money per year. Housing stimulates
no foreign exchange.  It competes with industry and agriculture for capital…..
A  poor  country,  it  is  said,  cannot  spend  much  on  assets  for  future
consumption.  It  should  focus  on  more  food  production  and  on  assets  that
advance productivity, such as factories, machines, better seed and livestock,
rail,  roads, highways, and electric power plants. Use of a country’s limited
resources for housing consumes the funds needed for productive development
and for better nourishment, health and medical care (Abrams, 1964, Page 63).

In India, the case was not much different from the rest of the world. For the first 25

years after independence, the problem of housing shortage in India, especially in rural

areas, did not receive any serious attention from the Government. Over the years of

development efforts, the public and private sector approach has had only a limited

effect on the housing problem of the poor. In spite of the fact that the investment on

housing in the public sector has increased over the years, housing shortage has not

decreased, as shown in Table 1.1 below:

1 UN-HABITAT, is the United Nations agency for human settlements.
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Table 1.1 Rural / Urban Shortage of Housing in India (1981-2001) in millions

Year Housing

Stock
Deficit

Rural Urban Total

1981 101.5 16.1 5.0 21.1

1982 103.9 16.8 5.2 22.0

1983 106.2 17.4 5.5 22.9

1984 108.8 18.7 5.7 23.8

1985 124.9 18.9 5.9 24.7

1991 148.1 22.4 7.5 29.9

1995 161.1 23.3 8.7 32.0

1997 168.5 23.5 9.5 33.0

2001 183.4 25.5 15.5 41.0

Source: Industrial Data book, 2000-01, Centre for Industrial and Economic
Research and Indian Co-operative Movement – A profile 2002, National Cooperative

Union of India.

According to the latest statistics, the total rural housing shortage in India is estimated

to be 43.67 million  units2 during the 12th five year plan,  while  the urban housing

shortage is 18.78 million units. Ninety per cent of the rural housing shortage relates to

Below the Poverty Line (BPL) categories. In the case of urban shortage, 99 per cent

pertains to the EWS and Low Income Group (LIG), which does not get translated into

economic demand due to lower affordability by the poor (National Housing Bank,

2012).

“Housing activity is very closely linked to the macro-economy” (Tiwari, 2001, Page

230). The world is still struggling with the aftermath of one of the worst economic

crises induced by housing production and demand. Many advanced economies started

an  unusually  long,  pronounced  and  synchronized  housing  boom  “driven  by  two

common factors:  low interest  rates  that  encouraged home buyers  to  borrow more

money and households have lost faith in equities after stock markets plunged, making

property look attractive” (Aalto,  2010, Page 6). “The turn of the housing cycle in

2006 triggered housing downturns in several countries, notably in the United States

(US), Spain, Ireland, and, to a lesser extent, in the United Kingdom (UK)” (Hessel

and Peeters, 2011, Page 5).  The authors point out that this has ultimately led to the

most  severe financial  crisis  and the deepest  recession since the Great  Depression.

2 This includes the temporary houses, the shortage due to congestion and obsolescence and the 
additional shortage arising between 2012-2017.
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Many others (Lin and Treichel, 2012; Baker, 2008) argue that one of the major causes

for the global imbalances was the overconsumption of the households supported by

the wealth effect from the housing bubble in the US. There is little consensus as to the

cause of the housing bubble that precipitated the financial crisis of 2008 (Levitin and

Wachter, 2012), but everyone agrees that the financial crisis started with the bursting

of the housing bubble (O’Toole, 2009). 

According  to  Levitin  and  Wachter  (2012),  numerous  explanations  exist  for  the

housing  bubble:  misguided  monetary  policy,  government  policies  encouraging

affordable homeownership, irrational consumer expectations of rising housing prices

and inelastic housing supply. Adding to the point, Lin and Treichel (2012) argue that

the housing bubble itself was the outcome of the Federal Reserve's low interest rate

policy  in  the aftermath  of the burst  of the  ‘dot-com’ bubble in  2001, the lack  of

appropriate  financial  regulation,  and  housing  policies  aimed  at  expanding  the

mortgage market  to low-income borrowers. Analyzing the US housing bubble, the

authors state that when the housing bubble in the United States burst, the global crisis

ensued (Lin and Treichel, 2012).

The present study is motivated by the knowledge gap not only in understanding the

continued shortage in housing supply, but also in the different social, physical and

cultural dimensions of housing the poor; thereby drawing implications for housing

policy and practice. While housing the poor through a ‘provider approach’, a nominal

amount  is  charged from the  beneficiary  over  a  period  of  time before  they  obtain

complete ownership. In the developing world even with heavy subsidies, this amount

becomes unaffordable and hence they are passed over to low income categories of the

population. While this is a significant observation made in the context of the urban

poor in India,  for the rural poor apart  from affordability,  the social structure with

traditional caste hierarchy and other socio-cultural traits (such as occupational needs

or social interaction) also influence the acceptance and rejection of housing schemes.

Building  a  settlement  for  the  poor  just  based  on  economic  criteria,  for  example,

Samathuvapuram3 in  the  state  of  Tamil  Nadu  (South  India)  has  been  sparsely

occupied as caste identities of the beneficiaries have been overlooked.

3 A housing project, targeting people of all castes and religions who belong to the economically weaker
sections of the society. 
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It is in this context that the study is situated – to analyze and understand the success

and failure of housing the poor in rural India. This research attempts a comparative

study of two housing schemes in rural Kerala, South India that were undertaken for

the poor more than three decades ago. The study documents and analyzes the physical

modifications made by the users and links it with other dimensions namely the state

policy and socio-cultural  aspects of the users to  demonstrate  the level  of success,

satisfaction and geographic, economic and socio-cultural mobility of beneficiaries.

1.1 ISSUES IN PUBLIC HOUSING

Government involvement in public housing in the United States did not come about

until  the 1930s (Harris & Giles,  2003). Hoffman (1996) states that “In the 1930s,

advocates of the new federal public housing program hoped to cure the social ills of

the city and aspired to re-house up to two-thirds of the American people in European-

style public housing projects that would eliminate slums forever” (Page 424).

“The  concept  of  public  ownership  of  housing  was  seen  as  contrary  to  the  basic

American values of self-sufficiency and private ownership while job creation was the

main focus of the public housing program, it was also intended to provide decent and

affordable housing for the needy, and the elimination of slums” (Schach, 1997, Page

205 and 206).

However,  Hockett  (2005,  Page  5)  states  that  in  US,  “the  number  of  people  with

housing problems remains considerably higher than the number without health care or

food security”.  Nearly 95 million people in cities, suburbs and rural areas – a third of

the  nation  –  have  housing  problems.  These  problems  include  high  housing  costs

relative  to  income,  overcrowding,  inadequate  living  conditions  and  homelessness

(Hockett, 2005).

Since a large part of the housing in Europe was ruined during the Second World War,

many European countries saw the prime role of housing and city planning in the post-

war rebuilding programs. The recovery phase after the Second World War aimed at

repairing  war  damage  and  reducing  the  housing  shortage.  There  was  a  lot  of

construction activity, which continued till the 1960s that was followed by economic

growth in most of the western European countries.  
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“The idea of using housing to buy security and stability for the state was exported by

the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to Latin America

and elsewhere through a series of schemes” (Mumtaz, 1988, Page 18). Harris & Giles

(2003) observed that,

The UN, the US and the UK were careful not to tread on each other’s toes and
worked out a geographical division of labour. Britain’s colonial interests were
focused on the West Indies, sub-Saharan Africa and South-East Asia. The US
agencies,  and  hemispheric  organizations  such  as  the  Pan  American  Union
(PAU), concentrated on Latin America (Page 172).

They also observe that researchers have identified three phases in the policies that

international agencies recommended after 1945: an early public housing phase (where

the governments took the responsibility  to provide houses), displaced by sites and

services (or ‘aided self-help’) in the early 1970s which in turn gave way to a new,

market-oriented ‘enabling’ approach in the late 1980s.

The  status  of  inadequate  housing  differs  among  countries  and  regions,  making  it

difficult to generalize. According to Slingsby (1986), 

an increasing number of developing countries have realized that the post-War
solution of developed countries to their housing problem in the form of large-
scale government construction programs was not a feasible option. They do
not have the resources available to meet the shelter needs of their growing and
migrating  populations  in  this  way.  They have also  been reminded that  the
majority of families have traditionally built  or managed the construction of
their own houses and that despite the government’s efforts at building houses
for people, most households still solve their own housing problem (Page 65).

The capacity of every household in having an affordable house of good quality is

dependent  on the  prevailing  government  policies.  Policies  restrict  the selection  of

beneficiaries, the extent of financial support, the availability of land and its tenure, the

provision of infrastructure, the choice of technology and building legislation, among

others. It makes a much greater impact on the functioning and the effectiveness of the

housing markets. 

In the early 1960s, studies done in the West reveal that “public housing was disliked

by its occupants, not only for being too expensive, but also for the regimentation and

loss of control” (Harris, 2003, Page 254). Alexander et al. (1985, Page 22) argue that

“there is no doubt that the alienation and despair which many people feel, is created,
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at least in large part, by the depressing burden of this “mass housing” in which people

are forced to spend their lives”. Fathy (1973) has criticized the common grid pattern

of housing layouts.  According to him, most bureaucrats  and politicians perceive a

programme of public housing as nothing more than the construction of a series of

‘boxes’, one per family.  “A million families are bundled into these ill-fitting cells

without being able to say a word about the design,  and however much science is

applied to the grading of families and matching them to their dwellings, the majority

is  bound  to  be  discontented”  (Fathy,  1973,  Page  30)  The  systems  of  housing

production fails to recognize “the fact that every family and every person is unique

and must be able to express their uniqueness, in order to express and retain human

dignity” (Alexander  et al., 1985, Page 24).  It is not realized that providing houses

involves much more than just building houses (Correa, 1982).

Turner (1976) argues that houses constructed under public housing schemes (typically

designed by architects, built for governmental agencies and rented to those in need)

are expensive and “authoritarian” in implementation.  .  He observes that in rapidly

urbanizing countries with free market and mixed economies, it is hard to locate low-

income  families  residing  in  public  housing.  In  instances  where  low-income

households reside in public housing, the majority of them have huge arrears of rent or

purchase.  Another  disadvantage  is  that  these supposedly low-cost buildings  are in

reality more expensive to construct and manage. This is often because public housing

departments are often burdened by a large administrative component with highly paid

administrators  and  many  professionals,  and  numerous  lowly  paid  non-productive

white-collar employees (Turner, 1976).

Fathy  (1973)  opines  that  if  necessary  skills  are  imparted  to  peasants,  they  might

perform much better than any government-housing scheme. The homeless residing in

shanty  towns  can  be  seen  to  have  high  degrees  of  imagination,  ingenuity  and

enthusiasm for using locally  available  materials  as  is  evidenced by the wonderful

houses they have built using discards such as packing cases, gasoline cans and flex

banners that have been thrown away.

It has been a general observation, supported by studies that public housing schemes or

programmes have failed to achieve the primary objective of facilitating the desired

economic and social mobility of the beneficiary families (Harris, 2003, Fathy, 1973,
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Stewart and Rhoden, 2003). A majority of the studies on the quality, user satisfaction

and success of the housing projects focus more on government policy and physical

factors. Adequate attention did not seem to have been provided to social and cultural

needs of the target population. 

1.2 HOUSING IN INDIA

The Government’s priorities in housing the poor can be inferred through the various

Planning Commission Reports. The First Five Year Plan (1951-56) report (Planning

Commission  of  India,  1952)  mentions  that  due  to  the  limitations  of  financial

resources, a satisfactory programme for rural housing during the period of the Plan

could not be envisaged. The pressure of population shifts towards cities and the slum

problems  resulting  there  from cannot  be  solved  without  ameliorating  rural  living

conditions (Planning Commission of India, 1952). This report even talks about the

aided self-help housing projects being carried out in Puerto Rico and mentions that

“aided self-help housing should be planned in such a way that  improvement over

existing  conditions  is  achieved  without  prematurely  advancing  beyond  the  living

habits and means of the villagers” (Planning Commission of India, 19524, Page   )

During the Second Five Year Plan (1956-61), the Government wanted to carry out an

aided self-help program to tackle the rural housing issues. According to the program,

the following steps were taken:

1. Assistance mainly to be in the form of technical advice.

2. Demonstrations of model houses and model villages.

3. Provision of improved designs and lay-outs.

4. Pilot experiments relating to the usage of local materials.

5. Organization of co-operative village programmes based on voluntary labour.

6. Provision of financial assistance, especially for Scheduled Castes and Tribes5

and other backward classes to a limited extent.

4 http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/welcome.html
First Five Year Plan, Chapter 35 Housing

5 Scheduled Castes ("SC"s) and Scheduled Tribes ("ST"s) are those who would be as per Article 341
and 342 of the Constitution of India, previously called the "depressed classes" by the British.
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Through the Third Five Year Plan (1961-66) agenda, the Government gave assistance

only for the benefit of the employees of public sector undertakings such as Railways,

Defence  and  Posts  and  Telegraphs.  By  the  Fourth  Five  Year  Plan  (1969-1974)

(Planning Commission of India, 1970), with the experience of public housing till then,

the Government realized that with high unit costs of a house, it was not possible for

public operations to touch even the fringe of the problem. Slum clearance schemes

often led to creation of new slums or deterioration of conditions in some of the older

slums.

During the Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-79) period,  great  importance  was given to

provide  sites  to  the  rural  landless  along  with  construction  assistance  wherever

possible. Similarly, priority was given to providing at least one source of safe water

supply in every problem village.

A review of the various social housing schemes for the EWS implemented by State

Governments  and  their  agencies  had  revealed  that  the  houses  constructed  for  a

particular income category were largely occupied by families from the next higher

income group since the installment payments required for the house were beyond the

paying  capacity  of  the  income  groups  for  whom  the  houses  were  meant.  Those

allottees/tenants who did continue to occupy their houses had arrears in payment of

either  their  installments/rents.  This  had  become  a  major  problem  for  the  State

Governments and Housing Boards (Planning Commission of India, 1981).

Thus the  Government  recognized the  need for  addressing the  requirements  of  the

EWS in the Sixth Five Year Plan (1980-85) with a different strategy. Also in view of

the limited resources available to solve the housing problem, it was decided to explore

the use of alternative building materials and local building materials. Providing house

sites to the rural landless is a major task and providing conventional houses for all is

not easy. To quote from the Sixth Five Year Plan document (Planning Commission of

India, 19816): “It is recognized that with this kind of assistance, houses will have to be

built with only mud walls and tiled roofs but it is essential that an attempt is made in

the  next  five  years  that  this  highly  deprived  group of  landless  rural  labour,  who

currently have no land, are able to obtain this barest minimum of shelter.” From the

6 http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/welcome.html 
Sixth Five Year Plan, Chapter 23
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Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90) onwards, the government policy underwent some

changes taking its role to being more a facilitator. “Building houses according to the

differing preferences and requirements of different households and economy in house

construction can become possible only if the home beneficiary himself participates or

becomes responsible for house construction…The Government has to play an active

role  through  developing  the  necessary  delivery  system in  the  form of  a  housing

finance market and taking steps to make developed land available at right places and

at reasonable prices” (Planning Commission of India, 19857). The core strategy of the

Eighth Five Year Plan (1992-97) was to create an enabling environment in tune with

the  long-term objective  of  the National  Housing Policy (Planning Commission  of

India,  1992).  There were three important  objectives  mentioned in the Eighth Five

Year Plan document, which included the promotion of low cost building materials and

techniques, self-help housing as well as shelter up-gradation and evolution of special

assistance programmes for the specially disadvantaged groups. 

The  Conference  of  Chief  Ministers  in  1996  in  Delhi  recommended  the  ‘Basic

Minimum Services’ (BMS) Programme. One of the seven BMS programmes to be

given priority attention was ‘Provision of Public Housing Assistance to all shelterless

poor families’.  Consequently,  the BMS programme became part of the Ninth Five

Year Plan and concerted efforts in a focused manner were initiated to make these

basic services accessible to everyone. The Ninth Five Year Plan (1997-2002) worked

out priorities and strategies to tackle the housing needs of the disadvantaged sections

of the poor. The housing programme under Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY) was framed in

the light of the National Housing and Habitat Policy 1998. Although the allocations

by the central and state governments for the programme during the Ninth Plan were

substantially higher than in the Eighth Plan, the housing programme under IAY has

not  achieved  the  stated  objectives.  As  against  a  target  of  10.95  million  new and

upgraded houses between 1997 and 2002, the actual construction during the period is

estimated at 4.5 million houses. This, however, is a quantum jump over the Eighth

Plan achievement of 2.6 million houses (Planning Commission of India, 2002).

The strategy for the Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-07) had been to utilize public funds

for  the  promotion  of  economic  activity  and growth.  The  creation  of  employment

7 http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/welcome.html, 
Seventh Five Year Plan, Volume 2, Chapter 12
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opportunities was given a higher priority than the provision of free houses. For the

Eleventh  Plan  (2007-12),  the  focus  has  been  on  targeting  the  housing  shortage

emerging due to houseless and unserviceable kutcha8 houses of the poorest of the

poor. The Government was optimistic in 1989 that it would catch up with the housing

requirements of the country if a sustained programme of investment and construction

were to be undertaken over the next 20 years (Planning Commission of India, 1981).

Although the strategy of the national and sub-national governments in India was to

solve the problem of housing by the year 2001, the absolute number of houseless

population did not decline substantially (Gopikuttan, 2004). In India, there has been a

steady increase in both rural and urban population. The heavy shifts of population

from the rural areas reflected in Table 1.2 have occurred on account of the lack of

adequate opportunities for employment in the villages and the growth of industry and

business in  towns  with the  attraction of  relatively  high  wages  and various kinds of

amenities (Planning Commission of India, 1952). However, as per the Census of India

2011, more than 68 per cent of the 1.2 billion population of India still lives in villages

and hence the problems connected with rural housing are quite important.

8 A structure, whose walls and roofs are made of non-permanent materials, is considered as a kutcha 
house. A pucca structure has walls and roofs made of permanent materials. A structure, which could 
not be classified as a pucca or kutcha as per definition is a semi-pucca structure. Such a structure has 
either the walls or the roof, but not both, made of pucca materials.
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Table 1.2 Decennial Growth of Population in India from 1901 

Year of 

Census

Total 

Population

in millions

% 

Growth

Urban 

Population 

in millions

% 

Growth

Rural 

Population

in millions

% 

Growth

1901 238.4 25.9

1911 252.1 5.74 26.0 0.36

1921 251.3 -0.32 28.1 8.26

1931 279.0 11.01 33.5 19.12

1941 318.7 14.22 44.2 31.98 274.5

1951 361.1 13.32 62.4 41.40 298.6 8.78

1961 439.2 21.64 78.9 26.41 360.2 20.63

1971 548.2 24.80 109.1 38.23 439.0 21.88

1981 683.3 24.66 159.5 46.14 523.8 19.32

1991 846.2 23.50 217.6 36.51 628.6 20.01

2001 1028.6 21.88 285.4 31.11 742.5 18.12

2011 1210.2 17.64 377.1 31.80 833.0 12.20

Source: Government of India, Census Reports, Various issues. 2011 Census data are
provisional.

The  population  growth  rate  has  slowed  from  1971  onwards.  The  slow-down  in

urbanization during 2001-2011 as compared to 1971-81 and 1981-91 (31.80 per cent

growth as against 46.10 and 36.51 per cent) can be seen from the Table 1.2. In spite of

the  increasing  trend  towards  urbanization,  the  rural  population  in  India  has  been

growing at  an average rate  of 20 per cent  till  2001 (between 2001 and 2011, the

increase in rural population is only 12.2 per cent), which emphasizes the need for

increasing the rural housing stock.

The problem of housing is not only the problem of shortage in numbers, but also a

problem of inadequacy of standards. Despite housing assistance, 17 per cent of the

rural households in India lived in kutcha houses, while the same was only 2.1 per cent

of the urban households (see Table 1.3) according to the National Sample Survey in

2009. These kutcha houses also need to be replaced at the earliest. The housing deficit

is  not  only  with  reference  to  the  number  of  houseless  families,  but  includes  the

owners  of  the  kutcha  houses,  which  need  improvement  and  to  accommodate  the
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population growth. This deficit in adequate housing is a major part of our housing

stock to be built. 

Table 1.3  Percentage Distribution of Rural Households Living in Pucca, Semi Pucca
and Kutcha Houses in India

State-wise percentage distribution of rural households living in pucca, semi pucca and
kutcha houses in India (1993-1994, 2000-01, 2002 and 2008-09)

State/UT NSS 50th Round
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Rural
India(1) 29.2 38.1 32.7 38.4 31.6 30 45.7 32.7 21.5 55.4 27.6 17.0

Urban

India(1) 70.7 19.5 9.9 75.2 17.4 7.4 81.8 13.7 4.4 91.7 6.2 2.1

Note: (1) All India Figures exclude Assam in 1981 and Jammu and Kashmir in 1951.

Source: Statistical  Abstract  India  2003,  Ministry  of  Statistics  and  Programme
Implementation,  Government of India and Past Issues.  Report  of Housing
Condition and Amenities 2008-09 (National Sample Survey Office, 2010).

1.3 HOUSING IN KERALA

The  Indian  State  of  Kerala  has  a  special  distinction  of  following  a  model  of

development  characterized  by  high  human  development  achievements  and  social

equality even at a low level of economic development. Therefore, the performance of

Kerala  in  the  sphere  of  social  development  is  often  projected  as  a  model  to  be

emulated. 

We will discuss in detail the issue of housing the poor in this state of Kerala. This

state  is  renowned  for  its  development  model  in  eradicating  poverty  and  related

problems. But has the State addressed the housing issue? We wish to unravel the

strategies and thereby understand the success (and failures) of this model specifically

in the context of providing a secure shelter to the poor. Quality-wise, housing in the
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southern state of Kerala was not different from that in the rest of India up to the early

1970s  (Gopikuttan,  1988).  But  during  the  last  four  decades,  Kerala  has  made

remarkable progress in both quantity and quality of housing compared with the rest of

India. 

The land reforms legislation9 was enacted in Kerala in 1960s, which conferred the

ownership rights over their  settlements  to a large number of poor tenant  dwellers

under big landlords. Nearly 300,000 to 400,000 hutment dwellers benefitted from this

scheme.  In spite  of this,  it  was estimated (1972) that  another  300,000 to 400,000

families comprising of about 1.5 million agricultural labourers in the state had neither

houses nor house-sites of their own (Pillai, 1976, Page 241).

Under these circumstances, a housing boom began in Kerala in the late 1970s. The

cost of building construction and land value went up sharply. Remittances received

from the migrant workers in the Middle East can be attributed as one of the major

reasons for these changes. Most of such workers happened to belong to low-income

households. For these households, house construction was an expenditure item of top

priority.  The use of modern materials  like cement and steel became common. The

increase  in  the  price  of  cash crops,  remittances  from abroad,  borrowings and the

activities related with construction were responsible for these changes (Gopikuttan,

1988). 

A number of studies have identified issues with the housing schemes in Kerala such

as the inadequacy of financial assistance, delay in the disbursal of installments, non-

identification of deserving beneficiaries,  benefit-accrual by the next higher income

category,  lack  of  coordination  between  the  various  departments  involved  with

housing, non-use of appropriate technology and multiple loans disbursed to a single

beneficiary as unresolved for the last three decades at least (Kerala State Planning

Board, 1989). It has also been documented that there are still many landless families

(not  including  scheduled  caste  or  scheduled  tribe  families)  who  are  outside  the

purview of  the  existing  programmes  with  no  schemes  at  present  to  address  their

9 The historic Kerala Land Reforms Act came into force on 1st January, 1970 which put an end to the 
feudal system and ensured the rights of the tenants on land.
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needs.  According to the Kerala Sastra  Sahitya Parishad10 (1991),  even if  adequate

financial resources are available, the production of houses itself is a major issue. 

The quantity of food and clothing necessary for the whole population is being
produced  in  India  with  the  help  of  existing  science  and  technology.  The
important thing is to make them accessible to everybody. But in housing, it is
not only a question of distribution alone, but also that of production.

The Government of Kerala revised the housing policy in 2011 based on the changes

happening in the related fields such as the amendments on the role of local bodies and

environmental sensitivity. Quoting from the policy document,

According to the general survey conducted in 2007, it was estimated that the
projected demand was 10.84 lakh11 housing units in the State. Based on this
survey, the housing stock of the State  was 69,85,419 units  and the current
stock is estimated as 75 lakh residential units. The projected demand for the
new population up to the end of the 12th plan period is 6.5 lakhs. Apart from
this there is a need for reconstruction of 5.5 lakh units of dilapidated houses.
The State has to undertake the task of constructing 12 lakh housing units, of
which around sixty per cent is meant for the economically weaker sections of
the society (Government of Kerala, 2011, Page 4). 

This  clearly  shows  that  in  spite  of  the  various  housing  schemes,  the  problem of

housing  for  the  poor  still  remains  to  be  solved.  It  is  also  noted  that  simply  by

enhancing numerical supply, we cannot solve the housing problem of the poor. The

present housing situation in Kerala is a typical case in point. Data on the housing

stock in Kerala are given in Table 1.4 based on Census of India details. Numerical

shortage of houses is worked out as the difference between the number of households

and number of houses available, which was 63000 in 2001. In 2011, an excess of 8.99

lakhs  of  houses  in  Kerala  is  noted.  Paradoxically,  there  are  a  large  number  of

houseless  families  in  Kerala  as  well.  Although  the  number  of  pucca  houses  has

increased from 36.30 lakhs in 2001 to 51.18 lakhs in 2011, there are still  a large

number of houses, which are kutcha. This shows that housing inequality has widened

in Kerala in terms of both quantity and quality.

Table 1.4 Housing Situation in Kerala According to Census of India Data

Item 1991 2001 2011

10 This is an unpublished document on Kerala’s housing policy drafted by Kerala Sastra Sahitya 
Parishad (KSSP), one of the leading People’s Science Movements in India.

11 A lakh means the number, one hundred thousand in India
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(Nos. In Lakhs)

Total Census Houses 80.72 93.56 112.18

Residence  &  Residence

Cum Other Uses

54.59 65.32 86.15

Households 58.90 65.95 77.16

Difference -4.31 -0.63 +8.99

Households  size  average

(Nos.)

5.30 4.90 4.33

(i) Pucca/Good Houses 30.56 36.30 51.18

(ii)  Semi  Pucca/Livable

Houses

10.44 23.30 21.92

     Source: Census Reports 1991, 2001 & 2011

Taking into account the dilapidated houses and the houses that require major repair or

reconstruction, the total housing demand in Kerala for 2001 was estimated to be 8.26

lakhs.  Based  on  the  projected  population  and  household  size  at  4.9,  demand  for

houses during the period 2001-2008 is calculated as 14.44 lakh (Table 1.5). Similarly

during the three years (1999-2002), an average of 2.69 lakh houses per annum has

been newly constructed with Government/Institutional support (Kerala State Planning

Board, 2004). As shown in Table 1.5, the estimated demand for houses would have

been met by 2006; but the ground-reality is different.

Table 1.5 Estimated Demand For Houses By 2008 using 2001 Actual Population and
Demand

Sl. No. Yea Demand Cumulative Average Houses Balanc
Nos. In lakhs

1 200 8.26 8.26 -- --

2 200 1.59 9.85 2.69 7.16

3 200 1.07 10.92 5.38 5.54

4 200 0.73 11.65 8.07 3.56

5 200 0.51 12.16 10.76 1.40

6 200 0.55 12.71 13.45 --

7 200 0.64 13.35 16.14 --

8 200 1.05 14.44 -- --

Source: Economic Review 2003, Kerala State Planning Board, Government of Kerala.

1.4 STATUS OF PUBLIC HOUSING IN KERALA

For the present study, public housing is defined as a form of housing tenure in which

the property is built or funded partially or fully by a government authority, which
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may  be  central  or  local  for  low-income  families  and  provided  to  them  at  a

predetermined price with or without subsidy.

The  traditional  Kerala  architecture,  as  elsewhere,  had  developed  according  to  the

climate, available local materials, and socio economic characteristics of the people.

Bamboo, mud, lime, timber, leaves and other materials were used in the warm humid

climate  of  Kerala.  Gopikuttan  (2002)  argues  that  the  poor  are  not  able  to  access

materials from the Common Property Resources (CPR) as they were used to in the

olden days  due to the social  and economic changes,  which have happened in the

society.  Even where  available,  the  durability  and the  strength  of  these  traditional

materials  are  questionable.  Nowadays  many  modern  building  materials  such  as

cement, steel and glass are being used in the construction of houses. The construction

techniques  have  also  undergone  changes  with  the  preferential  use  of  Reinforced

Cement Concrete (RCC). Architects and engineers have become established even in

the interior villages. The construction process has undergone changes with contractors

and sub-contractors taking the responsibility for construction (Gopikuttan, 2002).

Several  studies  (Gopikuttan,  2002;  Meenakshi  and Kumar,  2000) showed that  the

prices of building materials have gone up during the last three or four decades. In

addition, there is acute shortage of construction labour due to migration to the Gulf

countries in the Middle East. The aspirations of beneficiaries have undergone changes

with preference for a concrete roofed house although their (financial) capabilities are

low.  The  house  has  become  a  status  symbol  and  they  look  down  on  alternate

technologies, even though less expensive. Some beneficiaries make the foundation for

a bigger house than one they can really afford, start borrowing from private money

lenders to build the house and fall into a debt trap (Meenakshi and Kumar, 2000).

Despite the general improvement in Kerala, pockets of deprivation in housing exist in

both the rural and urban areas of the State. 

In spite of the fact that many housing units were added with the assistance of the

different  housing schemes  supported  by  the  Government,  the  housing problem in

Kerala remains unresolved. Although the backlog of housing stock in Kerala is much

less as per the statistics available, ensuring the quality of housing is a major challenge

to be met.
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1.5 PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

We attempt  to  understand  how this  basic  need  of  shelter  for  the  EWS has  been

addressed in the state of Kerala, South India. By re-visiting two projects, we aim to

obtain insights on what constitutes success and how it facilitates the beneficiaries to

become a part of the ‘mainstream’ of the local economy. It is especially valuable in

focusing  on the  critical  issues  that  determine  the  difference  between  success  and

failure in housing the poor.

An overview of empirical studies on the influence of the physical, social and policy

factors on the success of housing projects is presented in Chapter 2. Based on the

review of relevant literature, the influences of the different indicators are analyzed.

Chapter 3 traces the historical evolution of housing schemes in India as well as in

Kerala where the housing problem is still not wholly resolved. 

The research methodology used for the study is explained in detail in Chapter 4. The

description of the two case studies is  given in  Chapter  5.  The three chapters  that

follow examine  the  influence  and relationships  of  the  social,  physical  and policy

factors on the two cases based on the field study. 

In Chapter 9, we try to bring out the inter-relationship between the social, physical

and policy factors. The broad conclusions of the discussion are recapitulated in the

final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2

POLICY, PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL FACTORS IN

HOUSING: INSIGHTS FROM LITERATURE

The present chapter begins with a discussion on the varied definitions of satisfaction

and success of a housing project. Indicators and their implications on the success of a

housing project as learnt from the background literature are analyzed. These include

indicators that directly relate to government policy on housing the poor, those that

relate to the actual physical structure of the house and those that reflect the social and

cultural aspects of the lives of the beneficiaries.

2.1 SATISFACTION

There is little consensus on whether satisfaction should be considered as a criterion

for housing quality or as a predictor of behaviour. “Most data on housing satisfaction

is restricted to Western countries” (Erdogan  et al, 2007, Page 127).  Fahey (1999,

Page  11)  says  that  “a  crude  assessment  of  success  and  failure  in  local  authority

housing can be made, by asking the question: “Are people willing to live in it?””

Studies  done  by  Turkoglu  (1977)  and  Salleh  (2008)  are  examples  where  the

residential  satisfaction is  considered as a dependent  variable of residential  quality.

According to Salleh (2008), 

The failure of many housing projects may be attributed to the lack of knowledge
on the determinants of residential satisfaction. Residential satisfaction reflects the
degree  to  which individuals’  housing needs  are fulfilled.  It  acts  as  a  guide to
policy makers to monitor the implementation of housing policies (Page 486).

Liu  (1999)  suggests  that  the  empirical  studies  on  residential  satisfaction  can  be

divided into two distinct approaches.

On  one  hand,  there  are  those  studies  in  which  residential  satisfaction  is
considered  as  a  criterion  of  residential  quality,  the  objective  of  studies  of
which is to establish which factors determine the degree to which the occupant
is  satisfied  with  the  residential  environment;  others  consider  residential
satisfaction not as a criterion but as a predictor of behavior. Using the latter
approach,  a  low level  of  residential  satisfaction  can predict  behavior  as  in
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moving house, or, in cases where this is not possible, the adaptation of the
housing to new needs as they arise, e.g.,  carrying out home improvements.
Thus, the studies which deal with residential mobility and its consequences
use residential satisfaction as a variable predictor of behavior (Page 513).

Liu (1999) has strongly noted that in whatever manner the assessment of residential

satisfaction is carried out, it is essentially an estimate taken at one particular point in

time to represent a summary of the occupants’ experience and expectancies up to that

point. Therefore, these results must be interpreted in this light and, in particular, the

effect of time on the assessment must be considered. Mohit et al. (2010) observed in

their  study  that  although  the  “various  housing,  neighbourhood  and  household

characteristics  deteremine the level  of residential  satisfaction,  the impacts  of these

variables as determinants of residential satisfaction or dissatisfaction tend to vary by

housing types, tenure, countries and cultures” (Page 20).

People “are likely to feel dissatisfied if their housing and neighbourhood do not meet

their residential needs and aspirations” (Salleh, 2008, Page 486 and 487). The criteria

for  satisfaction  may  vary  from  one  project  to  the  other.  There  is  a  significant

difference in findings between the case studies of two cities in Malaysia, Penang and

Terengganu, done by Salleh, regarding factors affecting the residential satisfaction.

While educational facilities are common, other factors seem to be quite different. For

example, residents from Terengganu have given high priority to safety factors such as

the location of the police station and the fire brigade, while the residents from Penang

have given importance to design features of the house.

2.1.1 Success of a Housing Project

Given  the  multi-dimensional  nature  of  housing,  a  clear  line  between success  and

failure is hard to draw. A standard criterion for defining the success of a housing

project  is  difficult  to  discern  in  the  literature.  The  definition  of  success  varies

depending on the point of view (such as the policy makers’, donors’ or beneficiaries’)

from which one is exploring satisfaction. If the parameters of the project as initially

conceived could be taken up, then it will refer to success only from a policy maker’s

point of view. The criteria can vary when success is defined from the beneficiary’s

point of view. In this study, we define success as follows: 
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A  housing  project  can  be  termed  as  a  success  when  there  is  an  intra-

generational upward economic and social mobility of most of the families and

they continue to live in the same settlement.  

2.2 INDICATORS FOR ASSESSING SUCCESS

There are various models  for assessment or evaluation  of housing.  Some scholars

attach  importance  to  environmental  sustainability  while  others  give  importance  to

building performance and housing quality. Jiboye (2009) observed that “one of the

tasks confronting the policy-makers, housing developers and all those concerned with

housing delivery is how to identify relevant factors or parameters which determine

tenants’ satisfaction with their housing and how to use this information in housing

planning and development” (Page 240).

Indicators  are  standards  used  to  measure  achievements  of  a  project.  They  are

numbers, facts, opinions or perceptions that look into the impact of the “success or

failure”  of the housing project  as perceived by the stakeholder  group. They are a

useful tool to assess the kind of impact an intervention has, measures the changes and

investigate long-term impacts and benefits. 

The indicators for determining the success or failure of a project can be brought under

the following broad heads:

 Government Policy

 Physical Factors of the House

 Social and Cultural Aspects of Beneficiaries

Both quantitative and qualitative indicators are used in an assessment of the success

of the housing projects. Quantitative indicators reveal information about measurable

quantities  (e.g.  number,  percentage  etc.);  and qualitative  indicators  investigate  the

“whys” of situations, as well as, the perceptions of people’s own experiences, which

are an important source of “first-hand” information for the researchers. 

The normative content of the human right to adequate housing, state obligations, and

the nature of violations have been articulated in General Comment 4 on the ‘The right

to adequate housing,’ of the UN Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights
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(CESCR). Some of the core components of the right as per General Comment 412 are

given below;

 Legal  security  of  tenure  -  All  persons  should  possess  a  degree  of

security  of  tenure  which  guarantees  legal  protection  against  forced
eviction, harassment and other threats…..

 Availability  of  services,  materials,  facilities  and infrastructure  -  An

adequate  house  must  contain  certain  facilities  essential  for  health,
security,  comfort  and  nutrition.  All  beneficiaries  of  the  right  to
adequate  housing  should  have  sustainable  access  to  natural  and
common resources, safe drinking water,  energy for cooking, heating
and lighting, sanitation and washing facilities, means of food storage,
refuse disposal, site drainage and emergency services;

 Affordability - Personal or household financial costs associated with

housing should be at such a level that the attainment and satisfaction of
other basic needs are not threatened or compromised….. 

 Habitability  -  Adequate  housing  must  be  habitable,  in  terms  of

providing  the  inhabitants  with  adequate  space  and  protecting  them
from cold, damp, heat, rain, wind or other threats to health, structural
hazards, and disease vectors…..

 Accessibility  - Adequate housing must be accessible to those entitled

to  it.  Disadvantaged  groups  must  be  accorded  full  and  sustainable
access to adequate housing resources…..

 Location - Adequate housing must be in a location which allows access

to  employment  options,  health-care  services,  schools,  child-care
centres and other social facilities…… 

 Cultural  Adequacy  -  The  way  housing  is  constructed,  the  building

materials  used  and the  policies  supporting  these  must  appropriately
enable the expression of cultural identity and diversity of housing”.

Following this, the World Bank (1993) developed an extensive series of indicators.

These indicators provide relevant information on housing and housing policy in any

given country. However, they are not very useful to assess the success or failure of a

single housing project. They are more useful in the evaluation and implementation of

housing policy. Further, they are not location or terrain specific. Different countries

have  different  housing  objectives,  mainly  due  to  their  political  systems  and

ideologies. This means, in practice, that they value different aspects of the housing

12 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, United Nations, The right to adequate housing 
Art. 11(1), CESCR General Comment 4, in sixth session 1991. 
http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/0/469f4d91a9378221c12563ed0053547e
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sector differently. It may therefore be misleading to evaluate the housing sector in

different countries with the same set of indicators. 

In addition to the above, for many years, a variety of building performance evaluation

models for residential buildings have been developed internationally. Some of them,

which look only at the environmental performance, are as follows:

 GBTool13 developed by experts from various countries: Both new building and

renovation projects of three types of buildings (multi-unit residential,  office
and school) can be assessed using this tool.  

 BREEAM14 developed in UK by the Building  Research Establishment:  The

sustainability of both buildings and infrastructure at site or estate level can be
assessed. In April 2007 the Code for Sustainable Homes replaced Ecohomes
for the assessment of new housing in England. 

 LEED15 developed in US by the US Green Building Council: This is the green

building rating system where many buildings all  over the world have been
certified.

All  the  three  models  provide  a  complete  framework  for  evaluating  building

environmental  performance  and  meeting  sustainability  goals,  and  provide  an

authoritative  rating  for  new or  renovated  housing  (Kim  et  al., 2005).  The  rating

schemes adopted in most of the performance evaluation models are generally of two

sorts: ‘certification’, which means evaluating a building for good performance at the

design stage or ‘labeling’, or assessing the in-use performance of a building compared

with those of other similar buildings (Soebarto and Williamson, 2001).

Qualitel  is  a  housing quality  certification  system of  France,  which  guarantees  the

performance of different technical equipments in the habitation based on a proprietary

method (Kim et al., 2005). According to them, the Housing Performance Indication

System  developed  by  the  Ministry  of  Land,  Infrastructure  and  Transport  of  the

Government of Japan is “designed to help a homebuyer’s housing selection and to

promote improvements in the housing performance. The system is made up of nine

13 GBTool is intended to be used for the assessment of potential energy and environmental 
performance of buildings.

14 BREEAM stands for Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method. It is 
used for the environmental assessment of the office buildings.

15 LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Green Building Rating System,
developed  by  the  U.S.  Green  Building  Council (USGBC),  provides  a  suite  of  standards  for  the
environmentally  sustainable  design,  construction  and  operation  of  buildings  and  neighborhoods
(wikipedia.org).
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parts with twenty eight performance evaluation items related to structural safety, fire

safety, and housing performance. Each item is graded into two or five levels. It can be

applied to both detached housing and apartment housing” (Kim  et al.,  2005, Page

1106). Quarq in Portugal is also an evaluation method, which measures the degree of

adequacy between the architectural characteristics of housings and occupants’ needs

and expectancies (Kim et al., 2005).

Erdogan  et al.  (2007) showed that housing satisfaction is a casual linkage of five

dimensions,  namely,  overall  housing  satisfaction,  perceived  living  conditions,

physical surroundings, social relations and local authorities. Jiboye (2009) observed

that “there has been a general assumption that the physical and structural adequacy of

a dwelling alone is a good measure of its suitability in providing satisfactory housing

to its occupants.  This generalization is nevertheless not enough to explain what is

considered  as  satisfactory  or  adequate  housing”  (Page  239).  In  his  study  of  the

tenants’  satisfaction  with  public  housing  in  Lagos,  Nigeria,  three  major  housing

components  were taken into consideration;  dwelling unit  features,  management  of

housing units and the housing area environment. In their study on housing in Spain,

Vera-Toscano and Ateca-Amestoy (2008) investigated the effect of social interaction

and the relevance of social capital measured as informal contacts with neighbours. 

Mohit  et al. (2010), in their assessment of residential satisfaction in public low-cost

housing in Kuala Lumpur, found that “residential satisfaction index has high positive

correlations  with  dwelling  unit  features,  social  environment,  support  services  and

public facilities and low positive relation with neighbourhood facilities” (Page 18)

The study done by Mohit  and Azim (2012) on the public  housing in  Hulhumale,

Maldives adapted the same conceptual model and looked at the same components. 

There are other models which assess the housing performance of projects such as:

 Housing Quality Indicator (HQI) System developed in the UK by the Office of

the Deputy Prime Minister.

 Housing Performance Evaluation Model for Multi-Family housing in South

Korea.

These will be discussed below with highlights of their salient features.
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2.2.1 Housing Quality Indicator System

The HQI is a measurement and assessment tool designed to allow housing schemes to

be evaluated on the basis of quality rather than cost. HQI assesses the quality of a

housing project using three main categories: location, design and performance. These

are subdivided into ten sections and the indicators are:

1. Location – Support services, amenites, public transport etc.

2. Site Visual Impact, Layout and Landscaping

3. Open Space – Children’s play, car parking, site security

4. Routes and Movement – vehicles, pedestrians

5. Unit Size - area

6. Unit Layout – furniture provision, access and activity zones

7. Unit Noise Control, Light Quality, Services

8. Accessibility within the Unit

9. Energy, Green and Sustainable issues – Energy use standards, sustainability
standards

10. Performance in Use – Durability, adaptability and user satisfaction

The advantage of the above system is that the indicators measure the housing quality

beyond the physical aspects of the buildings. On the other hand, the limitation of this

system is that the indicators assess a housing project only from a design and technical

point of view. 

2.2.2 Housing Performance Evaluation Model 

Performance in residential buildings should be evaluated systematically with a variety

of  indicators  and  this  model  has  been  developed  for  a  multi-family  residential

building, which can be considered a representative housing type in Korea (Kim et al.,

2005).  This  model  was  developed  for  an  objective  and  practical  evaluation  and

comparison of residential housing alternatives. The focus is on housing performance

as it is important from a value assessment point of view by building professionals.
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“The concepts and purposes of almost 170 indicators used in existing models
were  analyzed  and  discussed  in  detail  to  classify  and  categorize  them
according  to  the  degree  of  relevance.  As  a  result,  those  performance
indicators  could  be  categorized  into  41  indicators  on  the  inside  and  the
outside environment of the housing complex such as location, surroundings,
and land use; 59 indicators on the housing function such as safety, spatial
plan, and convenienceand 67 indicators on housing comfort related to indoor
environment” (Kim et al., 2005, Page 1106). 

The first level of performance feature therefore consists of three main categories:

 Housing Environment-

o Public transportation

o Amenities

o Green areas

o Pollution source

o Possibility of natural disaster

o Land use

o Landscaping

 Housing Function-

o Parking

o Unit plan

o Safety

o Convenience

o Security

o Adaptability

 Housing Comfort-

o Thermal insulation

o Thermal control system

o Sound insulation

o Noise

o Day lighting

o View to outside

o Ventilation

This model considers housing performance and does not address the success or failure

of housing projects. 
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2.2.3 Indicators and Importance

The above discussions outlined the different models used in evaluating the housing

projects. Our study here goes beyond a one-time evaluation of housing projects for the

rural poor in India. Therefore, drawing from the literature, a set of policy, physical

and social indicators has been identified that directly relates to the objectives of the

study. The indicators and their sub-indicators are outlined in the following Tables 2.1,

2.2 and 2.3 below. 

Table 2.1 Classification of Indicators Reflecting Policy Aspects

Policy Indicators Sub Indicators

Financial Support Loan Repayment, Cost Per Unit,

Extent of Plot Plot Size, Plot Shape

Security of Tenure

Technology
Techniques, Materials, Use of Alternate Techniques, Use of 
Alternate Materials, 

Construction Process

Infrastructure

Water supply, Public Roads, Electricity, Sewerage Facility, 
Solid Waste Management, Surface Water Drainage, Fire 
Services Installation, Public Transportation, Proximity to 
School. Proximity to Agricultural Fields, Proximity to Work, 
Religious Places, Proximity to Shopping Facilites, Proximity 
to Healthcare Facilities, Proximity to Childcare Centres, 
Proximity to Post Office, 

Participation
Beneficiary Participation, Community Participation, 
Panchayat Participation, NGO Participation

Table 2.2 Classification of Indicators Reflecting Physical Aspects

Physical Indicators Sub Indicators

Location Safety from Disaster, Nearness to Agricultural Fields, 
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Drainage, Land Terrain, Soil Conditions, Water 
Availability, Pollution, 

Layout

Open Spaces Parks, Children's Play, Community Centre, 
Public Car Parking, Site Landscaping, Tree Coverage, Road
Widths, Visual Impact and Character, Recreation Facilities, 
Pedestrianization, Density of Housing Units, Land use and 
Zoning, Public Area Maintenance, Public Area Lighting, 

Design

Aesthetical Appearance,  Landscaping, Differentially Abled
Friendly (Accessibility), Climate, View to Outside, Size of 
the Unit (Bed Size, Kitchen Size, Toilet Size, Ceiling 
Height), Unit Layout, Rainfall, Number of Storeys, 

Building Services
Water Supply within the house, Electricity within the house,
Sewerage Facility, Fire Services Installation, Security 
Systems, 

Performance in Use

Housing Quality (Exterior), Housing Quality (Interior), 
Fixtures & Fittings Quality, Thermal Comfort, Thermal 
Control System, Thermal Insulation, Sound Insulation, 
Noise, Day Lighting, Artificial Lighting, Ventilation, 
Durability, User Satisfaction, Indoor Air Quality, 
Maintenance Costs,

Freedom to Modify Adaptability, Flexibility

Table 2.3 Classification of Indicators Reflecting Socio-Cultural Aspects

Social Indicators Sub Indicators

Social Status

Occupation Needs

Cultural Adequacy

Location of the Bedroom, Location of the 
Kitchen, Main Door Position, Orientation of 
the house, 

Privacy
Visual Privacy within the house, Privacy 
within the Layout, Acoustic Privacy

Safety & Crime
Safety of the House, Safety of the Settlement, 
Crime, 

Social Interaction and Social 
Networking

Social Interaction, Social Capital,

Although Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 give the entire list of sub-indicators derived from the

literature, all of them are not used for the present study. To explain the rationale for

this selection, the following guidelines were adopted. 

1. Indicators  directly  reflecting  the  government  policy  as  applicable  to  rural
housing have been included. Therefore those that are relevant to urban poor
have been excluded.
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2. Almost  all  indicators  used  in  housing  research  to  evaluate  the  physical
features/condition of the houses have been taken for the research.

3. As the study is located in rural India, the social structure of the region has
been  used  as  a  reference  to  short  list  the  social/cultural  and  economic
indicators. They are explained below.

Most  of  the  housing  schemes  for  the  rural  poor  in  India  in  the  early  years  of

independence followed the ‘provider approach’. Therefore indicators directly related

to the state policy in terms of the size of the house or/and plot; the techniques and

materials  used  for  construction  along  with  the  process  adopted  were  considered

important.  Beneficiary  participation  (as  highlighted  as  part  of  aided  self-help

schemes) and security of tenure were also added as relevant literature have given high

weightage to them for ensuing success. Indicators that apply to only urban settings

(such  as  provision  of  parks,  recreation  facilities  or  landscaping)  have  not  been

included.

When we look at the list of indicators selected to reflect the ‘physical’ aspects of the

house and the settlement, we have included almost all the indicators often quoted in

housing research. Wherever required, such sub-indicators have been listed to obtain a

holistic  picture.  For  example,  the  ‘design’  of  a  house  also  subsumes  apart  from

convenience and comfort, aspects such as differentially abled friendly features and

climate relevant details.

The  third  category  of  indicators  –  those  that  relate  to  the  social  and  cultural

dimensions of the beneficiaries are based on the social structure of rural India and the

socio-cultural background of the rural poor in India.  They generally  belong to the

lower rungs of the caste hierarchy and social mobility has been a difficult proposition.

Therefore indicators such as occupational needs in a house or the house – much more

than mere shelter – but a symbol of ‘social status’ in the larger society have been

used.  Privacy  and  safety  are  drawn  from literature  and  their  importance  will  be

studied in the context of rural poor in India. For our research, social interaction and

social networking are also listed, as they are largely homogeneous groups where life

chances and life styles are more or less similar.

The  earlier  version  of  building  evaluation  models  adopted  the  form  of  simple

checklists  with the indicators of equal importance.  By and large, we find that this
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analysis pursued by first identifying the indicators and then assigning a weightage for

each of them. Kim et al. (2005) observed that “the derivation of credits and weights

based on each indicator’s relative importance to other indicators within the overall

performance score is becoming more accepted” (Kim et al.,  2005, Page 1109). They

further observe that 

The weightage given to each indicator may vary according to the project.
Further, “weights of the performance features are often influenced by ethical
or social value judgment based on national, regional, and individual concerns
rather than on scientific and technical information. They might also change
with the evaluation purpose (Kim et al., 2005, Page 1109). 

The  indicators  are  more  region  specific,  terrain  specific,  building  specific  and

community specific. For example, in the case of a housing project coming up in an

area where tsunami or cyclone is likely to strike, the safety of the land is of prime

importance. In our study, no system of attributing weightage of indicators has been

followed. Our endeavor is not to do an evaluation of the ‘performance of housing

quality’,  but  to  analyse  and  understand  those  indicators  other  than  the  ‘physical

aspects’ of the house that can lead to ‘success’ of a housing project. In other words,

we wish to identify and mark those salient ‘variables’ that need careful attention – be

it policy related, relevant physical features or socio-cultural in nature, while planning

and implementing a housing scheme. The significance of these indicators will vary

over time, space and socio-cultural background of the beneficiaries. These indicators

are explained in detail in the following sections.

2.3 POLICY INDICATORS

The indicators that affect the success of a housing project due to the policy of the

government are:

1. Financial support

2. Extent of plot

3. Security of tenure

4. Technology

5. Construction process

6. Infrastructure

7. Participation
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These are defined and explained in the following sections.

2.3.1 Financial Support

Many  housing  schemes  simply  provide  the  core  house  and  beneficiaries  have  to

complete  the finishing and additions/alterations.  Abrams (1964) acknowledged the

roof as the most important part of the structure, but also the costliest and the most

difficult to acquire. He observed that once provided with a roof, families managed to

buy materials for the rest of the house.

Experience from the implementation of housing schemes in Kerala had shown that

there was a tendency among the beneficiaries to misuse the financial support for other

purposes  (Poulose,  1988).  Hence,  in  the  case  of  the  Subsidized  Aided  Self  Help

(SASH) housing scheme, it was made obligatory that each beneficiary should open a

joint account in a bank in his name with a representative of the voluntary agency in

order to provide a checkpoint. This step ensured that money could be drawn and spent

only with the knowledge of the voluntary agency.

“Several micro studies indicate that in a bid to build houses bigger and better than

available resources permit, several families borrow indiscriminately leading not only

to indebtedness but also to houses remaining incomplete” (Local Self-Government

Department, 2007, Page 16). As per the study done by Nair (2006) in Kerala, there

were incomplete houses under the Total Housing Scheme (THS)16 for more than four

years.  Even  though  the  houses  were  not  completed,  the  beneficiaries  decided  to

occupy their houses. Their houses do not have any front and back doors nor do they

have electricity connection and toilets in the new houses. 

Relating the experience of a family in Kerala, Nair (2006) observed that

For developing the plot and constructing the house they were forced to take

loans from private lending agencies at  higher rates of interest.  Now, even

after two years they are not able to repay a single penny towards the capital

because of the high interests. This household has only minor pending works

for their house. But they are seriously thinking of selling their house in fear

of their rising debts” (Page 75).

16 Total Housing Scheme (THS) was carried out in some of the districts in Kerala from 1999-2001.
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The  repayment  of  debt  from  their  paltry  earnings  impoverishes  the  beneficiaries

further and in the case of one of the schemes, as much as 32 per cent of the houses

were not completed (Meenakshi and Kumar, 2000). 

The  working  group  on  rural  housing  for  the  Eleventh  Five  Year  Plan  of  the

Government  of  India  (Ministry  of  Rural  Development,  2006)  admits  that  the

inadequacy of cash assistance for construction has resulted in poor quality of houses.

Even  after  contributing  their  labour  and  borrowing  from  local  sources,  the

beneficiaries were able to use only temporary materials for roofing; they also fell into

the  debt  trap.  According  to  Poulose  (1988),  the  main  reason  why  the  State

Government and the Housing Board did not raise the ceiling cost of each house was to

keep the rate of repayment to within the affordable limits of the beneficiaries’ families

and to help a greater number of families with the available funds. A study conducted

about the Rehabilitation Housing Scheme in Kerala showed that this objective was

defeated to a great extent, as nearly 50 per cent of the beneficiaries had raised funds

from  other  sources,  paying  much  higher  interests.  Most  of  them  have  defaulted

repayment to the Housing Board, as they are compelled to give priority to clear their

debts with the more avaricious moneylenders (Poulose, 1988).

Gopikuttan (2002) looked at the appropriateness of the public housing schemes for

rural poor in Kerala. The findings suggest that availing sanctioned housing assistance

is quite hard and in most cases, the beneficiaries had to visit the local offices several

times. The delay in the disbursal of funds leads to delay in construction, which in turn

escalates the construction costs (Meenakshi and Kumar, 2000).

However, Nair (2006) points out that there were cases where the beneficiaries were

able to receive  the financial  assistance for the third time in 1999 under the Total

Housing Scheme. They had earlier received financial assistance from the Government

for housing in 1976 and 1986 as well.

2.3.2 Extent of Plot

The extent as well as the shape of the plot used for a housing project influences the

design and layout of the project. 
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Onque (2007) in his study of the Federal Grants Program under the Department of

Housing and Urban Development in the United States (Hope VI developed in 1993),

observes that “many of the early public housing projects were designed at too great a

density and at too grand an urban scale. These issues are important because density

and overcrowding have been directly associated with crime, disease and dereliction.”

Liu (1999) observed that the density of population within the estate is an important

factor determining the residential satisfaction of the users in the case of the housing

estates in Hong Kong.

Schach (1997) traces the evolution of one of the earliest public housing projects in the

US, the  Bluegrass-Aspendale in the East End neighbourhood of Lexington that was

constructed in various phases from 1937 to 1951. Originally,  Bluegrass-Aspendale

was segregated, with the whites occupying 144 units in Bluegrass Park and the blacks

living in 142 units in Aspendale. The study (Schach, 1997) quotes Joseph Lyons, an

original  and fifty-year  resident  of Aspendale,  describing it  as,  ‘the nicest  place in

town’. He said the project was a fine place to raise his family of four children, all of

who went on to college and professional jobs. There was space for landscaping and

the residents were responsible for the maintenance of the front and back yards. One of

the major attractions of the project was the large central open space.

However, the addition of new buildings in the 1950s increased the density from 5.1

units per acre to 12 units per acre. With this development, the buildings became more

organized  around  the  road  system,  and  the  availability  of  open  space  decreased

considerably. In spite of the increase in number of residents and cars, no space for off-

street parking was provided.  By 1970s, several problems such as racial segregation,

crime and fear of crime, drug trade,  security and theft had become prevalent. The

decrease in federal funding for social programmes heightened the issues. The increase

in the density of the layout created new problems as revealed in this study.

Schach (1997) argues that the revitalization of existing public housing projects can be

carried out by de-densification via unit demolition and the creation of smaller project

clusters.   Many slum like  public  housing projects,  which  had high density  in  the

developed countries, had to be de-densified to convert them into acceptable sites later.
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In the Hope VI programme in the United States, “by creating a  mixed-income, less

dense development, the concentrations of poor families was reduced” (Onque, 2007,

Page 76). The mixed-income strategy and the reductions in density have resulted in an

increase in the medium household income, but it resulted in a net loss of housing units

available to the urban poor (Onque, 2007).

In public housing projects in India, the Government decides the extent of plot.  The

committee  constituted to  recommend measures for carrying out  the EMS Housing

Programme in Kerala have suggested that the local governments should provide house

sites to persons Below Poverty Line17 (BPL); normally at the rate of two cents18 in

rural  areas  and  one  and  a  half  cents  in  urban  areas  (Local  Self-Government

Department, 2007). 

2.3.3 Security of Tenure

Security of tenure is the right of a tenant or occupant of a building or land against

forced eviction and harassment. The main objective of tenure policies is to provide

sufficient security to stimulate land development and house construction. According

to Chaudhry and Vartak (2006), security of tenure is,

One  of  the  most  widely  recognised  components  of  the  human  right  to
adequate housing. Legal security of tenure is often instrumental in ensuring
access to various  services  that  fulfill  key human rights.  Legal  security  of
tenure  also  provides  the  necessary  protection  from arbitrary  eviction  and
deprivation, especially for women (Page 28).

Security of tenure was identified as critical to the facilitation of housing improvement

(Turner,  1967).  In  contrast,  De Souza (1999,  2000) in  his  study of  five  different

informal settlements in Brazil found that legal tenure was not the main priority for

households when considering the improvements of their housing conditions. But it

“appears to be an important factor in the levels of housing improvements low-income

groups make on their own houses, especially among those achieved access to land

with a degree of illegality, but it may not be key factor” (De Souza, 1999, Page 32).

According to him,  the saving capacity,  stable income and building skills  can also

contribute to improvements to occur. 

17 The Government of India has laid down criterion of households below poverty line based on 
monthly per capita consumption expenditure.

18 One cent is one-hundredth of an acre and is equal to 40.46 sq. m.
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In the 2004 post-tsunami reconstruction of houses in the state of Tamil Nadu, the

Government Order (2005) insisted that the legal titles of the house provided be issued

jointly in the names of the husband and wife.

2.3.4 Technology

The decision regarding the choice of technology including materials and techniques

works within a certain institutional and cultural context that shapes the lifestyles of

people. According to Gopikuttan, 

Unless  the  materials  and  technologies  take  into  account  the  dynamics  of
changing life-styles the end users of technologies may refuse to accept and
adapt  them. Attitudinal  issues  are also important  in  a fast  changing world,
where  societal  norms  and  symbols  are  continually  put  in  question.  Social
sustainability  is  therefore  an  important  dimension  that  should  be  reckoned
with (Gopikuttan, 2004, Page 12).

He  further  notes  that  modern  building  materials  like  cement,  bricks,  marble  and

granite floors are being increasingly used from the 1990s. Another notable change has

been the preference for concrete roofs over tiled roofs.  Thus, the mason has become

the key person in house construction, replacing the carpenter19. As the average size of

houses  increased  since  the  1980s,  architects  and  engineers  offered  private

consultancy. The consultation fee of the architects and engineers being unaffordable

to  the  beneficiaries,  the  respondents  mostly  relied  on  carpenters  and  masons  for

consultancy (Gopikuttan, 2002).

The study done by Tiwari and Parikh (2000) showed that the low cost techniques are

possible  solutions  to  the  problem of  housing  and  environment  since  their  energy

consumption  is  also  low.  According  to  them,  “the  present  trend  of  construction

practice is unsustainable from the resource availability and the environmental point of

view. This calls  for a change in the overall  attitude to construction if  fast  growth

towards eliminating homelessness is to be achieved” (Tiwari and Parikh, 2000, Page

75).

The Government tried to promote appropriate technology through various measures

including setting up of the building centres in Kerala. According to the Report of the

Working Group on Rural Housing for the 11th Five Year Plan, there is a role for the

19 The change in technology (policy factor) has affected the construction process, which is another
policy factor.
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rural building centres in the case of Indira Awaas Yojana. “Though the scheme has

been discontinued from 2004, 85 RBCs20 sanctioned in different States are expected to

continue to  support  technology transfer  and produce cost-effective  material.  Their

help is expected to be taken to get information on cost effective technologies and

conducting training for rural artisans under IAY” (Ministry of Rural Development,

2006, Page 14).

Gopikuttan  (2002)  states  that  till  1960s,  the  use  of  indigenous  materials  was

widespread in Kerala. Commodification and changing agricultural patterns rendered

materials from the Common Property Resources (CPR) scarce. Consequently, the cost

of indigenous inputs like sand and factory produced materials such as sand increased

many times since the mid 1970s. With the penetration of modern building materials,

the indigenous building materials such as mud, clay, coconut leaves were considered

inferior,  owing to  their  non-durability.  Although,  technologies  (physical  factor)  to

improve the aspects like strength exist, the Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) are

largely unaware of it (Gopikuttan, 2004). 

In  the  study  done  by  Tas  et  al.  (2007)  regarding  the  post-earthquake  permanent

housing  in  Gundogdu  in  Turkey,  it  was  revealed  that  the  construction  system

(technology) which is tunnel framework, led to the failure of noise control. The study

shows  that  about  40  per  cent  of  the  respondents  were  not  pleased  about  this

technology. There were complaints from residents living on the top floor about roofs

with poor insulations and inefficient roof work.

2.3.5 Construction Process

The construction  process  employed  in  a  housing project  influences  its  success  or

failure.  Broadly,  the  construction  process  can  be  divided  into  two  categories  –

contractor driven approach and the beneficiary driven approach. There is an increased

user satisfaction in the beneficiary driven model since the beneficiaries build what

they require in the way they need and according to their own convenience and access

to resources (Turner, 1976). “Although self-help housing is no longer dominant in the

metropolitan housing markets, it still is an important characteristic, especially for the

poorest” (Bredenoord and Verkoren, 2010, Page 359).

20 Rural Building Centres
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Fernandez-Maldonado and Bredenoord (2010) observed in their study that in a project

involving  small-scale  construction  works  in  scattered  locations,  it  is  difficult  to

engage large construction firms. According to them,

The new social housing schemes are not the traditional self-help approaches of
the 1960s and 1970s, in which the household managed the whole construction
process.  In the new schemes,  the formal  construction  sector  is  involved in
building basic modules for the poor (Page 349).

Therefore, the construction process adopted for a housing project will determine the

possibility and nature of the beneficiary and community participation. In a contractor

driven approach, there is not much scope for beneficiary participation as labour is part

of the contract. The bigger the contractor and the project, the lower are the chances of

beneficiary participation. Table 2.4 explains the salient differences between the big

contractor driven model and the beneficiary driven model. 

Alexander et al. (1985) suggested that “for proper social connection between people

and their community, it is possible to imagine a building process in which groups of

families,  of  a  size  small  enough  so  people  can  talk  to  each  other  and  reach

agreements, can themselves work in clusters, have control over their own common

land, and lay out their own lots according to their own designs and their own wishes”

(Page 43). 

Table 2.4 Comparison between Beneficiary Driven and Contractor Driven Models

Beneficiary Driven Model Contractor Driven Model

Beneficiaries have to get involved in 
decision-making. The community has to 
be interested in learning the construction 
techniques and has to get involved in the 
construction.

Customizing the houses and the 
participation of the community in the 
various stages of construction would be 
impossible with the introduction of big 
contractors.

The overheads of the beneficiaries may 
be much lower compared with that of the 
big contractors. There is no profit motive 
when the beneficiaries themselves handle
the construction.

The cost of construction may go up since 
the overheads incurred by the big 
contractors are high.

If the beneficiaries are aware of the The quality of construction may not be 
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construction techniques and materials, 
then the quality of construction will be 
good.

ensured even if big contractors carry out 
the work.

When the technology is different from the
traditional technology, the beneficiaries 
may not be able to participate in 
construction. Modern techniques such as 
reinforced cement concrete etc. are alien 
to most of the beneficiaries in rural areas.

The idea of transferring an alien 
technology such as reinforced cement 
concrete construction and its continual 
use in the house extensions and additions 
would be possible only when the 
community is made aware of the various 
aspects of construction.

Source: Kuriakose and Rajagopalan (2013)

In the SASH scheme, which was implemented in Kerala in 1982, voluntary agencies

were  involved  in  the  construction  process.  In  many cases,  the  voluntary  agencies

themselves arranged for the stage certificates which were necessary to get the next

installment of loan or grant and there was no delay, at least on this account. They

were able to resort to bulk purchases of materials and arrange for their transportation

to the sites.  The time of construction could be restricted  to the minimum, mainly

because of the interest and anxiety of the voluntary agencies to complete the buildings

within as short a period as possible.

2.3.6 Infrastructure

Water supply, drainage, sewerage, roads and other infrastructure facilities required to

be  provided  by  the  government  come  under  this  category.  Having  the  entire

infrastructure plan in the project site is very important and it is for the government to

organize these facilities and the residents may be able to give support.

The  Indore Habitat Improvement Project (IHIP) is one of the most celebrated slum

up-gradation projects in India. This project was implemented in Indore, one of the

largest  and most populated cities  in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, with the

assistance  of  the  British  Government  (Department  for  International  Development)

from 1990-1997.  The  IHIP  was  based  on  the  notion  of  slum networking,  and  is

supposed  to  have  provided  the  beneficiaries  with  individual  water  and  sewer

connections and health care facilities.

Verma (2000) studying IHIP found that the respondents were dissatisfied with the

basic facilities like water supply, infrastructure, and landscaping in spite of integrated
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planning.  Regarding drinking water supply, the respondents (over one third) using

private taps complained that water supplied was contaminated. The major cause was

the  overflow of  drainage  at  many points  close  to  the  water  supply.  Additionally,

dwellers also were anxious about contamination of other water sources such as open

wells and tube wells.

The project intended to implement the innovative concept of roads as storm-water

drains in the place of conventional open drains. But, this again was a failure, as most

dwellers were not connected to the underground drainage. Consequently, the roads

functioned as both sullage and storm water drains. Moreover, garbage emerged as a

major challenge, in the absence of any solid waste management systems, and also the

City Corporation's refusal to manage the slums on account of the choked drainage.

The  study reveals  that  in  reality,  the  project  had  many  shortcomings,  in  spite  of

bagging several international awards.

2.3.6.1 Provision of Public Amenities

It  should be ensured that housing is developed in suitable locations which offer a

range of community facilities and with good access to jobs and key services. Trying

to  achieve  higher  standards  for  well-designed  homes  and  neighbourhoods,  the

Commission for Architecture and Built Environment (2008) says in their report that

 Creating  successful  residential  areas  is  much  more  than  just  providing
opportunities for homes that respond to people’s needs. It is about providing
a framework within which communities can grow. Appropriate community
facilities and services, such as open spaces, crèches, hospital, religious places
and other places for residents, are important in this framework (Page 7). 

Proximity to good public transport is essential in making a place more accessible to a

variety of groups. In small developments, the layout should make sure that people

have  easy  access  to  these  facilities  (Commission  for  Architecture  and  Built

Environment, 2008). 

Research carried out in different countries (Tas  et al.,  2007, Liu,  1999, Turkoglu,

1997)  show  that  residents’  satisfaction  was  dependent  on  the  accessibility  to

downtown, workplace, hospitals and availability of shopping and municipal services

(amenities such as schools, shops and public transport which are determined by the
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government policy). Norris (1999) said that in Ireland, “residents of several estates in

Ireland  complained  that  other  social  amenities  such  as  community  centres,

playgrounds  and  green  spaces  became  a  focus  for  antisocial  behavior,  not  only

because they were poorly designed but also because local authorities did not have the

resources, the staff or the will to maintain them” (Page 113). 

2.3.7 Participation

Beneficiary  and  community  participation  are  to  be  ensured  in  all  stages  of  the

construction, right from taking an informed choice on the location of their house, to

the planning, design, implementation and monitoring the construction process. 

Arnstein (1969) described a typology of eight levels of participation. For illustrative

purposes the eight types are arranged in a ladder pattern with each rung corresponding

to the extent of citizens' power in determining the end product (See Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 Arnstein's Ladder of Participation

Source: Arnstein, 1969.

Arnstein (1969) argues that “participation without redistribution of power is an empty

and frustrating process for the powerless” (Page 216).  In the name of community

participation, the power holders reduce the role of the people to the bottom rung of the

ladder  by  putting  them  in  rubberstamp  advisory  committees  or  advisory  boards

instead  of  genuine  citizen  participation.  She  further  explains  her  model  with  the

following observations:

1. The bottom rungs of the ladder are manipulation and therapy. These two rungs
describe  levels  of  "nonparticipation"  that  have  been  contrived  by  some  to
substitute for genuine participation.

2. Informing citizens of their rights, responsibilities and options can be the most
important first step toward legitimate citizen participation. In most cases, this
remains a one-way flow of information. 
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3. In  Consultation,  citizens  may  indeed  hear  and  be  heard.  But  under  these
conditions they lack the power to ensure that their views will be heeded by the
powerful. This is the highest level of community participation in some public
housing projects. 

4. Citizens can enter into a Partnership that enables them to negotiate and engage
in trade-offs. 

5. At the topmost rung is Citizen Control, where the have-not citizens obtain the
majority of decision-making seats, or full managerial power.

Consulting  and  informing  have  often  been  passed  off  as  legitimate  forms  of

community participation in reconstruction, despite the users’ participation in decision-

making being stifled (Davidson et al., 2007). 

When powerholders  restrict  the input  of citizens'  ideas  solely to  this  level,
participation  remains  just  a  window-dressing  ritual.  People  are  primarily
perceived  as  statistical  abstractions,  and  participation  is  measured  by  how
many  come to  meetings,  take  brochures  home,  or  answer  a  questionnaire.
What  citizens  achieve  in  all  this  activity  is  that  they  have "participated  in
participation (Arnstein, 1969, Page 219).

Although adequate for analysis in developed countries, Arnstein’s ladder of citizen

participation  can provide misleading results  within a  developed context  (Choguill,

1996).   She  has  suggested  an  alternate  ladder  of  community  participation  for

underdeveloped  countries.  Bruns  (2003),  while  studying  governance  of  water

resources observed that 

Analysis of participation raises issues not only about how much citizens are
engaged in government decisions, but also how much government is engaged
in  decisions  made by citizens  and their  organizations.  “Good governance
principles  such  as  transparency,  accountability,  decentralization,  and
participation are now widely incorporated in the policies of governments and
international  development  agencies.  Putting  such  principles  into  practice
poses  a  continuing  challenge  for  institutional  development.  Ambiguity,
confusion and large gaps between policy and practice are prevalent (Page 1). 

Skinner (1984) in his study about community participation in third world countries

mentions some characteristics of community participation. These are: 

1. Community participation should be conceived as a process. The implementing
agency is, however, servant to the community.
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2. If people agree to a plan they will not hinder its implementation and may well
assist voluntarily in its introduction and maintenance.  The failure of certain
schemes  lies  in  the  inability  to  realize  that  the  community  is  unlikely  to
maintain that which they see as ‘officially’ provided.

3. The  nature  of  community  participation  is  that  it  is  to  some  extent
unpredictable and there are times where it will be slow to materialize or fail
altogether.

4.  Many projects, which aim to include a participatory element, employ much
the same staff as they did for non-participatory projects and thus ignore the
need for  new skills,  particularly  the  organizational,  social  skills,  and those
relating to communication and discussion with the ‘target’ population.

5. Participation  may be viewed as  part  of  official  ideology but  implementing
agencies see it as impeding technical efficiency.

According  to  Turner  (1972,  1976),  if  participation  in  housing  is  necessary,  it  is

essential that participants and enterprises and institutions they employ should be free

to use the resources available. According to him, governments should leave people to

solve their own problems.

As any follower of Football understands, the role of the club’s directors is not
to score goals. And it is just as foolish for central government to attempt to
provide houses. Effective government housing strategies are those centrally
administered policies that protect and make available scarce resources (Turner,
1976, Page 113).

Alexander  et al. (1985) reinforce the above argument. They argued strongly against

the system which is prevalent  in most countries where, in the name of efficiency,

high-volume  and  low-cost,  the  houses  are  constructed  which  are  inhuman  and

alienated.

The production systems which produce housing in the modern world are too
centralized: there is insufficient control at the levels which control detail. And
if we ask ourselves why the modern housing in the world is so often “just
wrong,”  instead  of  just  right,  we  shall  quickly  see  that  the  failures  of
adaptation are caused most often, by the fact that the decisions which control
the  form  of  houses  are  almost  all  made  at  a  level  too  remote  from  the
immediate  people  and  site,  to  allow  reasonable  and  careful  adaptation  to
specific details of everyday life (Alexander et al., 1985, Page 36).

Along  with  the  Government,  Non-Governmental  Organizations  (NGO)  were  also

increasingly getting involved with the housing schemes for the poor in Kerala 1980s.

In order to study the similarities/dissimilarities between the Government and NGO

implemented  programmes,  Meenakshi  and  Kumar  (2000)  carried  out  research  in
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Kerala comparing three central housing schemes - The IAY and the Million Wells

Scheme  (MWS)  which  were  implemented  directly  by  the  Government  and  the

CAPART initiated scheme which was implemented by the NGO. The findings of the

study  show  that  information  dissemination  to  the  beneficiaries  and  women’s

participation at the conceptual level was higher in the CAPART scheme than in the

other  two  schemes.  Although  there  was  a  conscious  attempt  to  involve  the

beneficiaries,  it  was  not  effective  even  in  the  case  where  the  NGO  was  the

implementing  agency.  In all  the  three  cases,  only  30  per  cent  of  women showed

interest in the planning and designing of houses.

Chaudhry and Vartak (2006) conducted  a study on post-tsunami reconstruction in

Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry. It was also obvious from the research that there was

minimal/no  participation  of  the  survivors  in  the  rehabilitation  plans  and decision-

making.  This  lack  of  participation  has  engendered  many  practical  and  cultural

concerns such as the location of the entrance to the house, kitchen location, number of

stories and necessity for a pooja (prayer or worship) room. Although the projects were

initially  designed as initiatives of ‘empowerment’,  the level of participation of the

members of the community was reduced as the project progressed. Participation in

construction activities was reduced to a marginal contribution of sweat equity in some

final finishes. 

Davidson et al. (2007, Page 112) cautions that very little knowledge exists about how

to apply community participation at the project level. 

The case studies of post-disaster reconstruction projects demonstrate that the
ideal of community participation: (i) takes on a number of forms and (ii) in
the majority of cases, does not really reach reconstruction in the field; this
suggests that there is a big gap between theory and practice. Furthermore, it
would be foolish to propose a single theoretical model for participation and
to imply that it results in ‘‘better’’ projects, since there as many notions of
what is better as there are participants and as there are contexts (Page 112).

Lizzaralde and Massyn (2008) are cautious about participation.  Using case studies

from  South  Africa,  they  argue  that  communities  can  make  bad  decisions  that

negatively affect themselves and the city at large. 

It is not that participation what legitimates and gives value to the decision-
making process. In other words, there are good and bad projects that apply
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community  participation  and  the  users  do  not  necessarily  make  those
decisions based on what is ‘best’ for them or for the city at large (Page 12).

2.4 PHYSICAL FACTORS

Physical factors are those elements used for the house construction such as materials,

land, and any techniques used to create the product – the house in the current context.

The  indicators  considered  in  this  study are  the  following as  drawn from existing

literature:

1. Location

2. Layout

3. Design

4. Building services

5. Performance in use

6. Freedom to modify

The importance of each of these indicators is explained below.

2.4.1 Location

“Location  has  a  major  impact  on  occupants  and  the  long-term  desirability  of

housing….. This indicator considers the physical context in which the project is set”

(Housing Corporation, 2008, Page 10). The location should be such that the site is

safe from natural hazards such as floods and earthquakes and the cost of construction

is minimized. 

The  location  of  a  new site  is  important  for  the  ruralfolk.  Whenever  a  village  is

relocated, for some people at least, their agricultural fields become distant, and their

places of work and worship are far away from their houses. According to Kuriakose

(2005) 

As far as possible, the new houses should be built in the same location of the
existing village. As the villagers have developed a social bonding with the
places, it is very difficult to shift to a new locality. In the case of Banegaon,
in  Latur,  India,  which  was  hit  by  a  6.3  magnitude  earthquake  on  30
September 1993, the new village was built on the other side of the existing
village. In the case of Chapredi village in Bhuj district, 125 families refused
to move into a new site which was 1 km away (Page 41).
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Barakat (2003) observed that in post-disaster housing, the choice of location and site

selection is the most important factor in determining the success or failure of new

resettlement programmes.

2.4.2 Layout

A housing  development  layout  should  be  easy  to  understand  and  get  around  for

residents and visitors. “Buildings of the appropriate size, proportion, shape and layout

will  help  create  well-defined  streets  and  spaces,  which  are  attractive  and  user-

friendly, improving residents’ quality of life” (Commission for Architecture and Built

Environment, 2008, Page 27). A housing layout can be assessed through a study of

the following attributes:

Character:  A design of a high standard that reflects  and improves the site and its

surroundings  will  help  create  a  sense  of  character.  “How a  neighbourhood  looks

affects how residents feel about where they live…..  The ability of a scheme to create

a sense of place greatly depends on the quality of the buildings and the spaces around

them” (Commission for Architecture and Built Environment, 2008, Page 21).

Open Space, Play and Leisure Areas:  The way in which public open space is well

designed and provided has a great effect on the quality of a residential environment.

“The  space  around  buildings  is  as  important  as  the  buildings  themselves.  Any

development  should  be  able  to  provide  some public  open space,  whether  it  is  for

children’s play and adventure, or for reflection and learning. If this is well designed it

will result in a pleasurable place that will be popular and well used. This brings with it

economic, social, environmental and cultural benefits” (Commission for Architecture

and Built Environment, 2008, Page 37). 

Visual Impact and Attractiveness:  There is little consensus on what is aesthetically

pleasing and its description. “The feelings of those living there –whether they 'like' it,

whether they are 'proud to invite friends and family to visit', whether 'it is a good

place to bring up a family' –are all related to the site design as well as to the design

and functionality of the dwellings” (Housing Corporation, 2008, Page 13). 

Cycle and Pedestrian Friendly Streets: “Pedestrians and cyclists need routes that are

safe, direct, accessible and free from barriers. Places with low speed limits are safer
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and  can  be  achieved  through  the  careful  treatment  of  surfaces,  junctions  and

crossings” (Commission for Architecture and Built Environment, 2008, Page 31).

Yancey (1971) suggested that the designers of housing for the poor should provide

semi-public space and facilities rather than viewing the space between building units

as something to be avoided or reduced as far as possible. Turkoglu (1997) showed

that the respondents living in both central and new planned sections of the city of

Istanbul were more satisfied compared to those who were residing in both traditional

and new squatter settlements. This shows the importance of having properly planned

layouts with parks, play areas, open spaces, recreational facilities and other facilities

which are physically distinct.

The research done by Onque’ (2007) on Hope VI programme in the United States on

the  implication  of  the  public  housing design  brings  forth  important  insights.  The

research demonstrates that good design and comprehensive planning is essential  in

creating  better  living  environments  in  neighborhoods  once  dominated  by obsolete

public housing. The improvement of the immediate physical environment can make a

contribution to enriching the lives of the people who live there. But the community as

a  whole  has  not  benefitted  since  many of  the  original  residents  of  this  site  were

displaced. The displacement of residents has never been sufficiently addressed in the

Hope VI programme and they may still be living in poor circumstances. Liu (1999) in

his study of housing estates in Hong Kong also showed that adequacy of landscaped

areas,  orientation  of  the  flat  and  view  from  windows  are  important  factors

determining residential satisfaction.

2.4.3 Design

“Good  design  is  about  offering  solutions  that  allow  us  to  build  and  live  more

efficiently. It is not about style, but about offering solutions that make best use of the

land, provide value and create successful places with character, variety and identity”

(Commission  for  Architecture  and  Built  Environment,  2008,  Page  14).  The  UK

organization, Commission for Architecture and Built Environment (2007, Page 8-9)

has identified the key facets of quality building design as: 

 “Function – buildings should work and be fit for the purpose for which they

are designed:
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 Appearance – the building should be excellent in itself and appropriate to its

surroundings. It should attract a favourable response from users and the wider
public:

 Context – the project should be seen as a place, not as an isolated building. It

should  create  a  public  space  and  contribute  to  the  neighbourhood  and  its
environment: 

 Buildability  – this  includes  ease of construction,  the use of materials  from

sustainable  and local  sources,  off-site  manufacture  and the use of standard
components:

 Maintenance  –  including  energy  use  and  repair  costs  over  the  life  of  the

building;  and  sustainable  –  buildings  should  use  natural  resources
responsibly”.

Type Designs: In the beginning, undue importance was being given to type designs

when building plans for low-income groups were prepared. In the case of One Lakh

Houses Scheme (OLHS)21, there was a limitation regarding the size and number of

rooms,  because  a  single  type  design  was  chosen  for  the  entire  state  of  Kerala

(Poulose,  1988).  In  the  subsequent  projects,  the  beneficiaries  had  the  freedom to

choose the design (Kerala State Planning Board, 1997). But the single type design

plan is still used in many housing projects as evidenced by Bartlett (2008) in the post-

tsunami reconstruction projects in Tamil Nadu. According to her, “new housing has

generally adhered to a fixed plan, and most often families have not even know what

house they will be assigned until the keys are turned over. Reconstruction is about the

production and delivery of identical “housing units,” not about individual household

needs or the life of a community” (Page 471).

Minimum Standards: Another issue concerned with beneficiary house construction is

regarding the quality of construction and building standards. For solving the housing

problem for the bulk of the population, it is essential that certain minimum standards

of residential accommodation are set, keeping in view the limited resources available.

The Indian Standards (Indian Standards Institution, 1993) specifies the minimum size

of  the  bathroom,  toilet,  kitchen  etc.  But  by  and  large,  they  are  meant  for  urban

housing programmes for the poor. 

Unit Size and Room Layout: “A larger unit in area and one with more rooms both

represent higher quality than smaller ones. However, merely providing a larger unit

21 One Lakh Houses Scheme was introduced in Kerala in 1972.
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will not compensate for a poor layout, badly proportioned spaces, and awkward door

swings that reduce usability, or poor orientation of units….. The usability of a home is

dependent not only on its size but also on whether it can be organized to suit the way

the residents wish to live” (Housing Corporation, 2008, Page 25 and 28). The research

done  by Turkoglu  (1997)  and  Liu  (1999)  showed  that  residents’  satisfaction  was

dependent on the size and physical characteristics of the dwelling (room sizes and

plan of the house which are physical). 

2.4.4 Building Services

The section on housing in the First Five Year Plan (Planning Commission of India,

195222) mentions about the minimum standards of services, which can be applied even

today. They are:

Every unit should have at least one water-tap for drinking water. The latrine
should be preferably of the water-borne sanitary type, which in a single-storied
unit may have to be shared between two tenements. Effective provision should
be  made  for  disposal  of  kitchen  and  bath-water  through  the  water-borne
system. Electricity should be provided for lighting, wherever possible”. 

Although specifically mentioned as for the use for urban areas, some of the conditions

laid down by the Indian Standards Institution (1993) are:

No building plan shall be approved and no building shall be deemed to have
been completed and fit  for human occupation unless provision is made for
water  seal  latrine.  No  dry  latrine  shall  be  allowed…..  One  water  tap  per
dwelling  units  may  be  provided,  where  adequate  drinking  water  supply  is
available.  If supply is inadequate,  public hydrants shall  be provided. In the
absence of  piped water  supply,  hand pumps may be used for  provision of
water supply” (Page 3 and 4).

In the Indore Habitat Improvement Project, the major component was the provision of

individual toilets and water supply, but could not be implemented:

Some were tenants unable or unwilling to make the investment.  Many had
insufficient space to make a toilet or even demarcate a space for a wet area in
their small hut. Many reported lack of time or money or awareness. Of the
families with toilets connected to the underground sewage line, as many as
three-fourths  did  not  have a  private  water  supply.  In  one of  the  10  slums
surveyed, no water mains had been installed even though sewage lines were in
place  and people  had connected  toilets  to  them.  It  was  obvious  that  for  a

22 http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/welcome.html
1st Five Year Plan, Chapter 35, Housing
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household that has to fetch water from even a few yards away, flushing the
toilet would be a low priority use of the water (Verma, 2000, Page 96).

The study by Chaudhry and Vartak (2006) on the houses for the tsunami affected

people showed that there were also apprehensions regarding the sanitation facilities.

For example,  in  many permanent  houses,  the toilets  were not  functional  (physical

factor). Therefore, women have to use public spaces for meeting their basic human

needs. In sites with sanitation facilities, the residents perceive the location of the toilet

inside the house as culturally  unacceptable.  Again,  all  the rehabilitation sites lack

solid waste management facilities.

2.4.5 Performance in Use

Performance in use is dependent on the housing condition and the functional aspects

of the building such as light, ventilation and comfort. Physical quality of the house is

an important factor.

Housing Condition and Quality in Construction:  Housing condition is dependent on

the quality of construction and the maintenance being carried out. If the houses are

not of good quality, they become a liability for the beneficiaries instead of becoming

an appreciating asset. 

One of the reasons for the low quality of construction is the lack of knowledge on the

part  of  the  skilled  labourers.  Because  of  the  lack  of  quality  in  construction,  the

housing units need to be replaced at more frequent intervals (Kazaz and Birgonul,

2005). Jiboye (2009) observed that most of the public housing schemes in Lagos in

Nigeria are in a state of disrepair due to neglect and bad maintenance. He argues for

the  necessity  of  improving  the  quality  of  housing.  According  to  him,  “official

intervention  in  housing  delivery  should  therefore  not  be  limited  to  quantitative

increment,  it  should  also  include  qualitative  improvement  of  the  existing  housing

stock” (Jiboye,  2011, Page 231).  Husock (2003) also mentions  about  some of the

public housing blocks in the United States which have degenerated in few years. “The

maintenance failures of public housing projects became legendary, to the point that a

1988 study estimated it would take at least $30 billion to remedy them. Instead of

providing housing that can be maintained with rental income from tenants, the federal
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government has had to supply $4 billion in annual “operating assistance” to housing

authorities for maintenance and administrative costs” (Page 19 and 20).

Talking about the informal settlements, Fernandez-Maldonado and Bredenord (2010)

observed that most part of the housing deficit is qualitative. “In such cases, helping

households  in  the  different  stages  of  their  home  building  activities  has  a  more

significant effect in quality of life than the delivery of new homes, which tends to be

assigned to those with easy access  to  credit”  (Page 343).  According to  them, the

progressive housing schemes is “the most realistic alternative to face the huge housing

demand from lower-income households” (Page 350) and thrust should be given in

improving the houses.

Tas et al. (2007, Page 3427) found that “maintenance repair work has been done on

the exterior walls of 55 per cent of the Gundogdu Permanent Housings in order to

take measures against water and damp” due to bad construction practices. Seventy per

cent of the front doors have been replaced or need replacing. The major reason for this

replacement is safety requirements.

Light Quality:  Good daylight, natural light and views add greatly to the quality of a

dwelling unit. 

Thermal Comfort:  The way houses are designed and their orientations are important

to facilitate ventilation and comfortable indoor temperatures.

2.4.6 Freedom to Modify

A well designed home should be able to respond to changing social, technological, and

economic conditions.  It should foresee changing demands and lifestyles of the future

by providing flexible internal layouts and allowing for cost-effective alterations. 

The potential  to extend back or upwards, or to open up between rooms to
allow open-plan living, is valuable…… For houses and apartments, if outside
walls carry structural loads, this allows for partitions to be added or removed
inside to suit the owner’s needs. And if rooms are big enough to allow them
to be used in a variety of ways, for example, as a workspace, study, bedroom
or playroom,  this  adds  flexibility  (Commission  for  Architecture  and Built
Environment, 2008, Page 42). 

This can be evaluated using the modifications made by the occupants to their houses. 
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2.4.6.1 Housing Modifications 

There  are  positive  and  negative  aspects  for  the  whole  process  of  housing

modifications.  The positive  aspects  are  those of  increased  indoor space,  additional

rooms and in other cases, separation of functions; while the problems emerging from

the modifications include: decrease of outdoor space, increase of housing density and

blockage of ventilation and light in the houses (Nguluma, 2003).

Tipple (1996) states that the extensions have a major role to play in increasing the

housing stock. 

Although  housing-supply  policies  have  concentrated  on  new  starts,
extensions have a major role to play in many countries. Our work in Kumasi
during the 1980s showed that the major increase in housing stock there had
not come from new starts but from extensions to existing houses. Our current
study has  demonstrated  that  transformers  are  very  effective  actors  in  the
housing  supply  process,  already  supplying  housing  at  a  considerable
scale…… It is clear from our study that much of the original housing stock
has suffered seriously from lack of maintenance and, thus, is nearing the end
of its economic life. As, through transformation, its useful life is extended by
decades, new building materials resources will not be consumed in replacing
the originals (Page 372 and Page 373).

In most projects,  the beneficiaries  make modifications  to houses out of their  own

initiative. Tipple (2000) explains that people modify their houses based on options of

whether to move or stay in the house. The author suggests that the decision to make

house adjustments is explained as a two way process: “The first is a decision to adjust

housing consumption,  the  second is  a  choice  between  moving  or  improving  or  a

combination  of  both.  The  first  decision  springs  from  a  mismatch  between

consumption and demand. The second depends on the balance of costs and benefits

associated with alternative” (Tipple, 2000, Page 23). Ukoha and Beamish (1997) put

forward the same argument in a different way:

The concept implies that the residents' needs have been met and that they are
content in their home. Dissatisfaction implies that the residents are not content
and the outcome of this would be the desire to move or, perhaps, to alter the
dwelling unit.  Barriers to making these changes,  such as lack of choice or
resources, could result in chronic dissatisfaction (Page 446).

Seek (1983) observed that most households improve rather than move out because

moving creates costs in terms of transactions, with the household goods and furniture.
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Based on a study conducted on public housing relocations in Atlanta, US, Ruel et al.

(2013) observed that “older residents, regardless of living in family or senior housing,

were less likely to want to move and more likely to prefer renovating their public

housing”  (Page  355).  According  to  them,  age  was  a  significant  predictor  of  not

wanting to move.

In housing projects,  after the completion of the houses, the house is occupied and

while  this  stage  is  seen  as  an  end in  reality,  it  is  the  beginning  of  several  other

processes.  Based  on  their  observation  of  housing  developments,  Noguchi  and

Hernandez-Velasco (2005) found that 

Many homebuyers ‘extensively’ modify their new home immediately after
occupancy. This need to personalize their new house may be explained in
part by the lack of  customisability in housing design at the purchase stage
(Page 325).

All housing modifications cannot be termed as negative, especially if only the core

house is provided. Nguluma (2003) observes that “the house is not a static object; it is

dynamic  as  it  often  goes  through  a  process  of  transformation.  Understanding

transformation of houses provides insights into the relationship between occupants

and their dwellings and the residents’ potential of playing a role in the transformation

process. Increased understanding of the informal way through which people carry out

housing transformations  indicates  that  transformation  is  in  fact  an integral  part  of

settlement  growth.  This  might  be  a  natural  and  inexpensive  way  in  which  most

buildings are adapted and remain functional” (Page 4).

From the study of the post-earthquake permanent housing in Turkey, Tas et al. (2007)

found  that  the  occupants  have  carried  out  various  modifications  to  their  houses.

Thirteen per cent of the survey participants enclosed the balcony, while 12 per cent

extended the balcony into the kitchen. However, as the construction system is tunnel

framework, practices like pulling down walls could not be done. Consequently, the

level  of  satisfaction  is  low  in  terms  of  house  design  as  it  did  not  facilitate

modifications. The technology and the design of the house did not facilitate the house

owners to make extensive modifications.

Williams (2005) revisited the squatter settlement Independencia in Peru. The study

findings suggest that multi-generational needs are not being met and new forms of
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ownership, legal tenure, new credit,  financing mechanisms and technical assistance

are required. “The model that met the housing needs of the first two generations is no

longer able to meet the needs of some of the second generation and a majority of third

and fourth generations” (Williams, 2005, Page 118). 

Turner (1976) proposed that as families increase in size, they would invest in housing.

The study on the squatter settlement in Lima by Williams (2005) did not find that to

be true and the ability to access money to build was the most significant factor in

determining whether or not families invested in their housing. She observed that 

There is no direct relationship between housing investments, different levels
of housing development and family size. The family with the highest number
of  people  at  peak  times  invested  the  least  in  their  house  while  the  most
developed houses had the least number of people. In some cases, increased
family size without increased financial  resources  prohibited investment  in
housing (Williams, 2005, Page 107).

2.4.6.2 Planning and Technical Assistance

Nguluma  (2003)  observes  that  in  Dar  es  Salaam  the  house  extensions  are  being

carried out outside the established formal planning regulations. “It is in the light of

these developments that there is cause for government intervention to guide housing

development  processes  in  informal  settlements.  Professionals  like  planners  and

architects  should  also  assume  a  role  for  quality  and  sustainability  to  prevail”

(Nguluma, 2003, Page xiii).

Talking  about  the  extensions  and  alterations  made  to  houses  in  a  squatter

neighbourhood in Lima, Williams (2005), says that the experienced masons have a

major role in the decision-making. 

Most families built without professional technical assistance, relying upon the
advice of experienced construction workers commonly known as “maestro do
obras” or master builder. The incremental nature of the construction process
and lack of professional technical assistance do not mean there was no plan.
The  household  head,  a  respected  relation,  or  a  master  builder  could  have
drawn a plan before construction. As with all plans, this plan could change as
preferences and needs change, and this is likely the case. Rooms transitioned
into different functions, with the initial bedrooms becoming the kitchen and
living areas, for example (Williams, 2005, Page 62).
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Davidson  et  al.  (2007)  while  doing  research  on  the  reconstruction  project  in  the

villages of Turkey observed that 

Lack of guidance created problems for the beneficiaries;  since most of the
victims are illiterate and they did not know how to draw up contracts, some
contractors got money from the beneficiaries and absconded before finishing
the construction process (there were many unfinished houses in the region at
the time of the research). Nonetheless, the beneficiaries have to pay the loan
back to the Government (Page 111).

The experience in Kerala is also not different according to the report by an expert

committee (Local Self-Government Department, 2007),

In spite  of  high  levels  of  general  literacy  in  Kerala  and awareness  among
beneficiaries, their understanding of practical issues related to housing is often
very  poor.  They  depend  totally  on  the  advice  of  a  local  mason  or  local
contractor and are ignorant of cost saving measures and quality enhancing as
well as proper building technologies (Page 16).

In the case of a public housing project in Colombia where the beneficiaries did not

participate in the construction of the original units, a booklet that included detailed

guidelines was provided. According to Lizzaralde (2011),

The  booklet  explained  in  detail  the  main  characteristics  of  the  house  the
construction  methods,  the  technical  information  about  pipelines  and
installations, the structural requirements for earthquake-resistant additions and
the conditions for guarantees (Page 182).

Lizzaralde  (2011) observed that  the informal sector  and the beneficiaries  assumed
most of the work during the post-occupancy phase. 

Most  construction  upgrading  and  additions  is  conducted  by  the  informal
sector, notably through self-help,  paid informal workers and unpaid labour.
The informal sector needs to be considered as an important (also unavoidable)
stakeholder in housing development (Page 186).

2.5 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS

Rapoport (1969) in his studies highlighted the importance of socio-cultural factors. In

his study on built forms, he states that there is no single determinant of house form

and he called the socio-cultural factors as primary. 

My basic hypothesis,  then,  is  that  house form is  not  simply the result  of
physical forces or any single causal factor, but is the consequence of a whole
range of socio-cultural factors seen in their broadest terms. Form is in turn
modified  by  climatic  conditions  (the  physical  environment  which  makes
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some  things  impossible  and  encourages  others)  and  by  methods  of
construction, materials available, and the technology (the tools for achieving
the desired environment), I will call the socio-cultural forces primary, and
the others secondary or modifying (Page 47).

Despite the weak evidence for the effect of design alone on the problems of social

housing, housing planners and providers have persistently looked to physical redesign

and reconstruction as the first line of response to such problems (Norris, 1999, Page

121). According to her, 

“Even within individual estates, social conditions and popularity of housing
could vary from one section of the estate to the next, even though there was no
corresponding  variation  in  the  underlying  physical  characteristics  of  the
buildings or the estate layout. This suggests that the built environment is not
the sole, nor even the primary determinant of the quality of life of residents or
of the success of estates.”

Based on a literature review, the major social factors, which affect the success or

failure of a housing project, are the following:

1. Social status

2. Occupational needs

3. Cultural adequacy

4. Privacy

5. Safety and crime

6. Social interaction and social networking

Each of these indicators is explained below in the context of housing satisfaction.

2.5.1 Social Status

Studying about the public housing estates, Fahey (1999) perceived that local urban

authority  housing  concentrated  poor  people  into  single-class  estates  where  the

physical and social environment is poor. “Concentrations of poverty, according to the

diagnosis,  led to concentrations  of associated social problems such as crime,  drug

addiction, vandalism, alienation and disaffection, and that in turn led to a decline in

the quality of neighbourhood life” (Page 6). Hastings (2004) notes that “in any large

settlement in the UK there are estates with a reputation such that few people would

choose to live there, and many avoid even visiting. It is clear that this stigma blights

the lives of the residents of such estates, affecting their educational, economic and
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social opportunities” (Page 233). Turner, Popkin and Rawlings (2008) argue that in

the US, federal public housing program contributed to racial segregation and isolation

through their policies and regulations. 

House is considered as a symbol of prestige and a means of exhibiting one’s wealth

and  status.  In  many  low-income  housing  projects,  the  beneficiaries  have  been

separated from the rest of the community and treated differently. As architects Duany

and Zyberk (1992) stated in their article on public housing in the United States, 

Housing the poor in structures that look different from those of the middle
class is a catastrophic mistake…As we discovered with the well-intentioned
public-housing  projects  of  the  1960s  and  later  decades,  people  who  are
reminded they are different - perhaps only a few of them, but enough to have
a large effect - will act differently, and before long the building will be in
ruins (Page 31).

This has led to the stigmatization of many housing projects for the poor.

Gopikuttan (1988) observes that in Kerala, traditionally the rich lived in big pucca

houses and the poor lived in small thatched houses. The housing ‘Colony’ image and

the social status were linked in the past. In 1970s, palatial ‘Gulf Houses’23 were built

because the Malayalis24 saw the houses as a status symbol. The overall plinth area of

the houses also began to increase. Gulf Malayalis first invested in houses and only

later in education. The average non-gulf Malayali also started modifying the houses.

He did not have the means, but started selling extra land or taking loans or pledging

jewellery to improve his house (Gopikuttan, 1988).

2.5.2 Occupational Needs

Houses should cater to the occupational needs of the different sections of population.

Many of the beneficiaries of the housing projects may be working from their home.

Tipple  (1996) found in his  study that  additional  space  can be used for  economic

activities. 

We found that between 11% and 25% of houses in our Bangladesh, Ghana

23 There is a large expat population from Kerala in the Middle-East (Gulf countries). With the earnings
from abroad, they have built large houses as a status symbol. The study undertaken by Zachariah and 
Rajan (2007) has estimated the number of Kerala migrants abroad at 1.85 million and the migrants are 
estimated to send back Rs.245.250 billions in 2006-07 forming about 20 per cent of NSDP of the state.

24 It is the term used to refer to the native speakers of Malayalam, originating from the Indian state 
of Kerala. 
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and Zimbabwe samples had a commercial use within the house. It is widely
accepted  that  working  in  the  home  is  an  effective  poverty  alleviation
measure,  where even poorly paid out-working can make a real difference
(Page 373).

Chaudhry and Vartak (2006) observed that the construction of two-storied buildings

in Tamil Nadu for the fisher folk was not satisfying their occupational needs. Several

women refused to occupy such houses because they did not provide space to dry fish

and store fishing gear. 

2.5.3 Cultural Adequacy

The Committee  on Economic,  Social  and Cultural  Rights  (CESCR) of  the United

Nations in its General Comment 425 on the Right to Housing says, 

The way housing is constructed, the building materials used and the policies
supporting these must appropriately enable the expression of cultural identity
and  diversity  of  housing.  Activities  geared  towards  development  or
modernization  in  the  housing  sphere  should  ensure  that  the  cultural
dimensions  of  housing  are  not  sacrificed,  and  that,  inter  alia,  modern
technological facilities, as appropriate are also ensured.

The study done by Dikmen and Elias-Ozkan (2004) brings out the importance of the

many social dimensions of the post-disaster housing such as family size and structure,

safety, privacy and religion in rural areas of Turkey. All the post-disaster houses were

single storied while the traditional houses were double storied. The villagers used to

keep their  animals on the ground floor,  which helped in heating up the first  floor

where people live.  In the single-storied new houses,  as there was no way for the

people to keep animals in the floor below to allow use of the heat from animals26

living under the house, the need for fuel went up radically. The people traditionally

sit, eat and sleep on the floor. The new houses all have concrete floors and since the

building is single storied, the floor is usually damp and cold. To overcome this, some

of the beneficiaries have put timber planks over the concrete floor. The plot size was

small and the space between the buildings insufficient to make a shed for the cattle

they own.

25 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, United Nations, The right to adequate housing 
Art. 11(1), CESCR General Comment 4, in sixth session 1991.
http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/0/469f4d91a9378221c12563ed0053547e
26 In the traditional houses in these areas, the animals are kept below the raised house. The heat 
generated by the animals keeps the house above more warmer compared with the usual houses built on 
the ground.
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Because the houses did not meet the cultural requirements, the beneficiaries of the

post-disaster housing in the rural areas had to make alterations. Keeping the cattle in

the ground floor and living upstairs was impossible. It is clear that the geographical

and  physical  conditions  of  the  region,  traditional  lives  of  people  and  way  of

production were not taken into consideration in the design and construction.

Chaudhry and Vartak (2006) point out that a major shortcoming of the rehabilitation

programme relates to the policy (Government) of allotting one house for those who

have  lost  it,  without  considering  the  original  size  of  the  house  and  family.  The

Government Policy for reconstruction did not take into account the existence of the

joint  families,  which are very common among the fishermen community in Tamil

Nadu,  on  the  south  east  coast  of  India.  To  illustrate  other  social  and  cultural

requirements, the fishermen houses had a detached kitchen in their old village. This

cultural requirement was not taken into consideration in the design of the house.  In

some cases, the absence of space behind the house has made the detached kitchen a

real problem27. In one fishing village, the entire community was dissatisfied with the

location of the entrance to the house on the side, rather than in the front. In another

village,  the  exposed  brickwork  was  not  socially  acceptable  to  the  community,

although there was nothing wrong in this from a technical point of view (Chaudhry

and Vartak, 2006). Obeng-Odoom (2009) had similar observations regarding a public

housing scheme in Ghana, where the design of the kitchen did not reflect the settings

of the traditional kitchens. The beneficiaries used them for storage and the makeshift

structures erected were used as kitchens.

The  construction  of  houses  without  an  understanding  of  the  housing  culture  and

practices of the occupants has given rise to further anxieties. As separate pooja rooms

are  integral  part  of  their  cultural  and  religious  traditions,  the  respondents  found

discomfort in sleeping and praying in the same room. The permanent housing in most

of the villages failed to take into account the social and cultural requirements of the

fishermen community (Chaudhry and Vartak, 2006).

27 Not providing space at the back of the house is determined by the design (physical factor), but the 
requirement of space at the back for an outdoor kitchen is a cultural requirement.
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2.5.4 Privacy

Privacy is the control of undesired interpersonal interaction and communication. The

individuals control privacy by the establishment of rules to govern access to certain

spaces, territories both spatially and visually. These ideas can be linked with space

defining  elements  such  as  compound  walls,  green  fences,  partitioning  that  define

limits of spaces and space uses.

According to a research study conducted in England by Mulholland Research and

Consulting (2003), the following points are important from a privacy point of view.

1. The most important problem identified is transfer of sound between adjoining
properties: neighbours being subjected to noise from next door and feeling at
risk of being overheard.

2. Not having sufficient space was also a significant privacy problem for some
housing sectors. Those most seriously affected were some families living in
lower cost private housing and social housing. There were three problems: the
rooms were simply not big enough, there was not enough separation of adult
from child space and there was not enough storage.

3. There were few privacy problems caused by homes being overlooked. In most
of the case histories, occupants felt well screened from the gaze of the general
public  and their  neighbours.  Large,  floor  to  ceiling  windows did  however
prove problematic in high density housing as did the surprisingly widespread
practice of installing clear glass in new build bathroom windows (Page 1).

2.5.5 Safety and Crime

Design has a crucial role to play in creating places that not only ‘feel’ secure, but also

‘are’ secure.  This indicator  measures residents’  perceptions  of safety and security,

including  perceptions  about  the  incidence  of  crime,  police  responsiveness,

infrastructure and other conditions that can contribute to, or detract from, security.

Srivastava (2006) observed that it is a widely held notion that low-income housing is

closely associated with high crime rates and criminal activities. The negative image

associated with the low-income population is one of the chief reasons that support the

notion among the general public. Shield (2002), based on her study on public housing

in Victoria, Australia,  observed that “the incidence of crime was not higher on public

housing  estates  than  in  surrounding  residential  areas;  that  most  'incidents'  occur
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because of visitors, not tenants, and that 'trouble' peaks at particular times, e.g. during

school holidays, weekends, summer” (Page 2).

Srivastava (2006) examined the different factors that affect the issue of affordable

housing  in  Dallas,  U.S.,  but  could  not  conclusively  prove  a  definite  relationship

between the crime rate and affordable housing in a neighborhood. 

The socio-demographic analysis showed that areas with affordable income
have higher concentration of minority population with low income and low
education  status.  The  above  data  clearly  showed  that  due  to  weak
characteristics of the population in the area, they were also more susceptible
to criminal activities at the census tract level (Srivastava, 2006, Page 1).  

2.5.6 Social Interaction and Social Networking

Architectural design can result in an arrangement of categories of uses in space and

thus increase social activities such as children at play, greetings and conversations,

and passive contact such as seeing and hearing other people which in turn increase

social interaction. The relationship with neighbours and participation in community

activities of various kinds is part of social interaction.

Social Capital: The term social capital, “describes the reserves of mutual assistance

created through norms and networks of civic engagement. It provides the foundation

for mutual  helping that  connects  neighbors with one another and provides bridges

[links] to opportunities in the larger society” (Wallis et al. 1998 cited in Winter, 1999,

Page  7).  Introducing  architectural  design  elements  to  create  a  space  for  social

interactions to take place is one step in the process for building social capital  and

possibly creating a sense of community among residents. Research has shown that the

individual houses and the open spaces around facilitate social interaction (Glaeser and

Sacerdote, 2000).

Winter (1999) supports the above argument that architectural design can be seen as a

prerequisite for enabling the social interactions needed, that contributes to community

building  and social  capital.  “It  is  these  design  elements  that  assist  in  community

building  by  providing  places  for  networks  to  form,  through  the  everyday  use  of

community areas such as sidewalks, mailboxes, stores, streets, and parks” (Page 9).
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Winter  (1999)  further  cautions  on  the  design  elements  that  “it  cannot  make

communities organize or build a civic culture. Design elements can only contribute to

community  building  or  help  to  foster  a  sense  of  community  among  residents”

(Page 11).

2.6 KEY INSIGHTS FROM LITERATURE

From the review of  literature,  there is  little  comprehensive  knowledge as  to  what

extent a housing scheme is successful in achieving the goals. Some are appraisal or

evaluation studies, carried out immediately (within one to five years) after the projects

were completed. It is also found that indicators used for evaluating the projects do not

measure  sufficiently  the  characteristics  of  the  housing  unit  to  reflect  a  family’s

housing experience. “The problem of housing evaluation involves multiple attributes

(many  of  them  assessed  through  qualitative  measurement  forms),  with  different

importance, which influences the value of a property, ranging from intrinsic aspects of

the construction to environmental and location aspects” (Jesus et al., 2007, Page 782).

“Building is formed in a cultural environment” (Tas et al., 2007, Page 3420). Social

and cultural factors are minimally addressed in many projects. Even where they have

been studied, the inter-relationship of the indicators has not been taken into account.

At the same time, it does not mean that the physical factors and the policy factors are

of  lesser  importance.  For  example,  the  study  by  Kim  et  al. (2005)  gives  great

importance to the housing comfort, the spatial plan and the usability, while the social

factors have been completely neglected in assessing the building performance. 

From the literature review, we find that most research has tried to focus on the success

or  failure  of  a  housing  project  primarily  from  one  particular  viewpoint  (either

physical, social or policy aspects) without considering the dynamics of the different

policy, social and physical indicators influencing housing the poor. 

Before we take these indicators to apply in our research, we first outline the evolution

of  the different  approaches  to  housing the  poor  in  the  following chapter.  A brief

history  of  the  public  housing  schemes  in  India  and  Kerala  are  also  outlined

subsequently. The issues, advantages, and disadvantages connected with the facilitator

and the provider approach are examined based on the literature reviewed.
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CHAPTER 3

APPROACHES TO PUBLIC HOUSING AND HOUSING

SCHEMES IN INDIA

Approaches  to  housing  the  poor  can  be  broadly  classified  into  two  –  provider

approach  and  facilitator  approach.  In  the  1940s,  the  governments  in  different

countries took the responsibility of providing houses to the poor. Different approaches

to housing such as low cost housing, core house concept, self-help approach, aided

self-help etc. emerged from this broad responsibility of the governments. From early

1980s,  the  support  model  (facilitator)  emerged  as  an  alternative  to  the  provider

paradigm.  This  was  considered  important  because  Government  in  most  countries

could no longer provide housing in a conventional way (Nguluma, 2003). “The World

Bank is another organ which has supported the enabling approach through its shelter

policy focusing on economic issues. The policy of the Bank shifted from supporting

the physical provisioning of low cost housing, like in the1970s, to focus on housing

finance  institutions  in  the 1980s,  and in the 1990s to  support  policies  that  enable

housing markets to work” (Tarekegn, 2000 cited in Nguluma, 2003, Page 4). 

Most of the housing projects in India, which had been introduced in 1950s to 1970s,

have followed the provider approach where the Government took the responsibility of

constructing the houses for the poor. 

A brief description of the different approaches and schemes to housing is given in the

following sections. 

3.1 LOW INCOME HOUSING SCHEMES

The earliest of the public housing schemes were merely called low-income housing

(Mumtaz, 1988). Even the cheapest of the low-income housing was beyond the reach

of the poor in developing countries. Architects and planners were looking at ways to

reduce the cost of  building construction.  Efforts  were made to  find materials  and

technologies that cut costs. Earth construction using the compressed blocks was first

researched for housing the poor in Latin America during the 1950s (Mumtaz, 1988).
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The following sections discuss the different variants of schemes to house the poor.

3.1.1 Core House Concept

Governments in the light of escalation of costs and drain on the budget adopted this

strategy of  core  houses.  These  were provided to  reduce the overall  investment  in

housing. The assumption was that once the core house was provided, the beneficiaries

could add extensions based on their requirements. One way of reducing the cost in

building a single unit led to the development of the small houses by providing a solid

permanent core, or nucleus, of a house to which the inmates could add rooms and

living  spaces,  perhaps  at  first  with  only  temporary  materials  such  as  mud  and

corrugated galvanized iron sheets which could be replaced later with more permanent

materials.

Abrams (1964) has noticed some limitations of this approach. In his view, the core

house program should have been developed with the following guidelines:

1. The house should be a minimum unit that can be occupied and also provide a
good pattern for later extensions….. 

2. Ownership,  either  at  the  beginning  or  eventually,  should  be  a  basic
requirement in a core-housing program……

3. The building lot should be large enough to permit expansions…..

4. The materials used for the core should also be useful for the expansions (Page
105 and 106).

Unless a house is planned as a core from the beginning, a core housing might become

a slum. There must  be provision for open space,  tree  planting  and play areas  for

children (Abrams, 1964). Nevertheless, in many countries, this strategy was widely

accepted.

3.1.2 Self-Help Housing

The self-help housing approach emerged in Latin American countries in the 1940s.

Self-help housing strategies vary widely from project to project, making it difficult to

provide  a  single  "best-fit"  programme  model.  The  different  schemes  such  as

beneficiary built  housing to sites and services schemes can be broadly grouped as

self-help. What begins as a shanty soon becomes a consolidated house. Gradually,
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electricity  and water  are installed  in  the  neighbourhood,  the  roads  are paved,  bus

services begin operating, and schools are built (Gilbert, 1996).  

Subsequently, self-help housing gained strong ground in various countries in the 60s

and 70s. These are some of the advantages of the self-help housing:

1. It cost much less than public housing.

2. It  promoted beneficiary-occupancy,  which  many believed would encourage
social stability.

Mumtaz (1998) observed that the self-help housing was formulated to make housing

more affordable by eliminating labour costs, but it did not happen so.

In fact,  labour  accounts  for  a  relatively  small  part  of  the  total  costs,  but
worse,  most  households  are  unable  to  provide  any  but  the  unskilled
components of labour. Ironically, often the need to provide their own labour
meant  that  households  suffered  loss  of  earnings  greater  than  any savings
made in housing costs (Mumtaz, 1988, Page 19).

Gilbert (1996) observed that falling real incomes slowed the self-help consolidation

process in many Latin American countries. Cuts in social spending by the state meant

less money spent on infrastructure. The prospects for improving the self-help home

deteriorated in consequence (Gilbert, 1996). 

Talking about the self-help program in Puerto Rico, The Planning Board of Puerto

Rico mentioned the following (Abrams, 1964);

1. Too long a period of time is required to build self-help houses. (An average of
six months is required to construct about 20 houses)……

2. Teaching the families about construction and finance and working with them
required much time, effort and patience……

3. An organization of engineers, inspectors and administrators is required in the
government planning agency to administer the program……

4. The cost of these dwellings,  especially  in rural  areas,  does not reflect  true
costs.  It  does  not  include  the  price  of  land,  the  salaries  of  technical  and
administrative  personnel,  and  the  cost  of  future  improvements  to  provide
essential public services……

5. Expensive construction equipment is required…..

6. Because  most  families  do  not  have  experience  in  how  to  build  a  house,
construction is often not perfect…..
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7. No great economies or efficiency in construction are obtained because modern
techniques of mass production on the site are not used (Page 101).

Nguluma  (2003)  points  out  that  self-help  housing  can  be  successful  only  when

combined with planning efforts by the authorities. “A combination between top-down

and bottom-up approach is  considered  essential.  The government should take into

consideration  infrastructure  provisioning,  land  use  planning  and  plot  demarcation

while the people should take into account the provisioning of infrastructure services

which do not need sophisticated technical solutions” (Page 3)

3.1.3 Aided Self-Help Housing

The self-help housing schemes led to aided self-help where financial and technical

support was provided to overcome the skill constraints.  

These only proved cost-effective if the costs of the ‘aided’ components were
ignored.  Certainly  they  did  not  provide  the  solution  that  the  people
themselves  were  using:  self-manage.  Savings  were  made  through  more
efficient management born out of necessity and cost-paring in a way that no
official scheme could hope to reproduce (Mumtaz, 1988, Page 19). 

It was promoted in Nairobi as early as the 1920s, long before the UN and the World

Bank advocated it. The observations made by Abrams (1964) regarding the self-help

and aided self-help are given below:

1. Organized and aided self-help can be achieved in urban sections of the less
developed areas.  Self-help works best in  small  communities  for such areas
where they have already traditions of self-help in building…..

2. Industrial workers do not usually have the time or the energy to learn building
crafts. If self-help projects are to be built by the occupants, it is important to
select people who have enough free time…… 

3. Self-help and mutual  aid might  be useful  where idleness  exists  because of
unemployment or the seasonal nature of work……

4. Self-help should not  be offered as the solution for the housing problem of
cities. It has been said that self-help saves from 20 to 25 per cent of the cost of
building a house. Such figures are incomplete and they do not include such
factors as an individual’s loss of time and efficiency from his regular job, the
cost  of  construction  machinery,  salaries  of  supervisors  and  other
administrative expenses, and defects in construction (Page 102 and 103).

John F.C. Turner,  who was trained as an architect  from the London Architectural

Association School, worked in Peru between 1957 and 1965. “He developed ideas on
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aided self-help housing on the basis of his Peruvian experiences. His most famous

publications  on  housing  policy,  several  of  them  co-authored  with  the  American

anthropologist  William Mangin who also worked in Peru in the 1950s and 1960s,

make  extensive  of  Peruvian  examples”  (Bromley,  2003,  Page 271).  Many writers

have attributed the emergence of interest in self-help to the influence of John F C

Turner, the most prominent thinker in the international housing field in the postwar

era.  “Aided  self-help,  as  it  was  practiced  in  the  early  1960s,  was  certainly  more

affordable than public housing but, in Turner’s view, in terms of control, it was not a

great achievement” (Harris, 2003).

Turner  (1967) observed that  urban squatters  in  the developing world are the best

judge  of  their  own  needs,  and  are  better  able  than  anyone  else  (including

governments) to address them. 

Although in their early years of development these settlements may appear
disorganized  and  inadequate,  they  express  their  own logic  and would  be
improved over time if family finances allow. To this process of improvement
Turner  gave  the  label  “progressive  development,”  contrasting  it  with  the
“instant  development”  of  public  housing  schemes  (Turner,  1967  cited  in
Harris, 2003, Page 248). 

Turner  (1976)  argues  that  “At  present,  especially  in  lower  income  and  rapidly

urbanizing countries with the most acute problems, governments commonly invest

more in projects for housing lower income people than in infrastructure - and rarely is

any attention paid to the distribution or generation of basic resources such as land and

money for local non-commercial investment” (Page 120). 

Turner (1976) was of the opinion that government and other large organizations were

unable to address the needs of the users mainly because these organizations usually

have  standardized  procedures  and  products  that  do  not  cater  to  the  principles  of

variety and individual needs.

In this context, Turner (1976) formulated three laws on housing, which are;

First Law: When dwellers control the major decisions and are free to make
their contribution to the design, construction, or management of their housing,
both the process and environment  produced stimulate individual  and social
well-being.  When  people  have  no  control  over,  or  responsibility  for,  key
decisions  in  the  housing  process  the  dwelling  environment  may become a
barrier to personal fulfillment and burden on the economy.
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Second Law: The important thing about a house is what it does in the life of
the dwellers rather than what it is.

Third Law: Dwellers can tolerate or accept a problem with their housing much
more readily if it was a result of their own action or choice as opposed to that
of another. 

Turner’s arguments have been challenged by many of his critics, the most prominent

among them being Burgess  (1978).  According to  him,  Turner’s  ideas  are  entirely

consistent with maintaining the existing state of affairs (status quo) and he ignored the

socio-political context in which it takes place. 

3.1.4 Sites and Services Scheme

From  the  late  1960s  and  the  early  1970s,  international  agencies  started  giving

assistance to various countries under the sites and services scheme. 

Sites and Services Schemes are a different form of aided self-help housing. While

following the basic rule of a plot of land and essential infrastructure such as water

supply,  roads  and  sanitation,  the  degree  of  participation  and  inputs  of  the

implementing agency varied greatly. In some cases, the provision of a core house with

toilet and kitchen formed part of the package.  

The level of services depended on the ability and willingness of beneficiary
populations to afford them. Typically, such projects represent a sharp break
with  preexisting  government  shelter  policies  in  that  they  attempt,  in
principle, to focus directly on lower-income groups and to deliver shelter and
services with small or no subsidies (Mayo and Gross, 1987, Page 301-302). 

World Bank (1975) observed that the key to making such projects work was to bring

down the  cost  of  shelter  and infrastructure  from the high  and unaffordable  levels

prescribed by most governments. "This can be achieved, in the first instance and most

rapidly,  by  reducing  standards;  permitting  and  encouraging  the  use  of  low-cost

(frequently indigenous) building materials  and a lower quality of finish; providing

communal  rather  than  private  plumbing  and  sanitary  facilities;  encouraging  or

providing higher density construction, with less land per dwelling unit; and providing

less living space per dwelling unit” (World Bank, 1975, Page 5).

In the early 1970s World Bank began to fund sites and services schemes. “The World

Bank, alone, for example, initiated sixty-eight projects in different countries through
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1984, each benefiting more than 25,000 households on average” (Mayo and Gross,

1987, Page 302). The sites and services scheme has succeeded in delivering shelter

and related services to a large number of households.

A number of reservations and criticisms have been expressed about sites and
services, including claims that (1) shelter provided is not affordable by the
poor, (2) benefits accrue disproportionately to better-off households, (3) cost
recovery is poor, (4) subsidies persist at unsustainable levels, and, because of
the above, (5) it is not budgetary possible to reproduce projects, as they are
now designed  and implemented,  on  a  large  scale  (Mayo & Gross,  1987,
Page 5).

According to Harris (2003), when the international agencies promoted the sites and

services schemes, dwelling control was not given importance which was a key aspect

of the argument of Turner (1976).

3.1.5 Enabling Markets to Work Approach 

The  World  Bank  subsequently  shifted  its  position  from funding site  and services

schemes to giving loans for housing to financial institutions including those in the

private sector, which in turn allowed the approach of enabling markets to work. The

strategy focused specifically on enabling the private sector to meet housing needs. 

During the 1970s and 1980s, it became increasingly clear that governments
could not maintain a role as direct producers of housing, and that this role
must  necessarily  be  performed  by  the  formal  or  informal  private  sector.
Governments  have  retreated  from ambitious  public  housing  programs  that
demanded heavy yet unsustainable subsidies and have increasingly opted for
programs  focusing  on  assistance,  rather  than  direct  production.  Some
governments have moved from producing low-cost apartments to providing
serviced  sites  on  which  people  could  build  their  own  houses.  Other
governments  have  abandoned  housing  projects  altogether  and  concentrated
instead on arranging for mortgage financing. In general, the move has been
away from the  role  of  government  as  producer,  to  a  new role  as  enabler,
facilitating and encouraging housing activities  by the private sector (World
Bank, 1993b, Page 19).

Although the World Bank aided projects  “achieved their  physical  objectives,  they

generally failed to meet two key objectives: cost recovery from beneficiaries to reduce

or eliminate housing subsidies, and replicability by the private sector. A significant

shift in World Bank practice occurred during the 1980s, as lending moved away from

sites-and-services and upgrading projects into lending to housing finance institutions”

(World Bank, 1993b, Page 5 and 6)). World Bank started viewing housing assistance
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as  a  sector  rather  than a single project.  The Global  Shelter  Strategy endorsed the

enabling approach for the Year 2000 (United Nations, 1988) of the General Assembly

of the United Nations in 1988.

The  problem  with  the  World  Bank’s  market-based  approach  is  that  it  relies  on

increased economic growth and on a more equal distribution of this growth, which

may or  may not  occur  (Gilbert,  1998).  He questions  the  public  policy  that  relies

heavily on the market forces.

3.1.6 NGO Approach to Housing the Poor

The involvement of the NGOs in the housing sector has been increasing over the

years. Many NGOs are involved in varied development programmes in developing

countries,  supplementing  the  government's  effort  in  these  areas.  Generally,  NGOs

create public awareness about the project and work closely with the community, but

this may vary widely depending on their nature. 

NGOs were involved in several housing projects in India and many other countries

such as Indonesia, Thailand and South Africa. Their presence was more evident in the

case  of  the  reconstruction  projects  in  the  earthquake-affected  villages  in  Latur

(Maharashtra), Bhuj (Gujarat) and the tsunami-affected villages in Tamil Nadu and

Kerala.  In  these  reconstruction  projects,  the  NGOs  generally  worked  within  the

overall  framework  of  the  Government  policies  formulated  by  the  respective  state

governments. In addition there are projects where the NGOs, with their own funds

raised within India or outside, have become involved in new housing projects as well.

Barenstein  (2006)  has  outlined  five  different  approaches  followed  by  the  various

NGOs or other similar agencies based on her study of the reconstruction projects in

Gujarat. These are variations of the different approaches followed by the government,

which have been elaborated in the earlier sections.

The owner-driven approach: The owner-driven approach enables communities
to undertake building work themselves, with external financial, material and
technical assistance. Owner-driven reconstruction does not necessarily imply
that  owners  build  the  house  on  their  own,  but  that,  within  given  building
codes, they retain full control over the housing reconstruction process…..
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The subsidiary  housing approach: Under  the  subsidiary  housing approach,
agencies do not engage directly in housing reconstruction. Instead, they adopt
a facilitatory role, providing additional material and technical help within the
framework of government assistance…..

The participatory housing approach: Under this approach, agencies assume a
leading role in housing reconstruction,  while involving home-owners in the
planning, design and reconstruction of the house……

The  contractor-driven  approach  in  situ: This  approach  involves  tasking  a
professional building contractor to design and build the houses. By in situ, we
mean  that  that  houses  are  rebuilt  on  the  same  sites  occupied  before  the
disaster. Typically, designs, materials and expertise are imported from outside
the target community…..

The  contractor-driven  approach  ex  nihilo: As  above,  this  approach  uses
professional building contractors. The difference between the in situ and ex
nihilo approaches is that, in the latter, the entire village is rebuilt on a new site
(Barenstein, 2006, Page 2).

The above approaches can be broadly classified as either beneficiary driven approach

or  the  contractor  driven  approach.  The  participation  of  the  community  and  the

beneficiaries  in  these  approaches  could  be  at  various  levels.  But  generally,

participation is least in the contractor driven approach.

3.1.7 Appropriate Technology Approach for Housing 

In India, especially in Kerala, since 1980s there has been a strong movement in the

appropriate technology aspects of housing. The objective has been to reduce the cost

of construction by using alternate technology without affecting the performance of the

house.  Kerala  had  made  tremendous  progress  in  terms  of  the  use  of  appropriate

technology  for  buildings,  but  the  penetration  of  this  technology  into  the  general

housing scene for the EWS has not happened (Gopikuttan, 2004). 

From the  early  1970s  onwards,  Laurie  Baker,  the  British-born  architect  based  in

Thiruvananthapuram28 had  been  advocating  the  use  of  cost  effective  techniques,

adapting elements from vernacular architecture and the use of local materials in the

contemporary buildings.  Baker was able to reduce the cost of building construction

substantially by using different cost effective techniques.

28 Thiruvananthapuram is the capital city of Kerala. It was earlier known as Trivandrum.
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Government  of  Kerala  constituted  a  number  of  expert  committees  during  the  last

thirty  years  after  the first  report  by the Committee  headed by Kirit  Parikh as  the

chairman and Baker as one of the committee members in 1974. The report of the

expert  committee  (Government  of  Kerala,  1974)  was  very  clear  on  the  kind  of

technology  that  should  be  adopted  in  the  Kerala  situation.  The  expert  committee

suggested that the nature of technology to be used for building houses should require

minimum investment, use locally available materials and be more labour intensive,

We  intend  to  select  only  those  techniques  which  do  not  require  large
additional investments; which do not require special or rare skills; and which
do not require highly mechanized mass production.  Moreover we intend to
select materials, which are locally made, or locally available in abundance or
which can be made by small scale manufacturing plants spread throughout the
State and for which the process of manufacturing is labour intensive, capital
saving and fuel saving… Our intention is to minimize cost in terms of material
and resources rather than cost in terms of labour. In fact we should concentrate
on reduction  of  resources  cost  even though it  may in  some circumstances
mean increased labour requirements (Government of Kerala, 1974, Page 4).”

It must be emphasized here that the use of appropriate technology (AT) is more of an

approach which uses local materials and techniques that consume less energy, uses

more labour and avoids wastage in building construction. There is a false notion that

‘low cost’ is only for the poor and Baker followed these principles in his buildings

(Gopikuttan, 2004).

Laurie  Baker  made  pioneering  efforts  in  the  field  of  AT in  housing.  He
produced  innumerable  designs  each  of  which  has  a  unique  identity….
Economy in space utilisation,  consideration to the functional utility of the
dweller,  natural  and  serene  appearance,  use  of  local  resources  and  cost
efficiency of ‘Baker model’ houses attracted the attention of several young
engineers and architects. Later they became disciples of Baker and unleashed
a wave of new AT initiatives in the state of Kerala during the period since
early eighties (Gopikuttan, 2004, Page19).

The Government tried to promote appropriate technology, but it did not percolate even

with the setting up of building centres and other organizations  (Gopikuttan,  2004).

Meenakshi and Kumar (2000) note that the Government implemented schemes used

indigenous  methods,  while,  the  NGO  supported  scheme  used  modern  low-cost

techniques.  However,  the  authors  point  out  that  the  NGO  was  not  successful  in

popularizing  low-cost  building techniques,  as many beneficiaries  perceive low-cost
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houses  as  being  low  quality  and  less  enduring  than  conventional  houses.

Consequently, many houses have been constructed using conventional RCC.

Having discussed the different  approaches  to  housing,  we move on to the  various

housing schemes adopted in India in the context of the approaches. 

3.2 GOVERNMENT HOUSING SCHEMES IN INDIA

It is in connection with the construction of houses for refugees from Pakistan that the

Central  Government  first  undertook a  large-scale  housing programme for  persons

other than their employees. As a result of the partition of the country in 1947, about

7.5 million displaced persons came to India from Pakistan and had to be provided

with  accommodation.  The  problem has  been  tackled  to  a  great  extent  and  well-

planned colonies and town-ships in various parts of the country have been developed

where not only reasonably comfortable accommodation but also local employment in

industry and trades has been provided. (Planning Commission of India, 1952)

The Table 3.1 lists the major government schemes, which have been launched by the

Central Government from 1950-2011. Of these social housing schemes given in Table

3.1, all do not target the EWS; some target low income and middle-income groups as

well. Further, other schemes like the Rajiv Awaas Yojana were formulated only for

the poor in urban India. Therefore we shall explain those schemes pertinent to rural

India for the economically weaker sections, which have relevance to this thesis.
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      Table 3.4 Social Housing Schemes in India

Schemes Year  of

Introduction

Integrated  Subsidized  Housing  Scheme  for  Industrial
Workers  and  Economically  Weaker  Sections  of
Community

1952

Low Income Group Housing Scheme 1954

Subsidized Housing Scheme for Plantation Workers 1956

Slum Clearance/Improvement Scheme 1956

Village Housing Projects Scheme 1957

Middle Income Group Housing Scheme 1959

Rental Housing Scheme for State Government Employees 1959

Land Acquisition and Development Scheme 1959

Rural  House  Sites-cum-Hut  Construction  Scheme  for
Landless Workers

1971

Indira Awaas Yojana 1990

EWS Housing Scheme for beedi workers and hamals 1991

National Slum Development Programme 1996

A two million Housing Programme for EWS/LIG 1998

National  Agenda  for  Governance  -  2  Million  Housing
Programme 

1999

Credit-cum-subsidy Scheme for Rural Housing 1999

Valmiki Ambedkar Awaas Yojana 2001

JNNURM (Rajiv Awaas Yojana) 2005

Bharat Nirman Programme (IAY) 2005

Source: Compendium on Social Housing Schemes Urban Development and Poverty
Alleviation, Government of India.

3.3 RURAL HOUSING SCHEMES

3.3.1 Village Housing

Introduced  in  1957,  the  village  housing  projects  scheme  provided  assistance  to

villagers  for  construction  or  improvement  of  houses,  for  house  sites  to  landless

agricultural workers and for streets in selected villages. The scheme provided for the

selection of villages in groups of four to six and the preparation of layout plans for

these villages were made after carrying out physical and socio-economic surveys. The

implementation of layout plans and rebuilding of houses was to be taken up in stages

so that the entire village was re-modeled over a period of 8-10 years. Cooperatives for

the manufacture of different building components were organized. Provisions were
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made in the scheme for acquisition of land required for streets, community buildings,

and new house sites and for thinning out densities etc.

The scheme did not make much progress. It was taken up in isolated villages all over

the country, but not in groups of villages as was envisaged in the scheme. A study of

its working has brought to light the low priority that was being accorded to it in the

States. The machinery for proper administration of the scheme did not exist and there

was little co-ordination with complementary programmes for improvement of rural

areas  and  therefore  many  houses  remained  incomplete  (Planning  Commission  of

India, 1970).

3.3.2 Rural House Sites-cum-Hut Construction Scheme for Landless Workers

The above scheme for the provision of house sites to landless workers in the rural

areas was a centrally sponsored scheme started in 1971. The benefits of the Scheme

were admissible  only to  such families  of landless  workers in  rural  areas  with the

following conditions:

1. Neither  the  head  of  the  family  nor  any  of  its  members  own  any  land
whatsoever (agricultural or otherwise) in the village/rural area.

2. The family depends for its  livelihood mainly on the unskilled labour of its
members (e.g. Landless agricultural workers).

3. The members of the family reside in the village/rural area for the major part of
the year.

3.3.3 Indira Awaas Yojana

The genesis of the Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY) can be traced to the programmes of

rural employment, which began in the early 1980s. Construction of houses was one of

the major activities under the National Rural Employment Programme (NREP), which

began in 1980, and the Rural Landless Employment Guarantee Programme (RLEGP),

which began in 1983. There was, however, no uniform policy for rural housing in the

states. For instance, some states permitted only part of the construction cost to be

borne from NREP/RLEGP funds and the balance was to be met by beneficiaries from

their savings or loans obtained by them. On the other hand, some states permitted the

entire expenditure to be borne from NREP/RLEGP funds. 
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The IAY was launched in 1985-86 as a sub-scheme of RLEGP and continued as a

sub-scheme of Jawaharlal Rozgar Yojana (JRY) since its launching from April, 1989.

It has been delinked from the JRY and has been made an independent scheme with

effect from January 1, 1996. The target group for houses under IAY are people Below

Poverty Line (BPL) living in rural areas belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled

Tribes,  freed  bonded  labourers  and  non-SC/ST  subject  to  the  condition  that  the

benefits to non-SC/ST should not exceed 40 per cent of total IAY allocation during a

financial year. The respective state governments are responsible for implementing the

scheme.

The IAY scheme has certain guidelines for building the houses such as: it should be

constructed by beneficiaries themselves using indigenous materials and cost effective

techniques wherever possible; the plinth area of the houses should be 20 sq. m. and it

should be built on individual plots in the habitation area. No contractor is allowed in

the construction of IAY houses. Apart from a few stipulations, the beneficiaries have

the liberty to choose the manner of construction and also, the design. 

For the Indira Awaas Yojana, the Grama Sabha selects the beneficiaries. However,

studies  done  by  the  Ministry  of  Rural  Development,  Government  of  India  has

revealed that 25 per cent to 50 per cent of the beneficiaries are not being selected

through Grama Sabha. Further the selection as well as allocation among Panchayats

has  been  influenced  by  the  PRI29s  /  MLA30s.  The  vocal  and  active  segments  of

beneficiaries influence the selection process because of the limited allotment under

IAY. In the process, the poorest among BPL households are left out, and non-BPL

families  also  get  selected  for  the  IAY houses.  Moreover,  only  beneficiaries  who

already have house-sites are selected and thus, the very poor who do not own a plot of

land are eliminated by default. The inclusion of physically challenged persons under

the scheme is also not adequate (Ministry of Rural Development, 2006). 

The IAY guidelines prescribe allotment of the dwelling unit in the name of a female

member of the beneficiary household.  However,  it  was found that the title  of the

house site tends to be in the name of the male head member of the household. Hence

29 Panchayat Raj Institutions

30 Member of the Legislative Assembly
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the benefit to be accrued to the women by allotment is restricted only for the purpose

of the scheme sanction (Ministry of Rural Development, 2006). 

To overcome the problem of selecting the deserving beneficiaries,  the Ministry of

Rural Development has asked the States to prepare Permanent IAY Waitlists wherein

beneficiaries who are to be assisted under IAY would be listed in order of ranking

given during the BPL Survey.  Even if the permanent wait list is made, avoiding the

entry of non-eligible beneficiaries into this list may be difficult. But in the case of

Kerala according to an official report, “the official list of BPL families used by Local

Governments  to  identify  the  beneficiaries  covers  more  than  35%  of  the  State’s

population. Considering all these poor families as one group creates a bias in favour

of the better-off among the poor. The poorest of the poor often find it difficult, if not

impossible,  to  construct  houses  with  the  grant  given  by  Government  or  Local

Governments  as  they  are  incapable  of  raising  additional  resources”  (Local  Self

Government, 2007, Page  14).

An evaluation  was  conducted  by  the  Government  agency  (Programme Evaluation

Organization, 2002) on IAY across fourteen states in India. The appraisal studied the

processes involved in the household selection for the project such as the quality of the

constructed houses, the level of occupancy by the target groups and the satisfaction

among  beneficiaries.  The  study  revealed  that,  in  most  villages,  the  houses  were

constructed according to the stipulations. However, external agents like contractors

were  involved  in  a  few  villages,  against  the  declared  norms.  Good  quality  was

reported for 50 per cent houses. On the contrary, there were problems regarding the

absence of sanitary latrines (in 50 per cent houses) and smokeless chulhas. Moreover,

the selection of 25 to 50 per cent of beneficiaries was not through Grama Sabha. In

some  instances,  the  BPL  households  were  excluded,  whereas,  many  ineligible

candidates belonging to non-BPL households got selected. The IAY scheme did not

consider  those  who did  not  have  land  title.  Also,  there  were  complaints  that  the

financial assistance was inadequate and appropriate technology was not used in the

construction  of  these  houses.  The greatest  impediment  to  the  smooth  progress  of

construction  and  completion  of  the  houses  was  the  delay  in  disbursing  the  loan

installments.
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3.3.4 National Agenda for Governance - 2 Million Housing Programme 

The  National  Agenda  for  Governance  (NAG)  introduced  in  1999  envisages

construction of two million houses additionally every year out of which 1.3 million

dwelling units  were proposed to be constructed in the rural areas and 0.7 million

dwelling  units  in  urban  areas.  Targets  have  been  framed  for  various

institutions/agencies  engaged  in  the  field  of  housing/housing  finance  in  this

endeavour.  The  Government  of  India  reviews  the  performance  of  these  primary-

lending  institutions  in  implementing  the  housing  schemes  periodically,  at  various

levels.  In  the  above  context,  target  for  Housing  Finance  Companies  (HFCs)

(excluding  Housing  and  Urban  Development  Corporation)  and  Scheduled

Commercial Banks was 150 thousand dwelling units per annum.

As part of the Eleventh Five Year Plan, the Planning Commission of India (2008) has

given some suggestions regarding IAY and other rural housing programmes. “While

IAY  can  focus  on  eliminating  the  backlog  of  houselessness  and  temporary  and

unserviceable  houses  in  rural  India,  the  States  should  take  responsibility  for

addressing any emerging needs. It is necessary to have the right kind of interventions

so that the programme objective of tackling shelter-lessness is achieved within the

target  time”.  Certain  strategic  interventions  were  suggested  by  the  Planning

Commission of India:

1. Encourage primary lending institutions to enhance their credit flow to the rural
population and actively involve the existing institutional mechanisms of SHGs
and micro finance institutions to extend loans to the rural population. 

2. Encourage new, flexible financial products through commercial banks geared
to payback cycles of rural families to bring about a higher degree of inclusivity
in institutional lending for rural housing. 

3. Encourage small  and medium developers  to take up housing in  rural  areas
through  a  mix  of  fiscal  incentives  and  business  volumes  after  necessary
environment and social impact assessments and clearances from the PRIs. 

4. Create institutional mechanisms to address the higher risk perception in rural
areas. 

5. Consider  housing  at  par  with  rural  infrastructure  as  far  as  funding  and
concessions are concerned, in order to encourage investments in the sector”
(Planning Commission of India, 2008, Page 96).
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3.3.5 Bharat Nirman Programme

The Bharat Nirman programme, announced by the Prime Minister on August 15, 2005

covers  six  components  of  rural  infrastructure:  irrigation,  roads,  housing,

telecommunications, power and water supply. It is an ambitious business plan of the

Government of India for expansion of rural infrastructure and bridging the rural –

urban divide.  However, the housing target  under Bharat Nirman – to construct 15

million houses per annum as part of the IAY scheme from 2005-09 – does not provide

any additional funding or support in implementation.   The programme has set a target

to construct 6 million houses from 2005 to 2009. In the first two years of the Bharat

Nirman  Programme,  2.869  million  houses  have  been  constructed.Various  state

governments  have  responded  to  the  different  housing  schemes  in  different  ways.

Kerala is one of the states that have placed it at the top of their priorities.  

3.4 THE HOUSING PARADOX IN KERALA

In  spite  of  the  relative  economic  backwardness31,  Kerala  has  made  remarkable

achievements in social development indicators such as health, education and housing

almost  comparable  to  that  of  even  developed  countries.  The  widely  accepted

indicators  such  as  literacy,  birth  rate,  infant  mortality rate, and life expectancy are

Table 3.5 Indicators Showing the Difference between Kerala and India

Item Kerala India

Literacy Rate (1991) 89.8 52.2

Literacy Rate (2001) 90.9 64.8

Literacy Rate (2011) 93.9 73.0

Birth Rate (2010) 14.8 22.1

Death Rate (2007) 6.8 7.4

Infant Mortality Rate (1990) 17 80

Infant Mortality Rate (2010) 13 47

Expectation of Life at Birth (2002-06) 74.0 63.5

Source: Compiled from statistics released by the Office of the Registrar General of
India; National Human Development Report; Planning Commission of India
and Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, India.

adequate   evidences  for  such  a  phenomenon  (see  Table  3.2)   The   State’s

accomplishments show that well-being of the people could be augmented and social,

31 Kerala is industrially backward when compared with other states and it has a much lower per capita 
income. 
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political,  and cultural conditions improved, even at low levels of income, provided

there is appropriate public action (Ramachandran, 1997).

Table 3.6 Percentage of Census Houses by Predominant Material of Roof in Kerala
and India – 2001 and 2011
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Kerala 2001

T 9.38 0.83 54.02 0.08 4.99 0.15 0.11 29.77 0.68

R 10.68 0.84 56.65 0.09 5.23 0.14 0.11 25.61 0.65

U 5.73 0.80 46.66 0.06 4.30 0.17 0.11 41.42 0.74

Kerala 2011

T  2.66  0.6

8 

 38.2

9 

0  9.04  0.3

1 

 0.81  47.97  0.19 

R  3.13 0.8

6

43.2

8

0 12.19 0.3

2

0.89 39.07 0.19

U  2.14 0.49 32.65 0 5.48 0.30 0.72 58.03 0.19

India 2001

T 21.43 0.47 30.32 1.13 12.24 5.65 6.89 21.21 0.66

R 27.49 0.38 35.45 1.33 10.51 5.59 6.71 11.86 0.67

U 6.39 0.70 17.60 0.62 16.52 5.80 7.33 44.41 0.63

India 2011 T 15.40 0.70 21.90 0 16.50 6.60 8.80 29.6 0.40

R 20.70 0.70 26.60 0 16.60 7.20 9.30 18.50 0.40

U 4.30 0.60 11.90 0 16.20 5.50 8.0 52.50 0.40

  Source: Census of India, 2001 and 2011. 

Abbreviations - T: Total R: Rural U: Urban UT: Union Territory GI: Galvanized
Iron. Stone and Slate was combined into a single item in 2011
Census

Table 3.3 shows that the percentage of houses in Kerala with roofing materials such

as tiles and concrete account for as much as 86.26 per cent of the total number of

houses, compared with the all India average of 51.53 per cent.  There is a substantial

increase in the percentage of concrete houses from 29.77 per cent to 47.97 per cent.

As  far  as  the  walling  materials  are  concerned,  burnt  brick,  stone  and  concrete

accounted for 68.06 per cent of the total housing stock in 2001 and 84.22 per cent of

the total housing stock in 2011 as seen from Table 3.4. Similarly for the roof, there is
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an increase in the case of permanent materials between 2001 and 2011. All these point

out to the fact that the physical quality of housing in Kerala has been improving over

the years.

Table 3.7 Percentage of Census Houses by Predominant Material of Wall in India –
2001 and 2011.
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Kerala 2001

T 4.88 0.26 23.78 1.42 0.46 31.65 33.50 2.91 1.14

R 5.27 0.27 27.05 1.29 0.48 28.38 33.01 2.96 1.28

U 3.71 0.24 14.00 1.80 0.38 41.42 34.96 2.77 0.72

Kerala 2011

T 1.69 0.50 11.53 0.91 0.17 56.86 24.50 2.86 0.98 

R 2.04 0.66 15.06 0.86 0.17 53.54 23.52 2.81 1.34 

U 1.29 0.32 7.54 0.97 0.17 60.62 25.60 2.91 0.58 

     Source: Census of India, 2001 and 2011

Abbreviations Used T: Total R: Rural U: Urban UT: Union Territory GI: Galvanized  
Iron

Kerala witnessed high growth in housing investment and construction during the last

30 years. As per the economic review of 2004, “the average growth of houses was 16

per cent during the decade 1991-2001 as against the population growth of 9 per cent”. 

The average annual housing investment in rural Panchayats in Kerala during
1993-1998 was estimated at about Rs. 25 million and the average investment
per household was about Rs. 5500. It is roughly equivalent to about 10 per
cent  of  the  total  income  of  the  rural  households  as  against  all-India
percentage of 2.1 (Kerala State Planning Board, 2005, Page 312). 

The Expert Committee appointed by the Government of Kerala observed that the high

consumption of certain building materials is indicative of a culture of ostentation and

waste. “In Kerala, surveys have shown that the State which has a little more than 3%

of the population of India consumes more than 15% of decorative building materials

used in the country” (Local Self Government, 2007, Page 3).
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However, the various public-housing schemes implemented in Kerala are considered

to  be  a  success  compared  with  many  other  Indian  states.  “The  various  housing

schemes implemented till  1971 had produced less than 25,000 houses in 20 years

(Poulose, 1988, Page 150). 

State intervention in the housing sector had begun in Kerala from the 1950s;
till  1970, it was confined to implementation of schemes sponsored by the
central government. From the beginning of the 1970s, the central government
transferred housing schemes to the State  Governments  (Gopikuttan,  2002,
Page 8). 

The Government of Kerala therefore decided to transform the Central Government’s

Scheme for the landless agricultural workers whose number was estimated between

300 and 400 thousand in the State, to a massive housing scheme known as One Lakh

Houses Scheme (OLHS). “In 1971, the State Housing Board was established, thus

making possible the flow of institutional finance for housing” (Poulose, 1988, Page

150).

In  Kerala,  apart  from the  Central  Government  sponsored  schemes  such  as  Indira

Awaas Yojana, a number of schemes were devised from the State Plan funds. Apart

from the OLHS, the SASH Housing Scheme, for the EWS with the co-operation of

voluntary  agencies,  the  Total  Housing  Scheme  for  the  districts  of

Thiruvananthapuram,  Kollam,  Ernakulam  and  Thrissur  and  the  EMS  Housing

Programme  aimed  at  housing  for  all  by  the  year  2011  were  innovative  schemes

formulated  at  the  State  Level  with  or  without  central  financial  assistance.

Government of Kerala through its policy and approach has accorded highest priority

in providing housing to EWS. This is reflected in the housing support provided by the

state; where around 80 per cent was for EWS (Kerala State Planning Board, 2005).

The subsidy provided for houses to EWS was increased from Rs. 9,000 in 1996 to Rs.

35,000 per house in 1998 for certain categories of people.

Huge amounts of money have been spent in the form of grant and subsidy to help the

economically  weaker  sections  (EWS)  to  own  habitable  dwellings.  But  scientific

studies on the suitability and acceptability of public housing schemes clearly indicate

that partial financial assistance did not help the target groups to satisfy their housing

needs (Gopikuttan,  2002 and 2004).  In  this  context,  the  alternative  approaches  to

housing  by  Laurie  Baker,  the  building  centers  and  other  NGOs  have  caught  the
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attention of the world. The Building Centre movement32 had its beginning in Kollam,

Kerala  in  1986.  In  1988,  following  the  success  of  the  Kerala  initiative,  the

Government  of  India  decided  to  support  the  establishment  of  building  centres

throughout the country in all the districts.

The  Department  of  Economics  and  Statistics,  Government  of  Kerala  conducted  a

100% survey on housing conditions in 1980. Table 3.5 gives a comparison between

the housing condition in 1980 and as per the latest 2011 Census of India.

Table 3.5 The Comparison of Household Utilities

Item
As per 1980 Housing and

Employment Survey*
(percentage)

As per 2011 Census of
India (percentage)

Houses having electricity 25.0 94.4

Houses  having  sanitary
latrines

24.0 95.2

Houses  having  facility  of
safe drinking water

60.0 77.7

Households  having
separate kitchen facility

86.0 94.7

Source: Housing and Employment Survey, Department of Economics and Statistics,
1980 and Census of India 2011.

3.5 MAJOR HOUSING SCHEMES IN KERALA

As briefly mentioned, in Kerala, a beginning was made in housing programmes from

the First Five Year Plan onwards. Highlights of some of the important schemes in

Kerala are given in the following sections. 

3.5.1 One Lakh Houses Scheme

The scheme was the first of its kind and was implemented with support from local

community, voluntary organizations and political parties. 

The Government of Kerala introduced the OLHS for the people in 1972 for those who

did  not  get  the  benefit  of  the  land  reforms  act.  The  ‘rural  house  sites-cum-hut

construction scheme for landless workers’ was a central scheme, which was modified

32 The first building centre was started in Kollam in Kerala in 1986. Later on, similar building centres 
were promoted by the Government of India through Housing and Urban Development Corporation in 
most of the districts in India to spread information on appropriate technology.
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by the Government of Kerala with some changes to suit  the local conditions.  The

suggestion of the Government of India was to take up district by district in different

phases for the implementation of the scheme. 

The Government of Kerala decided to carry out the scheme in all  the Panchayats

because of the density of population in the State, the traditional pattern of living of the

people  and  the  peculiar  village  life  along  with  the  special  social  and  economic

background of the State. Another deviation made in the State proposals is in respect

of the extent of a house-site to be allotted. Instead of the 100 square yards33 (slightly

more than two cents) in the original scheme, the State Government decided to allocate

4 cents for each house-site (Government of Kerala, 1972).

3.5.2 Co-operative Housing Scheme

This State Government scheme was started in the year 1978 for the construction of

one hundred thousand houses for the people coming under the EWS category in rural

area  of  the  State.  The Kerala  State  Housing Board (KSHB) and the Cooperative

sector implemented the scheme jointly.  Funds required for the scheme were raised by

the Board from the Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO) and the

Government and passed on to the respective Cooperative Banks for disbursement to

the  beneficiaries.   The  scheme  was discontinued  later  and  merged  with  the

Rehabilitation Housing Scheme II Phase. 

3.5.3 SASH Housing Scheme

In July 1982, a new and novel housing was formulated by the State Government to

house the poor, especially the rural poor. The scheme was named as the “Subsidized

Aided-Self-Help Housing Scheme, for the Economically Weaker Sections with the

co-operation of voluntary agencies” and popularly called as SASH Housing Scheme.

The cost of the house was decided to be Rs. 6000. Of this the voluntary agencies were

required to contribute at the rate of Rs. 1000 per house. 

At first when HUDCO was approached, they were skeptical about the credibility of

the voluntary agencies and whether they would really fulfill their obligation of paying

at  the  rate  of  Rs.  1000 per  house.  But  later  HUDCO finally  agreed to  assist  the

33 1 square yard = 0.836 sq. m.
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scheme on condition that money would be released only according to the amounts

received in advance from the voluntary agencies as their monetary contribution. In

other words, HUDCO agreed to release Rs. 300034 after Rs. 1000 was deposited by an

agency. However voluntary agencies deposited their full share of Rs. 25 million in

three months while HUDCO could not release their  share in full,  within that time

(Poulose, 1988).

Finally,  Government  of  Kerala  sanctioned  the  scheme  in  July  1983.  In  the

implementation of this innovative housing scheme, SASH, the main role played by

the Government and the State Housing Board was only that of a catalyst or facilitator. 

Families belonging to the economically weaker sections possessing a minimum land

area  of  60  sq.  m.  were  eligible  for  the  benefits  under  the  scheme  if  they  were

sponsored  by  a  voluntary  agency.  The  voluntary  agencies  concerned  selected  the

beneficiaries,  which was later approved by the district  level committee constituted

under the chairmanship of the District Collector.

The scheme (SASH) is subsidized because one-third the cost of the house was given

as subsidy. The scheme is aided because the voluntary agencies and the Government

help the beneficiaries in mobilizing finance, arranging technical assistance, processing

of applications, procurement of materials and provided other support.

The  President  of  India  inaugurated  the  scheme  in  October  1983.  The  singular

significance of the scheme was the commendable role played by about 1300 voluntary

agencies  in  constructing  1,34,000  small  but  permanent  houses  in  scattered  plots

within a period of 2 to 3 years.

3.5.4 Rehabilitation Housing Scheme

The  SASH  scheme  was  modified  to  rehabilitate  the  large  number  of  families

belonging  to  the  EWS,  whose  houses  were  damaged  by  natural  calamities  that

occurred  in  1984  and  1985.  The  modified  scheme  is  known  as  ‘Rehabilitation

Housing Scheme’. The loan amount was increased by 50 per cent i.e. from Rs. 3000

34 According to the scheme, Rs.3,000/- was to be provided by HUDCO as a loan, Rs.1,000/- by the 
voluntary agency as subsidy, Rs.1,000/- by the Government of Kerala as subsidy and the share of the 
beneficiary was Rs.1,000/-. Rs.6,000/- was considered to be the cost of one house as per the scheme.
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to Rs. 4500. The subsidy from Government was increased from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 1500.

(Poulose, 1988)

The scheme was started in June 1985. 

3.5.5 Maithri Housing Scheme

This  scheme was  inaugurated  on  1st  November 1996.  Under  the  scheme,  it  was

proposed to construct 100,000 houses per annum.  A person whose monthly income

did  not  exceed  Rs.1800/-  but  owned  land  suitable  for  constructing  a  house

was eligible  for  getting  loan  assistance  up  to  Rs.30000/-.  Out  of  Rs.30000/-,

Rs.19000/-  was  loan,  Rs.9000/-  government  Subsidy,  Rs.1000/-  voluntary

organizations  contributions  and  Rs.1000/-  beneficiary’s  own  contributions. The

scheme was wound up on 31st March 2006.

3.5.6 Total Housing Scheme

This scheme was launched in Thrisoor District under the people’s campaign for the

Ninth Five Year Plan. The aim was to

Provide financial and technical support to solve the housing problem of all
within a stipulated time frame. The programme was to enable all families
below poverty line in the district to have affordable shelters within the next
five  years.  It  formulated  as  a  joint  collaborative  venture  of  District
Panchayat,  Block  Panchayat  and  Grama  Panchayats  and  envisaged  an
innovative  credit  mechanism by forming self-help  groups of  beneficiaries
and establishing thrift and savings. The project was financed by HUDCO.
COSTFORD provided technical consultancy for the construction of houses
and facilitated for the formation of self-help groups (Gopikuttan, 2002, Page
34).

Later on, the scheme was extended to Thiruvananthapuram, Kollam and Ernakulam

districts. During the two years 1999-2001, more than fifty thousand houses have been

constructed  in  Kollam and  Thiruvananthapuram districts  under  the  above  scheme

(Kerala State Planning Board, 2002).
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3.5.7 EMS35 Housing Scheme

The Government of Kerala launched a massive housing scheme in 2009 to provide

houses for all including the landless in three years. In the project, top priority was

given to provision of house sites individually or for about ten families in one location.

This would enable provision of common facilities like electricity and water supply

without difficulty. Considering the cost of land and its relatively low availability, the

scheme recommended that in rural areas, local governments may be given the option

of providing two cents of land. In urban areas, local governments may be given the

option of providing two cents of land, which may be brought to one and a half cents

of land where availability  of land was very low and apartment  construction to be

considered as an alternative. 

3.6 PROVIDER APPROACH VS FACILITATOR APPROACH

As discussed earlier, most of the housing approaches can be broadly classified into

two – provider approach and facilitator approach. Government realized the drawbacks

of  the provider  approach followed till  1970s where they had the responsibility  of

constructing houses. Later on, the site and services approach and the markets enabling

approach were used in which the Government took the role of the facilitator.  The

provider approach is still used by the government in the reconstruction of houses after

natural disasters.

However,  the  facilitator  approach followed by the  Government  continues  to  have

limitations such as the following:

1. Was guided by the all India policy, but did not take into account regional
variations.

2. For the centrally sponsored schemes, little flexibility was possible at the
local level.

3. The policy makers have always tried to achieve the physical targets and
failed  to  look  into  the  social  and  cultural  aspects.  Disbursing  loans  is
measured as the success of the project.

35 This housing scheme was named after the first Chief Minister of Kerala, Elamkulam Manakkal 
Sankaran Namboodiripad.
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4. The poor did not have any technology inputs for their housing needs in
spite of the various initiatives by the Government leading to poor quality
of construction.

Since  all  the  present  schemes  follow  the  facilitator  approach,  the  beneficiary

participation is already ensured, which was missing in the provider approach. The

main  advantages  of  the  facilitator  approach  over  the  provider  approach  are  the

following:

1. No type design to be followed.

2. The participation of the beneficiary is ensured thereby having full owner
control  over  the  house  including  the  choice  of  technology.  Social  and
cultural aspects will naturally be taken into account if the house owner has
control over the building process

3. Therefore, ownership and satisfaction may be higher since the beneficiary
is involved in all the stages.

4. The social and cultural requirements of the users are taken into account.

The disadvantages of the facilitator approach over the other are the following:

1. There are many families who do not own a piece of land or do not hold
any  proper  land  records  where  they  are  living.  They  are  outside  the
purview of the facilitator approach. Land title and owning land is a major
requirement in the market enabling approach. 

2. When compared with the provider approach, the beneficiaries will have
greater responsibility.  They incur expenditure to complete each stage of
construction and the money is paid in various installments. Some families
are unable to mobilize resources to spend in advance. In addition, there are
those families, mainly headed by old women or those with serious health
problems who cannot supervise the construction activities. 

3. Many people depend on the local labour contractors and may be guided
wrongly  by these people.  In  many cases,  this  leads  to  the  use of  poor
quality  materials  and  construction,  leading  to  poor  quality  and  low
durability of the buildings. 

4. The  location  of  certain  houses  is  far  away  from the  road  resulting  in
additional expenses for carrying the building materials to the site. In some
locations, the foundation costs may be higher because of the inhospitable
soil conditions. These may cause extra expenditure upsetting the budget of
such houses when everybody gets same amount as loan in the facilitator
approach.

5. There  are  some  households  who  spend  extra  money  from  their  own
resources,  in  addition  to  the  support  provided  by  the  Panchayat  and
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construct bigger houses. This shows that the aid is going to the next higher
category  or  they  are  not  able  to  complete  the  house  with  in  the  loan
amount. They end up borrowing money and unable to complete the bigger
house. 

6. If the quality of construction is to be improved, then professional input is
necessary. In the facilitator approach, the present thinking seems to be that
the  people  are  able  to  construct  houses  by  themselves.  Professional
assistance at the Panchayat level or even at the District Level has been
lacking completely. 

In  India,  although  both  the  State  and  Central  Governments  did  not  give  much

attention to housing till the 1970s, subsequently many housing schemes were

launched. From the study of different projects, it is evident that Kerala has made

some advances towards solving the problem of housing for the poor, but many

key issues remain unresolved. In sum, the role of the Government has changed

from that of a provider to a facilitator but the facilitator approach has failed to

address the very poor in the State. 

3.7 SUMMARY

To summarize the chapter,  based on the discussion on the different approaches to

housing the poor globally, we observe than no consensus exists on an ideal approach.

Based on the strengths of the provisions of the provider (State, NGO, corporate or any

other) and the predicament of the target beneficiaries, an appropriate approach has to

be designed in view of the context (during times of stability and growth of a country

or  disaster  and  crisis).  An  examination  of  the  various  strategies  and  schemes

implemented in India enables us to infer that they have largely followed global trends

and priorities prescribed by the World Bank in this domain.

However, an analysis of the programmes adopted in the state of Kerala for their rural

poor  manifests  an  appropriate  mix  of  national  level  priorities  (in  terms  of  target

beneficiaries  or  available  financial  support)  with  regional  needs  and  innovative

measures complementing such as the Total Housing Scheme or the EMS Housing

Scheme.

There  were  still  a  large  number  of  families  who  are  outside  the  purview  of  the

different  housing  schemes  formulated  by  the  Governments  under  the  facilitator

approach.
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The following questions emerge from the above review. 

1. Are the present government programmes still a viable approach for addressing
the needs of housing the poor?

2. What changes in Government policy are required based on the outcomes of the
research so that a project can be successful?

3. Can the provider approach be completely avoided since the Government has
now shifted to a facilitator role?

4. What are the optimum levels or limits  under which the different indicators
should perform so that the housing project can be successful?

The above questions may be considered as the starting point for this thesis. 

Rural housing is an area that is little researched and the gaps in literature also reveal

that there is a need for better understanding on the failure and success of the housing

projects. In the background of the above-mentioned gaps, the following chapter will

discuss the methodology of the proposed research in detail.
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter elaborates the methodology that has been adopted to study the housing

for  rural  poor in  Kerala.  The objectives  of the study are first  stated,  followed by

definitions of concepts used. A brief description of the significance and scope of the

case studies with respect to the main research questions follow. The rationale behind

the selection of these two cases is provided. Methods used to collect  primary and

secondary data relevant  for the research  are elaborated.  Each of  the techniques  is

briefly discussed along with the way it was carried out. 

4.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Based on the research questions raised at the end of the third chapter, the following

are the objectives of the study:

1. To study the role of government policy in affecting the success and failure of
housing projects in Kerala.

2. To analyze the influence of the physical, social and cultural factors such as
materials, technology, safety, social status and social interaction on the success
of public housing projects for the poor in Kerala.

3. To  understand  the  inter-relationship  between  the  government  policies,
physical, social and cultural factors in determining the success and failure of
the housing projects for the poor.

These objectives are applied specifically to housing the poor in rural Kerala. The aim

is  to  examine whether  the provision of  housing has  helped the poor  in  achieving

upward  economic  and  social  mobility.  Such  an  endeavour  requires  analysis  of

changes that has happened over a period of time, at least one generation.

4.2 DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS

House (operational  definition) is  more  than  a  physical  entity.  It  also  has  social,

cultural,  economic, technical and political dimensions. House is seen at the micro-

level and the settlement is seen at a macro-level.
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There is no standard way of defining the housing for the poor. For a major section of

the population, the house is seen as an asset, investment and status symbol. For the

present study, the housing projects for those Below Poverty Line (BPL) have been

chosen. The characteristics of the target population are:

1. A house is one of their basic needs.

2.  They  do  not  have  the  means  to  construct  a  house  after  spending  their
earnings for food, clothing and other essentials.

3. Their savings are insufficient to build a house and they are not covered by
any housing loan schemes of the banks. 

Government policy (standard definition) is a course of action or inaction chosen by

public authorities to address a problem. Public policy is expressed in the body of laws,

regulations,  decisions and  actions  of  government programmes  and  schemes.

Government policy (operational definition) is a course of action or inaction chosen

by public authorities to address the housing problem. It not only deals with the form

of housing tenure in which the property is owned by the government authority which

may be central or local, but determines the way in which the State, or NGOs or an

individual  has  been  constructing  the  houses;  or  a  combination  of  any  of  these.

Although the  common goal  is  to  provide  housing for  the  poor,  the details  of  the

arrangements  (such as  criteria  for  selection,  role  of  the  State  etc.)  differ  between

countries and may vary over time.

Public  Housing (standard  definition)  is  a  form  of  housing  tenure in  which  the

property  is  built,  operated  and  owned  by  a  government authority,  which  may  be

central or local. Public Housing (operational definition) is a form of housing tenure

in which the property is built or funded by a  government authority, which may be

central  or local  for low-income families  and provided to  them at a predetermined

price with or without subsidy.

Social factors are those elements, which are related to human society and its modes

of organization, social classes and social issues. Cultural factors include the effects

of religion, ways of living, patterns of work, leisure pursuits, family life and marriage

customs, which are learned (Giddens, 1996).  
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Physical factors are those elements, which are related to material things and part of

the physical environment such as materials, land, climate and any techniques, which

make use of these physical elements.

The  built  environment refers  to  the  totality  of  all  that  humans  have changed or

rearranged within the natural environment (Bartuska and Young, 1994). It refers to

the  manmade  surroundings  that  provide  the  setting  for  human  activity,  from  the

largest-scale  civic  surroundings  to  the  smallest  personal  belonging.  It  includes

buildings, streets, urban spaces, roads, highways, waste disposal sites and man-made

water storage facilities.

Alterations are the internal changes to the layout of the units without increasing the

overall net floor area (Tipple, 1991 cited in Nguluma, 2003) Changing the design of

the doors and windows, hanging curtains to divide rooms and changes in the use of

spaces are part of the alterations. Repainting and normal repairs carried out as part of

maintenance are not considered as alterations.

Extensions involve built additions, which add at least one functional component per

unit (Tipple, 1991 cited in Nguluma, 2003).

Replacement means that the original structure is demolished and a new housing type

is erected.

Social  Change is  the  change  in  the  accepted  structure  of  social  relationships  of

sufficient  magnitude  to  be  clearly  visible  and of  such nature  as  to  be  apparently

permanent (Storer, 1973).

Social Mobility can be defined as the “movement up and down the social structure.

The study of social mobility is one of the central concerns of the social stratification

theorists. The amount of social mobility is a measure of how rigid a society is and

how locked into traditional structures it is. A high degree of social mobility therefore

makes the drawing of class boundaries difficult because of the fluidity it engenders”

(Lawson and Garrod,  1996,  Page 266).  Economic mobility  can be defined as  the

ability  of  an individual  or family  to  improve their  economic  status,  in  relation  to

income and also their social distance in the larger system of social stratification.
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4.3 CHOICE OF RESEARCH METHODS

Considering the fact that this research deals with a process of engaging the residents

and reconstructing their experience in terms of the built environment, it is important

to choose methods that take into account the subjective and objective nature of the

questions  and  the  focus.  In  the  light  of  the  objectives  outlined  above,  several

techniques like questionnaire survey, physical documentation and content analysis of

policy were explored. What seemed appropriate was the ‘case study’ method. 

A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon

within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are

not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. The research

is therefore a comparison of housing projects that have been in existence for 30 years

or more. They are located in different geographic regions and the beneficiaries have

been identified reflecting social and economic background within the State of Kerala.

This method aims to capture the picture of stability and change in the lifestyle and

life-chances of the beneficiaries in the two projects.

Greater confidence can be exhibited in research findings when derived from more

than one technique of investigation;  consequently this  work adopted tools such as

documentation  of  physical  changes;  schedule  for  primary  respondents;  interviews

with experts etc. The similarities and the differences between the two case studies can

be inferred, enabling the identification of elements of best practices in housing the

poor.

4.4 FIELD SETTING

As stated earlier, the state of Kerala is the universe for the study. Housing projects for

the rural poor contributes the field. A comparative case study analysis is the method

used  which  will  be  elaborated  later.  The  role  and  functioning  of  the  indicators

reflecting government policy towards housing, the physical modifications made and

the socio-cultural background of the beneficiaries is the main focus of this research.

The whole process is traced below beginning with a discussion on the pilot study

undertaken.
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4.4.1 Pilot Study

Pilot field visits were made to five cases of housing schemes for the poor spread all

over Kerala. The main goal of the pilot study was to focus the research problem, to

select specific cases for detailed study based on comparable criteria, and to identify

the data collection techniques. 

The five fields visited and reviewed were the NGO sponsored Marianad Community

Development Project for fishermen near Thiruvananthapuram, Poonthura Fishermen’s

Village  project  and  Chengalchulah  Slum Improvement  project  within  the  city  of

Thiruvananthapuram,  One  lakh  houses  project  in  Koothattukulam  for  agricultural

workers in Ernakulam District and the Kottathara Tribal Housing project in Wayanad

District.  The settlements  are  located  in  different  parts  of  the state  and have been

initiated at different points in time in the last five decades. 

Key features of the five cases are given in Table 4.1 following a map that marks the

geographical locations of the selected cases within the state of Kerala.
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Table 4.1 Pilot Study - Comparison of the Five Case Studies 

Poonthura Marianad Chengalchulah Koothattu-

kulam

Kottathara

Geography
South
Kerala South Kerala South Kerala

Central
Kerala

North Kerala

Year Of The
Project

1973 1972 1978 1974 1982

Location
Within the

city
Panchayat Within the city Panchayat Panchayat

Characteristics
of beneficiarics

Coastal
Fishing

Coastal
Fishing

City Daily Wage
Earners

Midland
Agricultural
Labourers

Tribal Area

No Of Houses 250 54 in Phase I 616 40
20

Agency Which
Constructed the

houses

Laurie
Baker

Church
according to
the design of
the Architect

Housing Board
according to

standard design

People’s
Committees
according

to
government

scheme

Government

Subsidy
Fully

subsidized

Partial
subsidy for
Phase I and
no subsidy
for Phase II

Fully subsidized
Partly

subsidized
Fully

subsidized

Techniques
Cost

Effective
Techniques

Using
traditional
methods

Using
conventional

RCC techniques

Using
traditional
constructio

n using
earth blocks
and timber

etc.

Using bricks
and timber
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Figure 4.1 Map of Kerala Showing the Sites of the Pilot Case Studies

4.4.1.1 Kottathara Panchayat Tribal Colony

Paniyas  and  Kurichiars  are  the  predominant  castes  in  the  Kottathara  Panchayat,

Wayanad  District  of  Kerala.  Paniyas  live  in  colonies,  and  share  their  community

spaces  and  amenities,  while  Kurichiars  live  separately.  The  Paniyas  earn  their

livelihoods by doing agricultural labour. They used to collect forest products and sell,

but this as a main occupation has dwindled, because in recent times the forests have

been converted into plantations. 

When the tribals  build their  houses,  they build using traditional  materials  such as

mud, grass, bamboo and thatch for walls and roofs and cow dung for floors. Mud is

used for plastering the walls. With Government schemes becoming more common

during the last twenty to thirty years, there have been changes in the materials used in

construction from brick, timber and Mangalore tiles36 to more recently, Reinforced

36 These are roofing tiles made of clay used locally for roofing.
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Cement Concrete (RCC). Most of the colonies are small settlements of a minimum of

three to twenty-five families. The numbers change over a period of time.

Fig. 4.2 Tribal House with timber roof and mangalore tiles

In some schemes, toilets have been provided but the beneficiaries are not using them.

While the traditional houses are quite neatly kept, many of the colony buildings are in

dilapidated condition. The new colonies are built in the same old location. There is an

open well dug in each of the colonies. There are no separate cattle-sheds, but hens are

seen in some colonies.

Fig. 4.3 Tribal house where plaster is damaged
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4.4.1.2 Poonthura Fishermen’s Village Project

The fisher folk originally lived in traditional thatch houses, which would get blown

away by the cyclonic winds practically every monsoon. A pouring of relief aid and

material for rehabilitation would generally follow this. Laurie Baker who was put in

charge  of  the  housing  project  in  1973  constructed  250  houses  using  appropriate

technology. 

Fig 4.4 Poonthura fisherman’s house which have survived in original condition

The beneficiaries have made a lot of changes to the original houses built by Laurie

Baker.  The buildings  had exposed brickwork,  but when we visited,  almost  all  the

houses have been plastered.  The original windows were changed and extensions have

been made to these houses. There have been few cases where they have demolished

the building and reconstructed completely.  In Poonthura,  the residents  complained

that the local masons were unable to repair the houses because the roofs were made

using low cost filler slab reinforced cement concrete. 

Fig. 4.5 Poonthura house where the exposed brickwork was plastered later.
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4.4.1.3 Chengalchulah Slum Improvement Project

The  scheme  envisaged  rehabilitation  of  slum  dwellers  in  Chengalchulah  in

Thiruvananthapuram City.  The flats were allotted free of cost to those found eligible. 

Under this scheme, construction of 616 flats had been completed in 2006. 

The buildings were two storied with RCC floors and roofs. Although the scheme was

started in 1978, the project is not yet completed. Some flats were being added even in

2006. 

Fig. 4.6 Chengalchulah apartments with extensions in the ground floor

Fig. 4.7 Chengalchulah Slum Improvement Project - View
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The Koothattukulam and Marianad projects  will  be described in detail  in the next

chapter since they have been selected as the two case studies.

4.5 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

Primary data was collected with the help of 

1. Schedule for the beneficiaries,

2. Semi-structured  interviews  with  other  stakeholders,  housing  experts,

government officials, NGOs etc.,

3. Documentation of physical changes made to the houses

4. Life stories

5. Observations during the fieldwork

Secondary sources of data include reports, research papers and related documents on

housing the poor specifically in Kerala. A brief description of the tools is given in the

following sections.

Table 4.2 Respondents of the Study

Mariana

d

Koothattukula

mTotal Number of Houses 54 40

Number of Houses Surveyed 48 36

Number  of  Panchayat  and  Government
Officials/Experts/Others (involved in the project) 

28

4.5.1 Schedule for the Beneficiaries

During  the  pilot  study,  an  interview  schedule  was  prepared  and  tested.   Some

questions raised in the schedule were modified to obtain greater clarity on the data to

be collected such as the attachment to the neighbourhood of the respondents. Some

questions  became  redundant  and  were  eliminated  as  they  did  not  provide  any

information that would have been relevant while analyzing the results in the context

of the objectives such as the usage of different rooms.

The key dimensions of the schedule used to collect primary data were:
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 Occupation:  This  dimension  mainly  pertained  to  the  identity  of

beneficiaries, occupational shifts made after moving to the settlement.

 Family:  Aspects pertaining to the roles of family members, size of the

family and demographic profile were collected

 Family History and Year of Movement to Present House: Details such

as the year of moving to the present house and number of years they
have  lived  in  the  locality  throw  a  light  on  their  attachment  to  the
neighbourhood and the house. Also the extent of networking with their
hometown in case they have migrated from a different village can be
examined.

 Unit  Size,  Layout  and  Design:  Questions  regarding  the  appropriate

size, layout and design of the house preferred.

 Housing  Condition:  The  physical  quality  of  the  building  such  as

condition  of  the  roof,  plaster,  paint,  doors,  and  windows  were
documented.

 Open Space: The way in which public open space is provided has a

great  effect  on  the  quality  of  a  residential  environment.  Questions
addressed this aspect.

 Space  Requirements:  Questions  relating  to  the  practice  of  usage  of

various spaces are included in the questionnaire.

 Housing  Modification:  The  study  identifies  problems  as  well  as

positive  aspects  associated  with  the  whole  process  of  housing
transformation and the hurdles encountered. This can be discerned by
studying the modifications made and the reasons for doing so.

 Light, Noise Control and Privacy: Details regarding light, noise control

and privacy were collected.

 Infrastructure  Provisions:  The  infrastructure  at  house  level  and  the

neighborhood level were assessed. The amenities at the neighborhood
level are the nearness to temple, schools, workplace etc.

 Social Status: Open-ended questions regarding the status they enjoyed

in the society were asked.

 Traditions and Beliefs: The community may have some preferences on

areas such as housing configuration, site location and orientation based
on religious and non-religious beliefs. These were recorded.

 Social Interaction:  The nature and frequency of social interaction in

private and public areas were enquired into.

 Economic Aspects:  Questions were framed in such a way to assess

whether the provision of the house had been an asset to the family or a
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liability. Enquiry into the upward or downward mobility of the family
was inferred in this context.

 Satisfaction:  Overall  satisfaction  regarding  the  house  and  the

neighborhood level are assessed based on both open-ended and closed-
ended questions.

 Ownership  Feeling:  The  ownership  feelings  of  the  beneficiaries

towards the house and its implications for the success of the project
were the aspects included.

An attempt  was  made  to  cover  all  the  houses  in  the  two settlements  chosen.  As

indicated in Table 4.2, out of the 54 houses, six houses could not be surveyed because

two  houses  were  vacant  and  the  other  four  houses  were  locked  up.  Similarly  in

Koothattukulam, four houses out of 40 were not surveyed. One house was vacant,

while the residents were not in station for the other three houses.

4.5.2 Semi- Structured Key Informant Interviews

This method is frequently used in primary data collection in qualitative research.  As a

starting  point,  different  stakeholders  were  identified,  who were  involved  with  the

project in the earlier stages such as officials from government agencies at different

levels,  political  and  community  leaders  and  representatives  and  volunteers  from

NGOs. Interviews with them covered aspects such as project history and execution,

beneficiary selection,  construction process and hurdles encountered.  In most cases,

they were identified with the help of available contacts while the research was on-

going and the list was updated as fieldwork progressed. 

As evident from Table 4.2, we had 28 key informant interviews that covered both the

projects. The identification and selection of these respondents was therefore purposive

sampling. 

Since  in  most  cases,  the  exact  kind  of  questions  the  informant  would  be  able  to

answer  were  not  known,  a  semi-structured  format  of  questions,  which  could  be

adapted as the conversation developed was used as the tool. This technique follows

the qualitative nature of research proposed and undertaken.
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4.5.3 Observation and Documentation

Ongoing modifications during the study period were observed with regard to house

form,  change  in  facades  and  finishes.  The  researcher  also  observed  if  the

modifications were interior or exterior, vertical or horizontal. Observations on the use

of both indoor and outdoor space focused on domestic  activities such as cooking,

eating, washing dishes and clothes, bathing and socializing as well as carrying out

small-scale business. These aspects are assumed as important in discussing issues of

housing  improvement  related  to  the  separation  of  functions,  and  promotion  of

comfortable indoor life in relation to design and privacy. This method also correlates

with the researcher who has a masters in conservation studies and has helped to enrich

the data with his practical experience of having designed for disaster victims in India

– post tsunami and post earthquake.

This  helped  to  corroborate  responses  from  the  interviews  and  other  sources  of

evidence.

4.5.4 Life Stories

Life stories give information about experiences that a person uses to make decisions,

and how he explains the course of his life to himself. About twenty life stories from

both the projects have been recorded to illustrate different dimensions of the influence

of the social, physical and policy factors on housing satisfaction.

4.5.5 Field Work

The fieldwork of the Koothattukulam One Lakh Houses project was completed first in

two stages, while that of the Marianad Community Development Project was done

later. The first spell of fieldwork was done between September and December 2006.

The  second  was  undertaken  from January  to  February  2007.  This  was  the  major

fieldwork period during which data collection was undertaken in the two case study

areas. An attempt was made to interview all the beneficiaries in both the cases chosen.

The rich ethnographic detail collected from the two case studies provided sufficient

scope for comparison. 
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Interviews with resource persons were carried out both during the fieldwork phase

and later. The classification of respondents and interviews conducted are shown in

Table 4.2.  Background information about the two projects was also collected during

this period.

4.5.6 Data Analysis

Field  notes were  mainly  used  to  record  and  analyze  the  data  collected  through

interviews.  The  analysis  of  indoor  and outdoor  spatial  qualities  and  some design

elements are based on ‘expert assessment’, documented through photographs as well

as observations of actual uses, and interviews with residents. Data was then tabulated

and compared based on similarities and differences in both the projects. 

This chapter described the selection of the two case studies as well as the primary

respondents, and the methodology that has been used to address the key objectives of

the research. The premises behind choosing these approaches have been explained, as

well as the rationale for choosing the appropriate tools while carrying out the work.

The  following  chapter  discusses  the  background  data  collected  regarding

Koothattukulam and Marianad. Policy indicators are analyzed in Chapter 6 followed

by the physical and social and cultural  factors in the seventh and eighth chapters.

Chapter  9  looks  at  the  inter-relationship  of  all  these  factors  and its  effect  on  the

success of the housing projects for the poor. The conclusions are given in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 5 

KOOTHATTUKULAM AND MARIANAD

Governments have undertaken housing schemes with different approaches as outlined

in  Chapter  3.  Over  time,  the  policies  of  the  Government  of  India  have gradually

changed from a provider approach to a facilitator approach.  This research analyses

how the provision of housing has helped the poor in achieving economic upward

mobility. To understand this, a reconstruction of long-term changes that have taken

place  over  a  generation  is  required.  Thus,  the  study  hopes  to  bring  out  many

dimensions not evident in an appraisal study conducted soon after occupation. All the

projects visited have been created under the ‘provider approach’ towards housing the

poor.  Typical  projects  had  to  be  selected  from the  pilot  study to  understand  and

compare the influence of the social, physical and the policy factors over a period of

time. Two projects have been selected for this research, namely Koothattukulam One

Lakh Houses Scheme (OLHS) and the Marianad Community Development Project. 

Poonthura housing project and the Chengalchulah slum improvement project were not

chosen since they were located within the city of Thiruvananthapuram and our focus

is  rural  housing.  Although  appropriate  technology  was  used  in  Poonthura,  the

beneficiaries  with  whom  we  talked  were  against  its  use.  They  were  pointed  the

leaking roofs and the corroded reinforcement of the cost effective RCC technology.

The number of houses constructed in both the above-mentioned projects was high,

which may not facilitate an in depth understanding of the relevant objectives.

Social and cultural aspects may be very predominant in the case of tribal projects. The

number of beneficiaries of the Kottathara Tribal Housing Project was much smaller

compared with the other projects visited. Most tribal housing projects are small in size

and  may  not  provide  much  by way of  insights  on  the  aspects  which  need to  be

studied. Marianad project had less influence of the city. Also, an integrated approach

to  development  was  followed  in  the  project.  The  OLHS  was  one  of  the  highly

publicized and innovative  schemes of the Government  of Kerala.  Marianad was a

homogenous  community  while  Koothattukulam  was  heterogeneous.  Both

Koothattukulam  and  Marianad  had  different  building  types  and  are  situated  in
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different rural geographic locations. One is a government project while the other is an

NGO driven endeavour. 

5.1 SELECTION OF CASES

The two housing projects selected for the study are the Koothattukulam Project done

under the OLHS of the State Government and the Marianad Project done by a Non-

Governmental  Organization  under  a  community  development  project  with funding

from  a  German  agency.  The  Koothattukulam  project  started  in  1972  while  the

Marianad  project  was  initiated  in  1960.   The  former  is  a  socially  heterogeneous

settlement  consisting  of  Hindus and Christians,  mostly  agricultural  labourers  with

different  caste  background,  while  the  second  one  is  entirely  of  the  fishermen

community  consisting  of  Latin  Catholics.  Both  projects  are  located  in  different

geographic regions (though rural) and the beneficiaries vary in social and economic

background within the State. The influence of the government policy in one project

and the absence of any link with government schemes in the other project provide

interesting starting points for discussion. A comparison of the basic features of the

two cases is given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Koothattukulam One Lakh Housing ‘Colony’ and Marianad Project: 
Background Details

One Lakh Housing ‘Colony’ Marianad Housing Project

Approach
Government Provider

Approach, part of the OLHS

Provider Approach, but part
of an Integrated Community
Development Project by a

church supported organization

Year of the project 1972-1977 1960-1968

Location
Midland  and Central Kerala;

Rural case study
Coastal and South Kerala;

Rural case study

Number of Houses 40 54

Size of the Plot 4 Cents 10 Cents

Finance
The house is given with part
subsidy, Rs. 1100/- was to be

paid.

Beneficiaries had to pay for
the land and the building, and

it was partly subsidized.

Allotment of the
Houses

Allotment was carried over a
period of time, because there

were not many takers

Allotment was carried over a
period of time, because there

were not many takers.

Government
Policy Done during the time of the

provider approach

Not part of any government
policy, but the housing co-
operative society played a

major role in Phase II

Community

Heterogeneous community of
mostly agriculture workers

No Community Participation
for construction of the houses

Homogenous fishing
community

No Community Participation
for construction of the houses.

Choice of
Technology

People had no choice People had no choice

Design of the
House

Identical Twin House Identical Twin House

Layout of the
new settlement

Completely new Completely new

The following section describes the above features. 

5.2 KOOTHATTUKULAM VILLAGE

Koothattukulam  Panchayat  with  an  area  of  about  30  sq.  km.  is  located  in  the

Moovattupuzha Taluk of Ernakulam District of Kerala. Houses were constructed in

three locations in Koothattukulam as part of the OLHS. There are two other One Lakh

Housing colonies in the same Panchayat, but they are much smaller in size – one is

about 16 houses and the other is a settlement of about ten houses. The project chosen

for studying the larger local context will be explained below.
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Fig. 5.1 Koothattukulam twin house with no extension

5.2.1 One Lakh Houses Scheme

In 1971, the Government of India announced a scheme for giving free house sites to

the  landless  agricultural  workers  all  over  India,  who had not  benefited  from land

reforms legislations.  The land reforms legislation  was enacted  in  Kerala  in  1970,

which gave ownership rights over  their  settlements  under big landlords to  a large

number  of  poor  tenant  dwellers.  This  scheme  was  planned  for  the  agricultural

labourers in the state who had neither houses nor house-sites of their own.

Realizing the inability of this section of the population to raise funds on their own for

constructing  houses,  the  Kerala  Government  modified  the  Government  of  India

scheme into a massive housing project. This scheme had its target as 100 houses in

each of its 960 Panchayats and hence came to be known popularly as the OLHS. The

scheme was spearheaded by the then Minister for Housing, Late Mr. M.N. Govindan

Nair (Government of Kerala, 1972; Pillai, 1976; Poulose, 1988). “The proposal of the

State Government was to acquire a total of five acres of land in four or five locations

in every Panchayat. The decision to limit the number of houses in one cluster to be 20

or 25 was to ensure that the beneficiaries were not uprooted from their existing places

of work to far-away places” (Poulose, 1988, Page 151).

The entire cost of land and half the cost of development (that is levelling, laying out

the streets and drains and construction of community wells) were provided by the

Government of India, but they had not provided for construction of houses within the

plots.
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But the State  Government decided to  give the house free of  cost,  for all
practical  purposes.   Each  beneficiary  family  was  required  to  pay  only
Rs.110/- in eleven equal monthly installments, mainly to create a feeling of
their  involvement.  Funds  were  raised  through  innovative  methods  like
collecting donations from the public, free labour from members of voluntary
agencies, students and the beneficiaries themselves. The density was fixed at
20 houses per acre, with 20 per cent of the area utilized for roads and open
spaces (Poulose, 1988, Page 151).

Contractors were avoided and the construction was done directly by the Panchayat

level committees, co-opting voluntary services of technical officers in Government

service and the staff and students of technical institutions. The Government procured

materials such as cement and tiles required for the entire project directly from the

manufacturers at concessional rates. The timber required was released by the State

Forest Department free of cost.  According to Poulose (1988), even though the target

was  to  construct  96000  houses  all  over  Kerala  (100  houses  in  each  of  960

Panchayats), only about 60000 houses were eventually completed. 

The scheme as  such was discontinued  in  1976-1977,  mainly  because  the
Government had decided to evolve new schemes to benefit more number of
households. It may be mentioned that the foundation and basement had been
constructed  for  the  entire  96,000  houses.  The  developed  plots  with  the
foundation  and  basement  were  then  allotted  to  the  beneficiaries  already
selected so that they could construct their  houses taking advantage of the
newly introduced schemes (Poulose, 1988, Page 157).

Fig. 5.2 Koothattukulam – kitchen entrance on the side

The reasons given for the shortfall of the houses were,

i) 24% experienced inadequacy of funds ii) 13% complained about lack of
interest on the part of the people iii) 2.17%, mostly located in the northern
districts did not have sufficient number of applicants and iv) the remaining
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Panchayats did not give any reason for their inability to complete the houses
according to the targets fixed (Poulose, 1988, Page 161). 

We provide below a typical layout plan of the OLHS scheme as well as a plan of the

twin house design.

Fig. 5.3 Typical Layout for a Housing ‘Colony’ under OLHS

Source: Poulose, 1988, Page 154.

5.2.2 Overview of the OLHS Project

“In view of the financial constraints, it was decided that the cost of construction of

each house should be between Rs.1,250-1,500/-37 (US$ 25-30). It was also decided

that each house should have two rooms and a kitchen, within a plinth area of 23 sq.

m.”  (Poulose,  1988,  Page  152).  Hence  the  challenge  for  engineers,  planners  and

architects was to design a really low cost house within a range of Rs.50-60/- per sq.

m. (according to 1972 price levels) and at the same time, satisfy minimum structural,

aesthetic and utilitarian standards.

37 The cost of construction was only Rs.1,250-1500/- in 1971. A similar construction in 2013 will cost 
Rs.150,000 – 175,000/-.
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Fig. 5.4 Plan of the back to back Twin house in Koothattukulam with all the three
rooms sharing a common wall. (All dimensions shown in the plan are in millimetres)

5.2.3 Land Acquisition

Generally,  developmental  programmes  are  delayed  due  to  resistance  in  land

acquisition. “In order to avoid delay and possible litigation on prices, the acquisition

of land was made through open negotiated purchases at the Panchayat level” (Pillai,

1976, Page 251).

5.2.4 Selection of Beneficiaries and Their Participation

According  to  Poulose  (1988),  beneficiaries  were  selected  in  the  most  impartial

manner  under  the  direct  supervision  of  the  Panchayats  and  controlled  by  the

concerned  District  Collector38.  Families  that  did  not  possess  a  house  site  and

belonging to the Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) were eligible to get a house

under this scheme. 

38 District Collector is a bureaucrat belonging to the Indian Administrative Services and is the head of 
the district administration.
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5.2.5 Specifications of Works

Specifications of works for the construction of a unit of two houses were detailed in

the instructions on the implementation issued by the Local Administration and Social

Welfare Department (Government of Kerala, 1972):

 Foundation  and  Basement: Random  rubble  masonry  in  mud  mortar  and

pointed in cement mortar for the foundation. 

 Superstructure: Country  burnt  brick  columns  in  cement  mortar  at  corners,

joints  pointed  along  with  the  construction.  Inter  spaces  between  the  brick
columns and the central common walls built with sundried bricks laid in mud
mortar. 

 Roofing: With Mangalore Pattern tiles laid over country wood reapers nailed

on to country wood rafters. Two smoke tiles for each house are to be provided
in the roof over the kitchen side.

 Flooring: Cement mortar on thick gravel concrete in lime and well-rammed

earth.

 Finishing: External surfaces of walls plastered with cement lime mortar one

coat. The central common wall is to be finished with mud plaster mixed with
sand and lime and two coats of lime wash. All other internal walls are to be
finished with one coat of lime wash above one base coat of cement wash.

5.2.6 Overview of the Koothattukulam Project

In the case study chosen in Koothattukulam Panchayat, there are twenty twin houses

and forty households. The houses were occupied in a staggered manner from 1974 to

1978. 

Some of the features were:

 Selection of Beneficiaries:  The needy were identified by the Panchayat and

given the houses. The beneficiaries belonged to different castes and religion. 

 Layout and Location of the ‘Colony’:  The layout was such that the houses

faced each other. The common land was retained for developing community
facilities at the entrance to the ‘colony’ and there have been no encroachments.
The children use this space for playing. The waste to be composted/ disposed
is also collected on a portion of this land. Some houses have car access while
most of the houses have auto rickshaw access in terms of road width.

 Plan of the house:  The plan of the house allowed for expansion in the front

and hence people have added rooms in the front. They have added toilets on
the sidewall, because it saves construction of one wall.
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 Payment Made To the Government: The initial occupiers paid Rs.10/- as the

first  installment  and  the  balance  in  eleven  monthly  installments.  But  the
people who occupied later paid Rs.110/- as a single payment. To obtain the
patta39 document  from the  village  office,  they  had  to  pay  Rs.164/-  to  the
Moovattupuzha Tehsildar’s office.

 Extent  of  Land:  All  the  house-beneficiaries  own  4  cents  as  per  the  land

records,  but  some  whose  houses  were  constructed  towards  the  end  of  the
project have less than 4 cents.

In the first phase, 18 houses were constructed. In these houses, laterite has been used

in the corners and earth blocks have been used as a filler material between the laterite

blocks. The interior was plastered. In the second phase, the entire house was built

with laterite blocks, but the inside was not plastered.

5.3 MARIANAD VILLAGE

The second case taken up for the study is the housing project in Marianad.

The word Marianad means ‘Land of Virgin Mary’. In the early 1960s, the Bishop of

Thiruvananthapuram  selected  the  uninhabited  coastal  village  ‘Aalillathurai’40 and

purchased  some  30  acres  of  land  (of  which  8  acres  was  used  for  the  housing

settlement)  to  create  the  village  now  called  Marianad.  This  village  is  about  25

kilometres  north  of  Thiruvananthapuram  city.  Under  the  banner  of  Trivandrum41

Social Service Society (TSSS), the project attempted to combine the principle of self-

help  through  voluntary  labour  with  community  planning  and  house  design.  An

architect from Latin America, (who came through the German aid agency Misereor)

prepared the design and the master plan.  

39 The official document necessary to own land and it means that the private property stands in the 
name of the individual.

40 Marianad was called “Aalillathurai” earlier; literally it means the shore-village with no inhabitants.
41 Thiruvananthapuram is the new place name for Trivandrum.
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Fig. 5.5 Twin house in Marianad

The Bishop believed that nothing should be given free to people, unless they feel the

need for it. He also perceived that the participation of the community must be ensured

and insisted that professionally trained people should carry out social work.

Fig. 5.6 Twin house with asbestos sheet and roads paved with concrete

The  programme  commenced  by  establishing  a  housing  cooperative  society  for

constructing  low  cost  houses.  To  create  the  community,  fishermen  from  seven

different villages who were willing to move to Marianad were selected. The majority

of  them  were  very  poor.  Along  with  the  new  inhabitants,  a  team  of  community

workers was to work with the people and facilitate development by staying in the

village.

The initial approach was that of community building and development based on self-

help. “Living with the people, the team was always at their disposal and a feeling of

togetherness began to grow in spite of differences among the people because of their
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varied places of origin. The only guiding factor for the team was to commence with

the needs that the people felt and expressed, to involve the people as much as possible

and to keep the methods of operation as simple and as open as possible. No elaborate

schemes, no big buildings, no expensive and sophisticated equipment” (Anon, 1976,

Page 6).42

5.3.1 Overview of the Marianad Project

The architect had designed twin houses on 20 cents of land (each house is built on10

cents). The roof is made of asbestos, with two rooms and a verandah. There was not a

single tree on this land when acquired.  The main limitation was that it was away from

the beach on the eastern side of the road. 

Twenty-seven twin houses were constructed on the eastern side of the main road in

two phases, which was occupied by 54 households. In the first phase, they were built

with cement stabilized earth blocks while in the second phase, the houses were built

with  burnt  bricks,  lime plaster,  timber  roof  and covered  with asbestos  sheet.  The

following figures provide the layout (grid iron pattern) and the typical plan of the

house.

42 The quote is taken from a booklet titled Ripples and Repercussions in which the name of the 
publisher or author is not given, 1976.
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Fig. 5.7 Layout of the Marianad Project

Fig. 5.8 Plan of the Marianad House

(All dimensions shown in the plan are in millimeters)

Marianad  caught  national  attention  in  the  1970s.  It  became  a  prosperous  fishing

village as the project adopted an integrated development approach. Setting up the first

fish marketing society in the country which provided loan facilities to buy nets and

boats, eliminated the exploitation of fishermen by middlemen. By 1980, this model

was copied  all  over  southern districts  of  Kerala  and there were about  ten similar
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societies in Thiruvananthapuram District itself in addition to the ones in Kollam in

Kerala and Kanyakumari in Tamil Nadu. 

Thus the Marianad project was not conceived as a housing project, but more as an

integrated community development project. Professional social workers brought in to

carry out the Community Development Project gave importance to the establishment

of other institutions in Marianad such as the following;

1. MUCS, Matsya Ulpadaka Co-operative Society (the marketing society)

2. Marianad Housing Co-operative Society

3. Library

4. Mahila Samajam (Women’s Group)

5. Nursery School

6. Ration Shop

7. Clinic 

The social  workers  played a major  role  in  the development  of Marianad till  they

withdrew from the village in 1979.

5.3.2 Specifications

Brief specifications of the houses constructed in Marianad are as follows:

 Superstructure: Phase  I  of  the  project  used  cement  stabilized  mud

blocks. Phase II used country burnt brick columns in lime mortar for
the walls. 

 Roofing: Asbestos  cement  sheet  roof  was  laid  over  country  wood

reapers nailed on to country wood rafters. 

 Flooring: Roughly finished cement mortar  was used as the flooring

finish. At that time, the price of cement per bag was Rs.3/-

 Finishing: External surfaces of walls were plastered with lime mortar.

All  the  internal  walls  are  also  plastered  with  lime.  Built-in-shelves
were  provided  in  two  rooms.  The  timber  doors,  windows  and  roof
timber were made of Marudu (Terminalia arjuna). 
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Fig. 5.9 Doors

                        Fig. 5.10 Windows

5.3.3 Repayment of the Loan

There was no housing co-operative society when these houses were constructed. But

the Bishop had informed the beneficiaries that they would have to pay the church. It is

learnt that in 1969, the social workers instructed the beneficiaries to pay a nominal

amount every month.  They were asked to pay 25 paisa per day, which worked out to

Rs.7.50/- per month. The loan repayment was linked with the earning pattern of the

fishermen families.
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5.4 IDENTIFICATION OF BENEFICIARIES 

The details regarding the identification of beneficiaries and the allotment of houses in

Koothattukulam and Marianad are explained below.

5.4.1 Beneficiaries in Koothattukulam

The One Lakh Houses Project (OLHS) scheme was launched by the Government of

Kerala to provide housing primarily for the landless agricultural labourers. However,

in our field study, we observed other categories of people who also benefitted. They

included a head load worker, a goldsmith and four construction workers, of whom

two  were  from  outside  the  Panchayat  but  were  working  in  construction  sites  in

Koothattukulam.  The  reason  for  inclusion  of  other  categories  is  because  of  a

campaign against  the OLHS that  claimed usage of  inferior  construction  materials.

This  resulted in  reluctance  among the  targeted  group from occupying the  houses,

which was therefore available to others.

Fig. 5.21 Koothattukulam where no extension has been made

The primary survey shows that the houses were occupied between 1972 and 1978. It

took six years for the houses to be allotted. Many respondents said that the houses

were lying vacant even after the construction was over in Koothattukulam. 

In an interview with one of the officials involved with the construction of the OLHS,

it was mentioned that the reason for the delay in occupation was due to the staggered

process of constructing the houses. It was a time when there was acute shortage of

cement. In addition the financial constraints had delayed the construction and hence

the allotment. But some Panchayats went ahead and completed the construction and
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then claimed the money from the government. Another reason was the increase in cost

due to delay in construction. “According to official estimates, the cost of constructing

a dwelling had risen to Rs.2,400 by end-1974 from Rs.1,250 by end-1971” (United

Nations, 1975, Page 197) for the OLHS in Kerala.

It was also mentioned by one of the officials that a few architects prepared the design

for OLHS and the best aspects of each design were selected. But it was mostly the

contribution  by  Laurie  Baker,  who  was  famous  for  many  low-cost  construction

projects in India. A model house was constructed in a public place in the capital city

of Thiruvananthapuram and people were asked to give their opinion about the house.

Suggestions and criticisms were made about the model house. A large-scale physical

model of the house was made and transported in a lorry throughout the state.

Fig. 5.13 Koothattukulam house with one of the public water taps

5.4.2 Beneficiaries in Marianad

The Bishop and the Trivandrum Social Service Society brought the people from the

neighbouring villages to ‘Aalillathurai’ after announcements were made in the parish

meetings. However, some initial settlers had gone back complaining that there were

no facilities  such as  shops and church.  According to  a  social  worker,  one  of  the

reasons cited by the families who had moved out was limited safety and security in a

settlement with low density of population. Therefore new families over a period of

time replaced the original allottees.
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Fig. 5.14 View of the shorter side of Marianad house where the verandah has been
enclosed

The interviews show that the houses were occupied between 1962 and 1967. It took

six years for the houses to be allotted. It is said that the houses were lying vacant for

some time after the construction was completed. During the survey, it was noted that

the age of the first generation of beneficiaries ranged from sixty-five to eighty-five,

which meant that at the time of the allotment of the houses, they were aged between

twenty and forty. 

Melvyn43, one of the early settlers in Marianad, during the survey, described his early

days in Marianad thus;

Most of the people who came here were young with one or two children. All the
54 houses  had toilets  and foundations  for  the  bathrooms constructed.  Three
houses shared one common pit for the toilet, but later separate pits were made.
There  were no compound walls.  The social  workers  who were whites  from
Canada and Italy visited the houses every day. Public health and educational
activities were carried out. They would not allow more than one household in
each house. Bishop would come occasionally and enquire about the well-being
of all of us. Mass was conducted only once a year. Later on it was conducted in
one of the houses after which it was shifted to the present library. A cemetery
was built first followed by the construction of the church. Otherwise we had to
depend on Puthukurichy or Santhipuram44 for the Sunday Mass. There was a
clinic which was discontinued in 1986.

43 The names of the respondents mentioned, to maintain privacy, are not their real names.

44 Puthukurichy and Santhipuram were nearby villages which had a church.
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Fig. 5.15 Marianad house with the open well in foreground

The social workers decided to leave Marianad towards the end of 1970s. When they

withdrew, the houses that they had occupied were given to two of the employees of

the housing co-operative society.

5.5 SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE

5.5.1 Family Size

The data on family size is important as it impacts on extensions or alterations made to

the house based on family requirements. Drawing on the details of the demographic

profile of respondents, we find in Koothattukulam, the average number of members in

a family is 3.6845. In Marianad, the average number of members in a family is 5.38,

which is higher than the Kerala average. There are nine households with more than

six  members.  Most  of  the  houses  here  have  been  extended  and  there  are  more

members staying in one house or compound in contrast to Koothattukulam. The state

average household size in Kerala is 4.9 as per the 2001 census and 4.33 as per the

2011 census.

5.5.2 Occupational Profile in Koothattukulam

Occupational pattern of the families are important to understand its relationship with

the indicators such as location and freedom to modify. The occupational distribution

of the respondents in Koothattukulam is given in Table 5.2 below.

45 Computed from primary data.
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Table 5.2 Occupational Profile of Respondents in Koothattukulam

Occupation

Demographic distribution

of the community

(Percentage)

Construction –Skilled 4.88

Construction –Unskilled 20.69

Agriculture 2.44

Industry 2.44

Services 12.20

Miscellaneous 7.07

Housewives 12.07

Retired 16.26

Students 21.95

Total 100.00

It  was  learnt  that  the  school  children  in  Koothattukulam  start  working  in  the

construction sector during vacation or when they drop out of school. When the houses

were initially allotted, all but four were provided to agricultural labourers. One trend

which can be seen from Table 5.2, is that there has been a visible presence of labour

in the construction sector in Koothattukulam (26%). This matches with the changing

labour pattern observed in Kerala. Agriculture in Kerala was shifting from food crops

to  cash crops  which  resulted  in  the  loss  of  employment  to  many who worked as

agricultural  labour.  At the same time,  the construction  of houses in Kerala saw a

boom; one of the reasons being the remittances  from those employed in the Gulf

countries.  This  trend  is  reflected  in  Koothattukulam  with  change  in  labour

characteristics.

5.5.3 Occupational Profile in Marianad

Table 5.3 gives the distribution of respondents based on occupation in Marianad.
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Table 5.3 Occupational Pattern of Respondents in Marianad 

Occupation 

Demographic

distribution of the

community (percentage)

Seagoing Fishermen 8.26

Fish-vending 5.65

Gulf 5.22

Business 2.44

Services 9.10

Miscellaneous 1.51

Unemployed 3.91

Housewives 17.83

Retired 13.04

Students 33.04

Total 100.00

Excluding the students, housewives, retired and invalid (due to health reasons), only

33%  of  the  people  were  found  to  be  employed.  The  comparable  percentage  in

Koothattukulam was 50%.

Our data shows that the number of people engaged in fishing and fish vending is

gradually  decreasing.  About  19%  of  the  workforces  are  involved  in  non-fishing

activities46.  About  one  third  of  the  population  (33%)  are  students  whose  future

occupational stratagies are still uncertain.

16.22 per cent of the labour works in the Gulf countries of the Middle East. There is

more than one member working abroad in some families. At the same time, there are

some gulf returnees also. A number of elders have retired from fishing and do not

work anymore. These are from the older generation and are original settlers.

46 This includes people who work in marketing societies, kerosene shop, and as auto rickshaw drivers 
etc.
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5.6 SOCIO-CULTURAL PROFILE

5.6.1 Religion

The aspect on religious background of respondents will later help us understand the

nature of modifications made to the house based on religious beliefs. Kerala is known

for  its  religious  harmony.  It  has  majority  of  Hindus  (56.2  per  cent)  followed  by

Muslims  (24.7  per  cent)  and  Christians  (19.0  per  cent)47.  In  terms  of  religious

composition in our case studies, Christians have a slender majority over Hindus in

Koothattukulam and there are no Muslims. Three inter-religious marriages have taken

place and in all the three cases, the Christian brides have accepted the Hindu religion

of their husbands. 

Table 5.4 Religious Affiliation in Koothattukulam

Religion Percentage

Christians 51.35

Hindus 48.65

Total 100.00

In Marianad, all families are Latin Catholic Christians, except one. Men from other

Christian denominations who married women from the ‘colony’ have also converted

to the Latin Catholic faith. 

5.6.2 Economic Profile

Material assets may be considered an indicator of upward economic mobility and is

therefore often used in measuring development  index of a  community.  Household

gadgets  that  range  from  consumer  durables  to  vehicles  are  assets  that  indicate

improved purchasing power of the EWS in any society. In both the study areas, the

respondents were from the economically lowest strata of the society when the houses

were provided to them. A survey of household gadgets in their possession after thirty

years of occupying the house is indicative of an upward move from an economic point

of view. The Table 5.5 provides the details.

47 Census of India 2011
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The possession of television (TV) sets in both the villages is better  than the state

average. In Koothattukulam, 64.86 per cent of the houses have TV sets. While some

families  own less  expensive  black  and white  TV sets,  there  are other  households

where new television sets have been bought under a hire-purchase scheme. Even so,

the percentage of television sets in both colonies is higher than the state average of

60.8 per cent (Aravindan, 2006) while among the poor class in Kerala, ownership TV

sets is only 42 per cent. 

Table 5.5 Physical Assets of Respondents

No of Houses With

Assets

Marianad

%

Koothatt

ukulam

%

Kerala

Average

– Census

2011

Kerala

Average

– KSSP

Study48

Kerala

Poor

Averag

e –

KSSPTV Set 72.34 64.86 76.80 60.80 42.00

CD Player 47.06 55.17 NA 21.80 8.10

Gas Stove 70.21 13.51 35.80 50.80 24.30

Refrigerator 40.43 2.70 NA 31.60 6.30

Dining Table and Chairs 27.66 8.11 NA 47.30 24.50

Cots 87.23 78.38 NA NA NA

Land Telephone 76.92 0 42.90 0 0

Motorized Two

Wheelers

21.28 8.11 24.10 0 0

The possession of compact disc (CD) player in Marianad is 47.06 per cent while in

Koothattukulam it  is  55.17 per cent.  This is  because there is  no satellite  cable in

Koothattukulam except in two houses and hence the need for a CD player to watch

recorded movies. When one family rents a CD49, they often share it with friends and

neighbours. This appears to be the main form of entertainment for the residents.

With reference to the use of land phones, gas stoves, refrigerator and dining tables,

Marianad is ahead of Koothattukulam. In Marianad, the percentage of families who

have a gas stove and a fridge is much higher than the state average. There are many

houses with bicycles, which they have bought for the children to go to school. There

48The KSSP study (Aravindan, 2006) considers the rural and urban areas together, which 
may make a difference in the above statistics. In addition, the very poor are 14.7% and the 
poor is 48.2%.

49 There are shops which rent compact discs of movies.
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are houses with washbasins, computer (one house) and even an air-conditioner (one

house). All these present Marianad with a character of a middle class ‘colony’.

In the following chapter, the influence of the policy indicators on the housing projects

in Koothattukulam and Marianad are discussed in detail. Indicators are standards used

to  measure  achievements  of  a  project.  They  are  numbers,  facts,  opinions  or

perceptions that look into the impact of the “success or failure” of the housing project

as perceived by the stakeholder group. They are a useful tool to assess the kind of

impact an intervention has, measures the changes and investigate long-term impacts

and benefits. Both quantitative and qualitative indicators are used in an assessment of

the success of the housing projects.
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CHAPTER 6 

HOUSING SATISFACTION: THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

POLICY

Government policy in India towards housing the poor has undergone changes over the

years  and  has  affected  the  way  housing  schemes  for  the  Economically  Weaker

Sections (EWS) are carried out. The extent of subsidy, the grant, the eligibility of the

beneficiaries and the technology to be used are by and large determined by the policy

of the concerned government. We shall highlight and discuss them in order.

As outlined in Table 2.1,  the main indicators  selected under policy factors are (i)

financial  support,  (ii)  extent  of  plot,  (iii)  security  of  tenure,  (iv)  technology,  (v)

construction process, (vi) infrastructure and (vii) participation. We shall examine their

significance with respect to the two case studies in the following sections. 

6.1 FINANCIAL SUPPORT

In the provider approach, the government provides the fund for the core house, while

in the facilitator approach; the funding is partial. There are some additional schemes

for developing infrastructure for a settlement or for building toilets or for upgrading

the house in  both the  approaches.  The beneficiaries  have to  seek sources  such as

banks and chit funds50 if the support is inadequate.

In the 1970s, when the Government of Kerala launched the One Lakh Houses Scheme

(OLHS), the houses were given almost  free to the beneficiaries.  One of the main

opinions of the Experts Committee appointed by the Government of Kerala to study

and evaluate the socio-economic impact of the “OLHS” was that, as far as possible,

houses should not be given free even to the poor. The expert committee noted that a

sense  of  belonging  and ownership  is  lacking  among the  beneficiaries  due  to  this

practice.  On the  other  hand involvement  of  the  beneficiary  and his  family  in  the

50 Chit means a transaction whether called chit, chit fund, chitty, kuri or by any other name by or
under which a person enters into an agreement with a specified number of persons that every one of
them shall  subscribe  a  certain  sum of  money (or  a  certain  quantity  of  grain  instead)  by  way  of
periodical  installments  over  a  definite  period  and  that  each  such  subscriber  shall,  in  his  turn,  as
determined by lot. or by auction or by tender or in such other manner as may be specified in the chit
agreement, be entitled to the prize amount (definition given in Section 2 of the Chit Funds Act, 1982.
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construction process of his own house can make him proud of his house. Therefore

the idea of giving free houses was changed while formulating the Subsidized Aided

Self-Help Housing (SASH) scheme51 (Poulose, 1988).

The size of a house, especially the plinth area is dependent on financial resources

available for construction of each house. The plinth area of the Koothattukulam house

is 23 sq. m. while that of Marianad is 43 sq. m. Marianad house has one extra room.

The area of the core house is kept to the minimum in government projects taking into

account increased costs with additional features and the limited repaying capacity of

the beneficiaries.

Having  building  services  is  dependent  on  the  capability  of  the  beneficiary.  In

Koothattukulam,  most  respondents  have converted  their  dry pit  toilets  to  soak pit

latrines  when the Panchayat  gave them a subsidy of Rs.2,000/- under a sanitation

scheme in 2003. Conversely, in Marianad, most respondents built their toilets without

depending on any government support. All the houses have pumps installed for their

wells, which were also dug without any external financial aid. 

When  the  Panchayat  gave  a  financial  assistance  of  Rs.2,500-3,000/-  towards

assistance for the maintenance of the buildings during 2005-2007; everybody repaired

the  roofs  in  Koothattukulam,  as  the  amount  was  not  sufficient  to  make  other

modifications  and renovating  the  roof  was high  priority.  In  many houses,  regular

maintenance was not done and hence,  this  support was timely.  In Marianad,  such

schemes were absent, but the houses were in better physical condition when compared

with the houses in Koothattukulam. 

Every year the beneficiaries of Koothattukulam ‘Colony’ submit applications to the

Panchayat  through  the  Grama  Sabha  seeking  financial  assistance  to  repair  their

houses. One of the officials dealing with the OLHS mentioned that the beneficiaries

were seeking financial assistance at every stage. He said that when the schemes were

formulated, they thought that once the houses are provided, the poor will be uplifted.

But he added that incremental help is very important. He also mentioned that some of

the OLHS colonies near the big cities had become prime real estate. Some developer

51 The scheme, which was introduced in 1982 in Kerala, was known as the Subsidized Aided Self-
Help  Housing  (SASH)  scheme  for  the  Economically  Weaker  Sections  with  the  co-operation  of
voluntary agencies.
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had bought all  the houses in  the colony at  a cheaper  price (because of the social

stigmatization) and the area was developed afresh and the houses sold at a high profit.

In contrast, a majority of the beneficiaries in Marianad availed housing loans from the

housing  co-operative  society  and  few  nationalized  banks  in  the  area,  to  make

extensions  to  their  house.  They had taken loans  for  buying boats,  nets  and other

fishing gear from the banks at different points in time. The beneficiaries in Marianad

had also pledged the house when they were in need of finance. The narrative below

substantiates this.

Sebastian is a retired fisherman who is 57 years old. His wife still carries out
fish vending activities and she is a native of the ‘Colony’ where her parents
also  have  a  house.  His  daughter  and  son-in  law  bought  the  house  for
Rs.1,65,000/- from Sebastian in 1996. The daughter added a toilet after five
years. The detached kitchen was built after another two years. The daughter
and son-in law of Sebastian now live in the United Kingdom where the son-in
law works in a hotel. They had paid Rs.700,000 to an agent to get this job
abroad. The house was pledged for Rs.300,000/- for getting the loan amount,
which was utilized, for going abroad. 

In Koothattukulam, none of the beneficiaries borrowed from any of the nationalized

or scheduled banks for housing modifications. Pledging their property documents to

obtain loans was considered ‘dangerous’. Only one person took a loan for education

of his daughter from the local co-operative bank. Others depended on chits, savings

and loans from private money lenders. The respondents did not seek the help of the

nationalized banks for their financial needs for the following reasons;

a. Easy availability of finance from local moneylenders. There are many families
who have accounts with at least five moneylenders. There is no security to be
pledged in these cases and some flexibility is allowed in the time period for
repayment.

b. The nationalized bank route is cumbersome and causes delay.

c. They feared losing the house when pledged to the bank.

Based on a study conducted in Peru, Williams (2005) has observed that the poor are

not accustomed to borrow on long-term commitments from formal institutions, and

rely  mostly  on informal  income sources  such as  family  savings  and high interest

loans.
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6.1.1 Renovation of the Houses Built Under One Lakh Houses Scheme

The OLHS was launched in 1972 and a substantial number of houses were in need of

renovation/reconstruction. The Kerala State Housing Board proposed a new financial

pattern  for  the  reconstruction  of  houses  under  the  housing  scheme  costing

Rs.100,000/- for a house in 2006. Out of this, the share of the beneficiary was Rs.

25,000/-, share from local bodies, philanthropists, Non-Government agencies etc. was

Rs.25,000  and  a  Government  subsidy  of  maximum  of  Rs.50,000/-  to  reconstruct

single  house/duplex  houses.  The  estimated  cost  of  a  house  was  later  revised  to

Rs.125,000 due to escalation of cost of materials/construction  (Kerala State Planning

Board, 2008 and 2011). But in Koothattukulam, nobody has availed of this scheme.

According  to  them,  the  amount  was  insufficient  to  convert  a  twin  house  into  an

independent  house.  No  similar  schemes  were  available  for  the  respondents  in

Marianad. 

The study done by Nair (2006) on housing in Kerala mentions the case of a family

who had taken Government assistance for the separation of the twin house built under

OLHS  in  Alappuzha  District.  They  had  demolished  the  existing  house,  but  the

financial support was not enough for both demolition and re-construction. However,

some were concerned that if they did not avail this opportunity, they would be denied

financial  support  from the Government in  future and hence applied for assistance

(Nair, 2006). 

The number of houses renovated under the scheme for each year is given in Table 6.1.

The renovation scheme does not seem to be popular among the beneficiaries looking

at the number of houses that have been actually renovated since it was launched. One

of the officials also agreed with this and he said the amount provided was insufficient

and may have to be increased so that it becomes attractive for the beneficiaries. 
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Table 6.8 Number of Houses Reconstructed Under the OLHS

Year Number of Houses
Amount Spent (in

Millions) Rs.

2006-07  87 1.74

2007-08  634 12.68

2008-09 4108 115.85

2009-10 3424 123.56

2010-11 3134 128.67

2011-12 1139 130.00

Up to 30thAugust, 2012  284   30.00

Source:  Kerala  State  Planning Board,  Various  Issues  of  Economic  Review,  2007,
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012

Norris (1999) argues that the renovation of housing estates should consider whether

the social problem or the physical problem is more critical. Physical upgrading will be

successful only if it is the pressing problem of the housing project. In her study of the

housing  projects  in  Kerala,  Nair  (2006)  observed  that  some  of  the  IAY/THS

households  seemed  to  be  more  satisfied  with  their  houses  than  their  OLHS

neighbours, even though their houses were in poorer condition.

After acquisition of the houses, the Marianad respondents have viewed the houses as

an asset. They have been able to pledge the house with different financial institutions

including banks for various needs. The house had become an asset for their upward

social and economic mobility while in Koothattukulam, only one of the respondents

had taken a loan from the bank pledging his house.

6.2 EXTENT OF PLOT

In this research, we noted the extent of plot was ten cents in the Marianad Project.

There are cases when the original plot has been subdivided among the children of the

primary beneficiary.  Thus even with subdivision, each family receives about 2.5-3

cents. In Koothattukulam, the extent of the plot was only four cents and subdivision

has been difficult although it has been done in one case out of the forty houses that are

part of this settlement. The scope for adding one more house in the same compound is
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limited as the shape of the plot is elongated and the design of the house does not

permit such changes. 

The example of a plot in Marianad being divided between two brothers and three

sisters illustrates this aspect. 

The original beneficiary passed away after staying in the settlement for more
than thirty years. His wife was living with her son who works as a carpenter
because his father did not allow him to go to sea since four uncles (father’s
brothers) had died while at sea. Out of the ten cents, he had to give away six
cents and Rs.120,000 to be shared between his brother and three sisters to
retain the original house in the balance four cents of land.  He added a kitchen
at the back of the house, while the toilet was added from outside, but with a
lean-to roof from the main house. He had taken a loan of ten thousand rupees
from a  co-operative  bank.  He  enclosed  the  low level  windows  to  prevent
insects and other creatures from entering his house. The three sisters who were
given the share as dowry for their marriage share the rest of the land. They are
living in the same compound and had built their own houses. Four families are
staying in  the  original  ten  cents.  The brother  had  been able  to  extend  the
house. 

Instead of selling the plot at a higher price and moving to another location where the

land price is cheaper, the family chose to remain in the same place. The division of

the plot was possible because the original plot size was ten cents. In Koothattukulam,

a house was divided into two without  making many additions,  which again  is  an

exception to the pattern of changes that we see in housing modifications.

Fig. 6.1 Front yard of the Koothattukulam house

One of the houses in Koothattukulam had been divided between two brothers
by building a wall in the middle in 1991. However, no partition deed has been
made. Originally the house had electricity connection, but was disconnected
due  to  nonpayment  of  dues  in  1990.  The  younger  brother  added  a  small
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verandah  in  front  and  expanded  the  kitchen.  But  the  cement  flooring  is
damaged.  In contrast,  the  elder  brother’s  portion  still  has  the  original  cow
dung flooring and the old bedroom is used as the kitchen. A small verandah
had been added in front. In effect, both the brothers are living with one room,
a kitchen and a small verandah. Both of them are daily wage earners and the
neighbours complained that one of the brothers is an alcoholic. The son of the
elder  brother also goes for unskilled construction work and he also drinks.
When asked about the sleeping area, the respondent said that they sleep in the
kitchen. According to the younger brother, the money they earn is enough only
for basic needs such as rice, kerosene (fuel for light) and firewood. They have
no intention of moving out because the ‘Colony’ has all the amenities. To get
a plot of land with similar amenities elsewhere in their view is very difficult in
present times. 

As the plot is linear with respect to its width, there seems limited scope for building

two houses  keeping the core  house  intact  in  the Koothattukulam layout.  The two

families are living in more or less the same core house without adding any extension.

In spite of the fact that there are three earning members in the family, the electricity

supply has not been restored.  This is the only plot (out of forty), which has been

divided into two in the OLHS of our research field.

The  genesis  of  OLHS  was  the  modification  of  a  central  government  scheme,

according to which the land area is to be only 100 square yards, which is little over

than two cents of land. “The argument for thus doubling the area of the homestead

given to  each household  was that,  under  the  Kerala  Land Reforms Act,  1963,  as

amended by the Amendment Act, 1969, the hutment dwellers or kudikidappukars in

rural areas were given the right to purchase up to ten cents (i.e., one tenth of an acre)”

(United Nations, 1975, Page 196).

Our research shows that having a bigger plot gives more flexibility for the extension

of the house or adding one more house in the same plot for future generation. Even

when  the  plot  is  small,  its  shape  can  also  influence  the  way  in  which  housing

modifications can be made.

6.3 SECURITY OF TENURE

Security of tenure is advocated as a necessary condition for home improvement. In

this study of Koothattukulam and Marianad, there were not many big investments or

improvements happening after ownership rights were transferred to the beneficiaries.
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All  the  houses  were  legally  occupied  from  the  beginning  and  the  housing

modifications are linked more with their income and savings. 

6.4 TECHNOLOGY

Technology  used  for  construction  is  defined  and  guided  by  the  provider.  In

Koothattukulam the techniques used for walls and roofs were those commonly used

by  people  during  normal  construction  in  the  1970s.  The  local  community  in

Koothattukulam was  familiar  with  the  technology  used.  Hence they  were  able  to

participate  in  the  construction  actively.  Labour  contractors  for  the  masonry  and

carpentry were from the same neighbourhood.

The  use  of  timber  and  tiled  roof  in  Koothattukulam  has  also  facilitated  the

respondents to maintain the home by themselves. Initially the houses were built with

laterite at the corners and mud blocks as infilling material. In Phase II, the mud blocks

were replaced  with laterite  blocks  and as  a  trade  off,  the internal  walls  were left

unplastered. 

In  Marianad,  cement  stabilized  mud blocks  were used for  the first  phase and the

conventional contractors were not able to do the job. According to a social worker, the

NGO had difficulty in getting the job done. In Phase II, burnt bricks replaced the earth

blocks.  The  timber  for  the  doors  and  windows  were  sourced  from  the  forest

department.  These are still  in good condition in most of the houses. Although the

techniques  used  were  different  for  Phase  I  and  Phase  II,  no  major  difference  in

performance was visible during the field study. Further, good quality of construction

limited the need for any repair.

In  Marianad,  asbestos  cement  sheet  as  the  roof  covering  did  not  cause  any

maintenance problem while the Mangalore tiles in Koothattukulam had to be re-laid at

regular intervals. Some of the beneficiaries complained that the asbestos roof used in

Marianad was very hot during the day. The Mangalore tiled roof in Koothattukulam

was less hot because of the air gaps between the tiles.

The  acoustic  privacy  of  the  twin  houses  in  both  the  projects  is  influenced  by

technology. Since the roof is made of timber and there is a common wall, noise (loud

conversation) in one house can be heard in the other. A concrete roof instead of the
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timber roof would have prevented sound transfer between the houses. In the 1960s

and  1970s  reinforced  cement  concrete  roofs  were  not  common  in  rural  areas  in

Kerala. However, in both projects, the beneficiaries seemed thoroughly satisfied with

respect to the choice of technology. 

6.5 CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

In Marianad, the contractors were avoided in the construction process and the houses

were built under the supervision of the NGO. In the case of Koothattukulam, some of

the important  building  materials  such as  cement  and timber  were supplied by the

government  sources.  The  building  committee  under  the  Panchayat  purchased  the

materials.  Since  the  construction  process  avoided  the  involvement  of  contractors,

there was scope of voluntary participation of labour in construction.

Community participation assures that the responsibility of housing the poor rests with

the community as a whole. Both the case studies fall under the provider approach and

the  beneficiary  participation  was  absent  as  they  were  selected  only  after  the

construction of the houses was over. 

If the technology used in construction is completely alien to the community, then the

participation of the community will be limited unless they are trained to work in non-

traditional and unconventional techniques. In the One Lakh Houses Scheme (OLHS),

the techniques used were the vernacular methods and big contractors were avoided.

This ensured the participation of the community in the construction of the houses.

Although it was not to the extent envisaged in the plan, still the scheme could make a

major  impact  in  the Kerala scene.  The biggest  success of this  effort  was that  the

Government of Kerala and the community thought that it was their responsibility to

house the poor. The commitment of the community was evident with the contribution

of the voluntary labour and the management of the project. 

6.6 INFRASTRUCTURE

Having the entire infrastructure such as electricity, water supply, roads, transport and

schools in place close to the project site enhances satisfaction and success. It is for the

Government to organize these facilities especially when the poor are the focus. In

Marianad and Koothattukulam, the investment in infrastructure was gradual. But as a
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whole, the beneficiaries were happy that the entire infrastructure is now in place and

maintained. The nature and extent of these facilities are discussed below.

6.6.1 Electricity

In 198452, the Government decided to give electricity connection to all the one lakh

housing colonies free of cost. The beneficiaries however had to do the internal wiring

at their own cost. Individual connections therefore were taken in subsequent years. In

Marianad,  the  houses  occupied  by  the  social  workers  had  electricity.  This  had  a

demonstration  effect53 on  the  respondents  to  have  individual  connections  to  their

houses in the late 1960s and early 70s. 

6.6.2 Water Supply

In Koothattukulam, water is available in the ‘colony’ in the form of two public wells,

which  had been dug right  at  the beginning when the  project  started.  Piped water

supply in the form of five public water taps is available at present. In summer, when

the two public wells in the ‘colony’ run dry, the residents fetch water from nearby

wells. The house owners outside the ‘colony’ allow them to take water from their

wells for drinking purposes. This demonstrates that the ‘colony’ residents have a good

relationship  even  with  the  houses  outside  the  ‘colony’.  One  of  the  respondents

mentioned that it had become difficult for them to get water from the nearby houses

of late because those wells also had gone dry.

For drinking water, none of the families use the public well. The children play nearby

and throw toys and garbage into the well or the women place the half washed clothes

on the side wall. In addition, leaves from the neighbouring trees fall inside. There

were some attempts to cover the well with a net but it had been vandalized. The other

reason mentioned was that the presence of 40 toilet pits in a small area could result in

the contamination of the well water. Though there was no reliable evidence to this

effect, the preference was to source drinking water from wells in the nearby houses

outside the ‘colony’.

52 The houses were occupied in Koothattukulam between 1972 and 1977.

53 The phenomenon of the behaviour of individuals caused by observation of the actions, styles, 
manners etc.
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Fig. 6.2 Public well in Koothattukulam

In Marianad, the original four public wells in the village are no longer usable. Two of

these were small ones used to draw water for washing clothes and other purposes,

while the other two were used as drinking water sources. The beneficiaries started

digging wells in their own compounds and public wells went into disuse over time.

The government water supply scheme was implemented in the late 1990s with public

taps at different points, but the private house connections are very few.

6.6.3 Roads and Streets

In Koothattukulam, the land is at a slope and vehicular access, especially for four

wheelers is not available for many plots. In Marianad, the streets are wide enough for

cars and lorries as the terrain is flat.

Fig. 6.3 Narrow pathway and a water tap in Koothattukulam
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6.6.4 Transport

This is an important aspect, which when provided prevents the beneficiaries to return

to  densely  populated  areas,  as  access  to  livelihood  is  ensured.  When  the

Koothattukulam ‘Colony’ was created, the residents had difficulties reaching the town

as it is four kilometres away and public buses were few. Now, however, there is no

problem regarding connectivity as public transport systems have developed allowing

people to travel to far off places to work.

In the case of Marianad, initially there were only two private buses plying daily to

Thiruvananthapuram, the nearest city.  The fare was 50 paise (half  a rupee) to the

General Hospital junction, but the fare had gone up to Rs.13.50/- by 2006. According

to the respondents, there is enough public transport today although it is inadequate

during rush hours, especially in the morning.

6.6.5 School

Another important need is foreseeing the requirements of the children – a crèche or a

primary school is integral to a new settlement and increases the sustainability of the

layout. In Koothattukulam ‘Colony’, the school is within fifteen minutes’ walk and

hence,  convenient.  Also  a  balawadi54 functions  very  close  to  the  ‘colony’  within

walking distance of the settlement. The residents found this very useful.

In Marianad, the Trivandrum Social Service society started a school, crèche and a

clinic close to the ‘colony’ itself. The clinic was later discontinued and they have to

go  to  the  neighbouring  village’s  primary  health  centre  which  has  more  facilities

catering to their medical requirements.

Nair (2006) who studied the housing schemes in Kerala observed that the provision of

physical infrastructure must be seen as a prerequisite for the sustainability of human

settlements. This was a positive factor of OLHS since their ‘colony’ was provided

with motorable road, facilities like schools, places of worship, hospitals and markets

in the near-by area. 

From the discussions in this section, it can be seen that financial support is crucial in

defining the building services. In Marianad, the respondents had the means to add

54 Government run crèches for pre-school kids where noon meal is also provided.
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toilets, dig wells and install pumps as they realized the importance of having running

water. It can be see that they were able to improve economic and social well-being

without any government assistance.

6.7 PARTICIPATION

Beneficiary and community participation is necessary for the success of any housing

project and their role in both case studies is discussed below.

6.7.1 Beneficiary Participation

Since the beneficiaries were not identified before the commencement of construction,

their participation in the OLHS could not be ensured, although the policy documents

had  talked  about  their  participation.  In  Marianad  also,  the  beneficiaries  were

identified only after the construction was completed.

An evaluative study done by an expert committee appointed by the Government of

Kerala on OLHS observed that “the allottees were found to be not satisfied with the

quality  of  construction.  This  could  have  been  avoided,  if  the  beneficiaries  were

selected  before  the  construction  work  started  and  they  were  made  to  involve

themselves more actively in the construction of their own houses” (Poulose, 1988,

Page 165).

The report (Kerala State Planning Board, 1989) proposes for a minimum contribution

from all beneficiaries.

The practice of cent percent grants for housing should be far and few between.
A sense of involvement of the beneficiary will go a long way for satisfactory
completion of the houses about which he can have a feeling that it is built with
his  efforts  too.  Even  in  respect  of  rehabilitation  housing  a  portion  of
expenditure at least by way of labour should be insisted upon (Page 13).

It is important for people to have a sense of participation and ownership in building

their own houses and develops pride and satisfaction in them (Poulose, 1988).

6.7.2 Community Participation

“The most remarkable feature of the OLHS has been the massive mobilization of

resources in men, materials, finances and organization through co-operative effort of
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the Government and the people of the state” (Pillai, 1976, Page 241). According to

Poulose (1988), such a massive scheme of constructing 96,000 houses did not spend

any money towards overhead costs such as appointment of additional staff, purchase

of tools etc. 

All services, both administrative and technical were made available through
the voluntary efforts put up by the officers and the public. Thus, the scheme
became  a  mass  movement  with  the  involvement  and  participation  of  the
entire people of the state (Page 157). 

Institution of awards such as for best Panchayat and best voluntary agency created a

spirit of competition.

The cost of construction of houses was met from voluntary contributions from the

public, payment from allottees, advances from the Panchayats and contribution from

the  State  Government.  Considerable  voluntary  labour  was  mobilized  from  the

thousands  of  unemployed,  the  beneficiaries,  students,  charitable  organizations  and

technically qualified people. The Panchayats raised the remaining resources required

for the houses. In order to avoid delay and possible litigation on prices, the acquisition

of land was made through open negotiated purchase at the Panchayat level. “Local

Panchayat  Committees  were in charge of the construction  at  the Panchayat  level”

(Pillai, 1976, Page 251). 

The  estimated  extent  of  community  participation  was  not  availed  in  the  case  of

unskilled labour. 

Since the unskilled labour requirements were expected to be available free,
official  records are silent  as to the proportion of unskilled paid labour to
voluntary  labour.  A  study  carried  out  in  six  Panchayats  of
Thiruvananthapuram district showed however that, on average, only 18 per
cent  of  the  unskilled  labour  utilized  in  the  scheme was  voluntary.  If  the
assumption is made that this figure corresponds broadly to that for the state
as a whole, then about 80 per cent of the unskilled labour involved in the
scheme had to be paid for (United Nations, 1975, Page 197).

In  contrast,  there  was  limited  community  participation  in  Marianad  where  the

beneficiaries of the first stage got involved in the construction of the second phase.

According to Mariam, one of the respondents,
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We had done some work early for construction. Our wages were 5 annas55 per
day for the construction labour. They took one anna. In those days, we used to
work for few days in a week. 

We can see from the example of OLHS that the responsibility of housing the poor was

seen as the responsibility of not only the government, but also the community as a

whole. In the case of Marianad, it was the Church which took over the responsibility

of housing their members.

Participation did not seem to have much influence on both the projects because the

concept of the housing projects  was different  in 1960s and early 1970s. Although

beneficiary participation was absent in both cases, the thrust given to the integrated

development by the social workers in Marianad created an ownership feeling among

the beneficiaries, overcoming the drawback due to the lack of formal beneficiary and

community participation.

6.8 POLICY INDICATORS AND MOBILITY 

The previous sections of this chapter examined the influence of the policy indicators

on both housing projects in Marianad and Koothattukulam. 

According to an expert committee report (Local Self-Government Department, 2007),

there  is  a  category  of  destitutes  consisting  of  old  and  chronically  ill  people

constituting  a  very  small  percentage  of  around two per  cent  of  the  population  in

Kerala who cannot undertake the task of construction of a house even if adequate

resources  are  given.  The  inferences  from the  two  cases  show that  there  are  still

instances where the respondents cannot afford to set aside any resource beyond the

bare essentials of food and clothing. However, the provider approach cannot be ruled

out completely for a small but significant section of the population in India which has

been ineligible for the government schemes that were in force at different times due to

reasons such as landlessness, absence of legal title for the land, etc.

OLHS  was  a  modification  of  the  central  government  scheme  for  the  landless

agricultural workers. As per the original scheme, only a little over than 2 cents was

planned. But the Government of Kerala insisted on increasing the extent of land to 4

cents arguing that 10 cents were given to the landless as per the land reforms act. The

55 One anna was equivalent to six paise. 100 paise equal one Indian rupee.
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Government of Kerala tried to convert one of the central schemes to suit the local

conditions through this scheme.

In Koothattukulam, three cents of land was set apart for common use, but nothing was

built in that land. In contrast, Marianad had grown into a bigger village and many

facilities were added close to the settlement from the beginning. The residents of both

the settlements were quite satisfied with the infrastructure.

The construction  techniques  and materials  used should be in  such a way that  the

beneficiary and community participation is ensured. In both cases, the respondents

could  repair  the  roofs  themselves  without  any  external  technical  assistance.  In

Marianad, community participation to some extent could be ensured in the second

phase.

In Marianad, the livelihood requirements of the families were initiated by setting up

the first fish marketing society in India. The support of the social workers and the

developments  in  the  fisheries  sector  such  as  the  development  of  the  marketing

societies  has helped Marianad village to develop faster.  By setting up the school,

library,  clinic  and  Mahila  Samajam56 along  with  housing,  an  integrated  approach

towards community development was taken. This is very much in contrast with the

Government  approach  of  giving  a  housing  loan.  The  overall  socio-economic

development is also important for the upward social and economic mobility.

The provider approach was used in both the projects. Security of tenure may be a

critical  factor  in  the  case  of  urban  housing  where  the  beneficiary  is  an  illegal

occupant.  It  can  be  seen  that  some  of  the  indicators  such  as  participation  and

construction process do not have much influence on both the projects  because the

concept of housing projects was different in the 1960s and early 70s. Although both

the projects proposed participation of the beneficiaries, it could not be ensured since

the beneficiaries were selected only after the construction of the houses was complete.

In both cases, the infrastructure and public amenities were in place over a period of

time. It is clear from this chapter that the indicators that influenced the success or

failure in both cases are:

56 Mahila Samajam is the forum for women among the village women and usually  is a registered body
organizing various programmes.   
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1. Financial Support

2. Extent of Plot

3. Technology

Having  compared  the  presence  and  significance  of  indicators  drawn  from  the

respective housing policies, we shall proceed to examine the strength of the indicators

that relate to the physical structure of the house as evidenced in our two case studies.
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CHAPTER 7

 HOUSING SATISFACTION: THE IMPORTANCE OF

PHYSICAL FACTORS

Physical factors are those elements  related to material  aspects such as land, brick,

cement, timber and techniques used for construction. In a vast country like India, the

physical factors vary with region and location. It is well known that the vernacular

architecture of a place depends on the above-mentioned factors. As indicated in Table

2.2 (Chapter 2), the main indicators identified to represent the nature and condition of

the physical structure of the house are location of the settlement, its layout and design

of  the  house,  the  building  services  provided  within  the  house  and  aspects  of

‘performance  in  use’  of  the  materials  and  techniques  used  in  construction.  A

documentation of alterations and extensions made reflect the ‘freedom to modify’ the

house that the beneficiaries have enjoyed in both the case studies.

7.1 LOCATION

Location  is  an  important  indicator  as  it  strongly  relates  to  access  to  livelihood

opportunities especially for the poor. Further design of houses has to take into account

factors  such  as  location  in  a  flood-prone  area,  soil  types  and the  terrain  as  they

influence cost of construction.  Location of Marianad away from the sea for safety

reasons impacted on their livelihoods. According to some of the respondents, in the

early days, they could view the sea from their houses and they used to go to the beach

only when the boats arrived. As population increased, houses were added between the

beach and the settlement.  The visibility to the beach was prevented by many trees

coming up in the area.

One reason for the decrease in the number of sea going fishermen is the location of

these houses (Refer Table 5.3) far from the sea. Further, it was also observed that the

youth do not opt for fishing as an occupational choice any more. Those few sea going

fishermen  have  married  women  from  Marianad  and  hence  opted  for  traditional

occupation.
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The  settlement  in  Koothttukulam  is  far  away  from  the  market.  Some  of  the

respondents who are employed in the village centre found it difficult to reach their

workplace in the earlier days as they were living and employed in different parts of

the  Panchayat  before  they  were  allotted  houses  in  this  new settlement.  Since  the

public transport was not very regular, they had to walk more than four kilometres to

their  workplace.  The situation has changed with the frequency of public  transport

strengthened over the years. 

Location do not seem to have a major influence in the success or failure of both the

projects.

7.2 LAYOUT

Minimum standards have to be followed for the preparation of layouts for any public

housing project. In Marianad, the streets are sufficiently wide. One of the respondents

mentioned that this reduced construction costs as construction materials were brought

to the doorstep during expansion of houses. There is more open space around with

trees.  

In the initial days of Marianad housing project, some of the early beneficiaries had

returned to their old villages. The reasons cited were that there were no shops, no

security,  the  houses  are  far  away  from  the  beach  etc.  The  traditional  fishermen

villages  are  dense  settlements  at  the  beach  with  little  open  space  around  them.

Habituated to a different kind of living, Marianad was a big change with houses far

apart  from  each  other.  According  to  some  of  the  respondents,  there  were  no

compound walls in the beginning in the new settlement and the roads and the house

compounds were not separated. Gradually, as the residents started to make extensions

and plant trees within their compound walls, the character of the settlement began to

change.

In the Koothattukulam OLHS, the street widths are narrow and not well defined. Only

those plots close to the ‘colony’ entrance are still accessible to four wheelers. Most of

the  other  houses  had  access  to  two  and  three  wheelers  only.  According  to  one

respondent, the transportation costs increased marginally while doing the extensions,

but none of them complained about this aspect. Also, none of the residents owned any

four-wheeler  vehicles  and  hence  the  need  for  wide  roads  did  not  arise.  Also
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Koothattukulam area is more of a hilly terrain and vehicular access was not a common

requirement especially in the 1970s when the ‘colony’ was formed.

7.2.1 Open Space

The provision of public spaces including open spaces and play areas affect the extent

of social interaction among the residents. For example, in both the projects, public

wells served as an important location for social interaction, including for men. 

In Koothattukulam, the common land has been retained for developing community

facilities at the entrance to the ‘colony’. No work in terms of any community centre or

landscaping  was  done  in  this  area  for  many  years,  but  there  have  been  no

encroachments. The compost of the disposed waste is also done in this land. Open

spaces  are available  in  Marianad since the  community  facilities  such as a school,

library, church etc. have come up very near the settlement.

Fig. 7.1. Common space of three cents in Koothattukulam

7.2.2 Play and Leisure

In both cases, some mothers wished to watch their children when they are playing and

also to know with whom they are playing. In Koothattukulam, some residents restrict

their children’s movement to the areas immediately around or close to their homes.

The parents wish to have control over the children regarding where they are playing

and whom they are interacting with. The grown up children used to play in private

land available near the junction along the main road. But later on this land was fenced

and became inaccessible. Yancey (1971, Page 13) had a similar observation in her
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study about a public housing project in the US. “New residents of the area restrict

their children’s movement to the areas immediately around or close by their homes”. 

In Marianad, the large playground is adjacent to one end of the settlement. This is part

of the school in Marianad, but used in the evening by grown-up children for playing.

Tresa who had spent her childhood on the beach compared her experiences there with

the play areas in the settlement.

In my younger days, I grew up on the beach, but bought a house in Marianad
‘Colony’  in  1993 for  Rs.75,000/-.  I  feel  that  this  is  a  better  place  for  the
children to grow up, since each plot is 10 cents and the housing density is low.
When I was a child, I used to play in the beach. It is very difficult to control
the children on the beach. There are more quarrels on the beach because of the
high density and bad words exchanged by the adults, which the children pick
up very easily. The only advantage of growing up on the beach is that the
children are not scared about the sea while my child who is growing up here
has not seen the sea much. 

On the beach, plenty of open space is available for play as seen in the above account.

But in the new settlement, small children have to use the private open spaces attached

to the houses. However, according to one of the respondents, the children’s play has

reduced of late  and they are mostly indoors now watching television.  There is  no

other recreation centre planned for the grown-ups in both the study areas.

To connect and relate, the actual layout with the provision of wide roads and common

spaces,  counters  the  image  and experience  of  a  crowded settlement,  a  frequently

imagined picture of a ‘poor colony’. While the Marianad settlement closely adheres to

this requirement, the Koothattukulam project falls short of such standards. 

When the standards such as the minimum width of streets etc. are compromised, the

character  of  the  layout  is  lowered.  Evidence  suggests  that  in  Marianad,  the  wide

streets have led to increased residential satisfaction with the respondents. Following

better standards in layout helped Marianad residents to improve their socio-economic

status.

The elevations (external appearance) of the houses do not seem to be a concern for the

residents in Koothattukulam. On the other hand, in Marianad, some of the residents

seem to be concerned about the facade of the buildings with extensions and have

spent money to make the house look attractive and modern.
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7.3 DESIGN OF THE HOUSE

There are many possibilities for the design of houses such as independent houses,

twin houses, row houses and apartments. In both Marianad and Koothattukulam, the

houses followed the twin house design. This design affects the freedom to modify in

different ways which will be illustrated later.

7.3.1 Twin Houses

A twin house optimises space, by having a common wall between two houses. One

advantage of the twin houses was that the set back57 is on three sides only. If the

house  was  built  in  the  middle  of  the  four  cent  plot,  then  the  space  available  for

extension would have been limited in Koothattukulam. 

The  disadvantages  of  the  twin  house  as  mentioned  by  the  respondents  are  the

following;

1. They are not able to demolish and construct independent houses, but are able
to do repairs on their own. 

2. Termites attacking one house due to poor maintenance may damage the other
house also. 

3. When the kitchens share a common wall, the smoke spreads from one house to
the other (when using firewood for cooking).

4. There is limited acoustic privacy when the sloping roof is made of timber with
no  flat  ceiling.  Many  respondents  complained  that  this  is  a  problem  but
nobody raised it as a serious issue.

Twin houses done in Koothattukulam project had greater limitations compared with

the twin houses in Marianad (Refer Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.8 in Chapter 4). In Marianad,

the houses are joined the shorter side with only two rooms sharing a common wall.

This gives more flexibility in expanding the houses. In Koothattukulam, the longer

side is  shared and all  the rooms have a common wall.  If  one of the beneficiaries

wishes to expand the house or demolish any of the existing rooms, it is difficult as a

common  wall  runs  through  all  the  three  rooms.  Nair  (2006)  while  observing  the

sustainability aspects of three housing schemes in Kerala including OLHS agrees with

the above observation. The case studies of OLHS reveal that only very few of the

57 The set back is the distance of the house from the boundary of the plot.
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households were able to make their homes adaptable to their requirements through

transformations and extensions. Others found the houses unsuitable to their present

needs mainly due to the peculiar design of the twin houses (Nair, 2006).

Fig. 7.2 Kitchen Side of the House in Koothattukulam

In Koothattukulam where both the kitchens have a common wall, the smoke while

cooking (they still use firewood and do not use gas or electricity for cooking) spreads

from one house to the other easily. This was an issue raised by many beneficiaries.

One of them opined that the smoke would damage the clothes and other electronic

equipments such as television because the partition walls are not built up to the full

height. Another housewife mentioned that the smoke just circulates within the room

with no way to exit. The evaluation study done by an expert committee appointed by

Government of Kerala ratified the above findings. “63.8% of the families surveyed

were  dissatisfied  with  the  arrangement.  They  all  preferred  independent  detached

houses,  which  is  the  traditional  preference  of  the  people  of  Kerala.  Their  main

complaints were lack of privacy and nuisance because of different food and cooking

habits, of non-vegetarian and vegetarian families” (Poulose, 1988, Page 159).
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Fig. 7.3 Kitchen wall getting soot deposits due to smoke

The life story of an ex-Government employee in Marianad shows that lack of proper

guidelines and rules lead to a legal battle between the neighbours because of the twin

house design.

Fig. 7.4 Partition Wall in Koothattukulam House

Peter was in the Central Government Services and he returned to the village
only after his retirement. He had purchased this house in 1984 at Rs.186,000/.
His  wife  is  a  native  of  Marianad  and  he  came  to  this  village  only  after
marriage.  His neighbour with whom he shares a common wall  made some
extensions when Peter was still in service away from Marianad (the house was
locked during this period). They added rooms along the boundary line with
even a window and a sunshade projecting into the neighbouring compound.
When Peter returned after his retirement, he wanted to make extensions. His
neighbour wanted him to provide a bigger setback and Peter’s neighbour filed
a case against him on this account. The matter is still pending in the court. He
is very unhappy with all these issues. He would like to move out of the coastal
area, but his children do not favour this. 
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The  above  case  is  an  exception,  where  the  respondent  is  happy with  the  overall

settlement, but he is dissatisfied and wants to move because of his quarrel with the

neighbours  over  design  and  expansion  of  the  house.  But  this  points  out  to  the

necessity for having guidelines or understanding regarding demolition or extension to

the twin houses. 

Another issue in design is regarding the overhang of the roof for the other house. In

case,  one  of  them desires  to  construct  an  independent  house  detaching  from the

common wall, this becomes problematic Kerala receives heavy showers during the

monsoon. The overhang of a roof which is a design detail protects the mud walls from

heavy rain in Kerala. In both cases, some of the houses have been constructed with

mud blocks in the early phases.

Minimum maintenance cost of the houses help beneficiaries to use the resources for

other  important  needs.  The houses in  Marianad were free of  construction  defects,

while  in  Koothattukulam  the  roof  needs  repair  once  in  ten  years  or  so.  Most

respondents mentioned that they have repaired the roof at least three times during the

30 years of their occupation.

In Koothattukulam, 70 per cent of the respondents added a verandah to the house. The

original  house did not provide for one. The addition of verandah helped in social

interaction  with  the  neighbours.  Respondents  use  the  verandah  for  engaging  in  a

number of activities such as reading, cutting vegetables and as a meeting place. In

contrast, in Marianad, the people enclosed the verandahs. The verandah was open and

to lock the house, the respondents had to lock three doors. It was both a safety and

design issue.

The twin houses adopted in both the projects have disadvantages such as the termite

attack in one of the houses may damage the other house as well. Although both the

houses share a common wall, there is greater flexibility for expansion in the case of

Marianad as the shorter side is shared as evident from the plans. In Koothattukulam

where the kitchens  are next  to  each other  divided by a common wall,  the smoke

spreads from one house to the other, an issue raised by many respondents.
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7.4 BUILDING SERVICES

Electricity, water supply, drainage and sanitation form part of the building services.

These  aspects  do  not  generally  get  due  priority  in  many  of  the  public  housing

schemes. But in the two cases we studied, we find all these infrastructure facilities

provided initially or gradually. 

The infrastructure available within the house in both Marianad and Koothattukulam

are tabulated below in Fig. 7.5.

Households without any electricity connecton
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Fig. 7.5. Building Services in Koothattukulam and Marianad

7.4.1 Electricity

In Koothattukulam, there are only four households (10.81 per cent) out of thirty-seven

who have no electricity in their houses. Of these, two families are those who have not

made any changes to the house. The other two families are brothers who are living in

the same house with two separate  kitchens.  These four households had electricity

earlier, but the supply was disconnected owing to non-payment of bills. In Marianad,

all the houses have electricity connection. 

7.9 per cent58 of the rural houses in Kerala do not have electricity according to 2011

Census of India. A KSSP study (Aravindan, 2006) however states that 16.7 per cent

58 As per the 2001 census, the figure was 34.47 per cent.
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of the rural houses in Kerala do not have electricity and this percentage will be higher

in the case of poor households. But both the project sites of our study are far ahead in

terms of access to electricity when compared with the state average.

7.4.2 Water Supply

In Koothattukulam, there are two private wells. One of the respondents who has dug

the  well  said  that  it  was  enough for  their  needs  and they  also  allow some other

families to take water from the well. For drinking water, most respondents go outside

the ‘colony’ to the nearby houses.

In  Marianad,  all  the  families  have  dug  surface  wells  or  bore  wells  in  their  own

compound. The water table is generally high. The water is not salty and most of the

residents depend on this for their water source. Some use the well water for bathing,

washing and other activities and the piped water for drinking. Most of them (95.74 per

cent) have installed a pump set for the well. It can be inferred that with respect to

access  to  water,  the  residents  of  Marianad  are  better  placed  than  those  in

Koothattukulam.

7.4.3 Sanitation

All the houses in Koothattukulam were provided with a dry pit latrine without a super

structure initially when the house was constructed. The top slab for the pit latrines

was given when the houses were handed over. The findings of the expert committee

which studied the OLHS in Kerala point out that only 14.2 per cent of the households

were  utilizing  the  sanitary  facilities  provided  by  the  Panchayats,  giving  rise  to

pollution and illness (Poulose, 1988). The committee points out that this condition has

occurred due to the inadequate importance given to the provision of sanitary latrines.

In Koothattukulam, the pit latrines were used till the government scheme for the soak

pit latrines was sanctioned in 1998. Most houses currently have toilets with soak pits.

Twenty one houses received Rs.2,000/- as assistance from Panchayat while others had

done without this. Rs.1,000/- was the first installment and the next installment was

paid to them once they dug the pit. Most respondents were able to add a toilet because

of the Panchayat grant of Rs.2,000/- to construct the toilet. At the same time all did
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not avail this facility as the assistance was staggered or they had already converted

their pit latrines to soak pit latrines.

Fig. 7.6 Extension of toilet using concrete blocks in Koothattukulam

In  Marianad,  the  first  phase  of  houses  was  provided  with  toilets  along  with  a

foundation for a bathroom. The houses in the second phase were constructed with

only a foundation for both the toilet and bath. There was a common pit for two or

three houses. Later on, the respondents constructed separate pits for each house. 

Financial support is essential for adding services such as toilets, water supply, pumps,

electricity, etc. inside the house and is dependent on the capability of the occupants.

In Marianad, the respondents had the means to add toilets, dig wells and install pumps

as they realized the importance of having running water. It can be seen that they were

able to improve economic and social well-being without any government assistance

and  even  the  poor  among  them  were  not  looking  at  any  sort  of  Government

assistance. In Koothattukulam, most respondents have added some of these facilities

with government assistance.

7.5 PERFORMANCE IN USE

Performance in use ensures the physical quality and performance of the house. It is

dependent on the housing condition and the functional aspects of the building such as

light, ventilation, comfort etc. 
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7.5.1 Housing Condition

A five-point scale was used to assess the exterior and the interior physical condition

of each house. This information collected was used to analyze how each respondent

was maintaining the house. 

Exterior: The general exterior condition of the roofs, plastering, painting, doors and

windows were observed. From Fig. 7.7, it can be seen that the exterior of more than

80 per cent of the houses are either in good or in excellent condition in Marianad. The

corresponding figure in Koothattukulam is only 45.95 per cent. Notably, none of the

houses were so bad as to be in a state of collapse.
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Fig. 7.7 Condition of the Exterior of Houses 

The reasons provided by the respondents for the bad maintenance of the houses in

Koothattukulam were that they had no means to repair the houses. Sixty per cent of

the  respondents  were  looking  forward  to  assistance  from  the  government.

Observations made by the respondents in this context are:

1. If we get financial support from the government for maintenance, good. We
are not insisting that we should get.

2. I do not have any feeling that the government should pay. But there are some
people who will do repairs only with assistance from the government.
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3. We will not be able to save the money and do the repairs.

The Government did not finance the Marianad housing project and even the poor

among  them were  not  looking  at  any sort  of  Government  assistance  for  housing

modifications. In contrast, in Koothattukulam, the respondents do not seem to have

developed a sense of ownership to the extent observed in Marianad. A major section

of them tended to think that they would be able to do repairs only if the Government

supported them.

Interior:  The condition  of  the interiors  such as the condition  of the plaster,  floor,

paints and other finishes presents a different  picture.  In the case of Marianad, the

interior  of 73.91 per cent (Refer Fig. 7.8) of the houses was in good or excellent

condition. In sharp contrast, the corresponding figure in Koothattukulam is only 29.73

per cent. 
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Fig. 7.8 Condition of Interior of the Houses

In Marianad, the quality of construction was good such that it is difficult to drive even

a nail into the wall. However, minimum maintenance was required to prevent leaks

through the joints of the rusted nails and the asbestos sheets. It was found that the

respondents, while making extensions, had not demolished the original core of the

house.
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On the other hand, the Koothattukulam residents show little interest in investing in

their houses, as they are eager to move out as soon possible. One of the major reasons

was that they did not see any value in the money they invest, as they did not anticipate

any appreciation in the value when they sell their house. For them, maintaining the

ineriors was not a necessity or priority. However, there were no serious complaints

about the quality of construction. 25 per cent of the respondents have repaired their

houses on their own. Most repairs have been done to the roof and have been repeated

many times.  Some of the respondents complained that the roofing tiles were from

different companies and the dimensional variations caused problems.

Fig. 7.9 Leaking of asbestos sheet roof at the nail joints

Most  families  in  Koothattukulam  received  Rs.2,500/-  to  Rs.3,000/-  as  financial

assistance  for  the  repair  of  the  existing  houses  from  2004  to  2006.  Preliminary

discussions with the respondents showed that there are a number of issues requiring

attention in this context such as the following:

a. They felt that the amount being given to them was insufficient to carry out the
repairs.

b. In order to avail the housing maintenance support, families have to first incur
expenditure  to  complete  each  stage  of  construction.  Some  families  were
unable  to  mobilize  resources  to  spend  in  advance;  especially  old  women
headed households or those with serious health problems were unable to afford
this initial expenditure. 

c. There are families who neglect the maintenance of their houses, even though it
requires  only  a  little  effort.  Poor  maintenance  over  a  long  period  of  time
damages the house, thus requiring renewed support from the Panchayat. 
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Although the Government had schemes for the upgradation of houses, beneficiaries

have not availed such schemes in Koothattukulam. 

7.5.2 Natural Light

On physical observation, it was found that the natural light inside the houses is much

below the required standard59. In Koothattukulam, there were respondents who have

blocked the windows with plywood and timber planks as the windows were damaged.

In  Marianad,  the  original  floor  level  windows  have  been  closed  by  all  of  the

respondents except two to prevent entry of reptiles and insects into the house. On

being asked about the sufficiency of natural light in the rooms, a respondent said that

while it was enough for them, it perhaps was not sufficient for the researcher. This

indicates  that  the intensity  of  light  required  is  a  relative  judgement  depending on

requirements of the user. In Marianad, since extensions were much more common, the

light inside the old rooms was compromised. 

7.5.3 Thermal Comfort

There were respondents who mentioned that the inside of the houses was quite hot.

This  is  because  the  roof  covering  (either  asbestos  cement  sheets  in  Marianad  or

Mangalore  tiles  in  Koothattukulam)  is  very  thin  and  transmits  heat  inside

immediately. The twin house design did not permit cross ventilation, critical for a hot

humid climate as in Kerala.

59 As per the Indian Standards 8888: Part I, 1993, the openings through windows, ventilators and other
openings for lighting and ventilation shall be one-sixth of the room floor area for wet-hot climate.
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Fig. 7.10 Asbestos sheet for the roof in Marianad

Fig. 7.11 Asbestos sheet for the roof in Marianad

The  durability  of  a  building  depends  on  the  quality  of  construction  including

workmanship and the design details (Kuriakose, 2006). The quality of construction

followed in both projects seems to be of good order and has not caused any serious

maintenance problems. Otherwise, the houses could have become a liability for the

residents.

The asbestos cement sheet did not need much by way of repairs, while timber roof

with Mangalore required more regular maintenance. The twin house did not permit

cross-ventilation while the light asbestos roof transmitted heat to the inside making

the houses less thermally comfortable.

7.6 FREEDOM TO MODIFY AND MODIFICATIONS MADE

This research attempts to understand how the families in both case studies have been

able  to  extend  and  modify  their  houses  over  a  period  of  time.  It  is  possible  to
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understand how and why modifications were made and what factors influenced them

in making the changes. 

Occupational Needs  Case studies showed that the beneficiaries were able to

add rooms and other facilities for their occupational needs as the house layout

was designed to allow this. This is demonstrated in both the settlements.

Social Status: Increase in income did not induce modification in the houses in

Koothattukulam as the respondents thought that the stigma associated with the

‘colony’  would  continue  despite  modifications.  On  the  other  hand,  in

Marianad,  the  housing  extensions  which  the  respondents  made  using

reinforced cement concrete, improved the family’s social status.

Cultural Adequacy: The housing modifications, which the beneficiaries made,

were largely to satisfy their cultural requirements. In Marianad, 49 per cent of

the respondents added outdoor kitchens to continue with the tradition after the

house was constructed. In Koothattukulam, in line with their cultural practice,

no house has a toilet attached to the main structure of the house. In Marianad,

such  toilets  attached  to  the  house  and  even bedrooms in  some houses  are

indicative of upward social mobility imitating urban patterns of living.

7.6.1 Unit Size and Number of Rooms

In both the projects, initially only a core house was provided, sufficient for a small

family. The respondents of both the projects were young with one or two children. As

the family size increased, they were expected to extend the houses according to their

requirements. 

The following narrative is an example of a carpenter who added one extra room by

converting  the  existing  three  rooms  into  four  rooms  by  readjusting  the  internal

partition walls in Koothattukulam. 

Mohanan is a carpenter. His father, also a carpenter, added an extension to the
building - a shed for his occupational requirements. The shed’s walls are of
unplastered laterite, the roof of galvanized iron sheets and there is no proper
flooring. His father also added a verandah to the house and by shuffling the
internal  walls,  converted  the three-room set-up into four rooms without  an
increase in plinth area. Three rooms were used as sleeping areas while the
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fourth served as the kitchen. The front windows were closed to ensure privacy.
The rooms are very small in size and dimly lit. But the family members spend
most of the time in the verandah and the central room into which the front
door opens.

In the example illustrated above, the beneficiary has divided the three rooms into four

smaller rooms, as he did not have the financial resources to increase the floor space

for  an  additional  room.  For  him,  providing  space  in  the  form of  a  shed  for  his

occupational needs was of higher priority. Although the above case is an exception,

the space for intelligent modification and expansion thus complements observations in

the existing literature.

7.6.2 Housing Modifications

Table 7.1 refers to the extent of modifications made to the houses. In Marianad, 25.53

per cent of the families have added only one room and another 21.28 per cent of the

families have added two rooms and 19.15 per cent of the families have added at least

three rooms. Thus, a total of 65.96 per cent have added rooms to their original house. 

Table 7.1 Alterations/Extensions to the Houses

Design Aspects Marianad % Koothattukulam %

Houses with only one room added 25.53 24.32

Houses with only two rooms added 21.28 0

Houses with more than two rooms added 19.15 13.51

Houses which did not have any extension 10.64 24.32

Houses which were completely demolished 6.38 0

In Koothattukulam, 24.32 per cent of the families have added only one room and

another 13.51 per cent have added more than one room. This shows that only 37.84

per cent of the families have added rooms to the houses (compared with Marianad’s

65.96 per cent) although the respondents in Koothattukulam know that the investment

they make in adding the rooms will not be recovered when they try to sell the house.

The materials  used  in  these extensions  and alterations  have been metal  or  plastic

sheets, which are temporary in nature and low cost. 

At the same time, 10.64 per cent of the families in Marianad (compared with 24.32

per cent in Koothattukulam) have not added any feature, not even a detached kitchen.
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The fact that extensions were much more common in Marianad when compared with

Koothattukulam shows that the respondents are happy with the settlement and wish to

continue living in the same.

7.6.3 Planning and Technical Assistance:

In Koothattukulam and Marianad, most extensions to houses have been built without

professional technical assistance, without the involvement of architects or engineers.

The head mason or the carpenter decided the details  of construction including the

technical  and  planning  aspects.  Lack  of  professional  assistance  has  resulted  in

confusing and inefficient layout of rooms during extensions and alterations. In many

cases, the extensions made to the house on an ad-hoc basis have affected the natural

lighting  and ventilation.  Leaks were observed in  many houses  in  Marianad at  the

construction joints between the old house and the new extensions. 

The  reason  for  not  engaging  professional  services  of  engineers  was  not  of

affordability  alone,  even when the  respondents  in  Marianad  have  used  reinforced

cement  concrete  (RCC)  for  extensions.  The  reason  mentioned  by  some  of  the

respondents  was  that  such  extensions  were  made  based  on  their  immediate

requirements. Further, in most cases, the extensions and alterations had not happened

at one time and were made gradually depending on the capabilities and requirements

of the respondents. They mentioned that local masons are adequate and it is easier to

access them. The respondents do not feel that by making these modifications to their

houses, the natural light and ventilation were blocked.

7.6.4 Addition of Kitchens

In Marianad, 48.94 per cent60 of the families have added a detached kitchen to their

houses to avoid smoke and fire from spreading into the main house. Their old houses

had detached kitchens and this cultural preference continued when they moved into

these  new  houses.  Many  families  continue  to  use  firewood  for  cooking.  In

Koothattukulam, no detached kitchen was added, as it was not their tradition.

60 This percentage of beneficiaries with detached kitchen would have been much higher than the 
present 48.94% if some of the families had not shifted the kitchen back to the main house because of 
the change in cooking habits.
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Fig. 7.12 Interior of the Kitchen in Koothattukulam

In Marianad, along with the original house, foundation for an outhouse was provided,

for residents to use for some livelihood-related activities such as keeping poultry. But,

in most cases the detached kitchen has been constructed on top of this foundation.

Families that use only gas stoves for cooking have either moved back into the old

kitchen or have added a new kitchen attached to the original house.

The story of a housewife in Marianad illustrates the case where a detached kitchen

was made many years ago, now abandoned for the original kitchen. 

The house was originally allotted to Margaret’s father. She is educated and
works  in  the  administrative  wing  of  a  department  at  the  University.  Her
husband works in one of the Gulf countries and visits the village only once a
year.  Years ago, her father had added a kitchen outside in accordance with the
cooking practices  of  their  generation.  Traditionally  a  detached kitchen was
constructed to avoid fire from cook stoves spreading to the main house since
most of the walls and roofs of fishermen houses were made with thatch. The
bathrooms were added outside the main house later. Her father passed away in
1998, but her mother is still alive. They made some alterations to the house
with  the  addition  of  an  attached  kitchen  and  a  toilet  to  suit  the  current
requirements. The respondent felt that the common wall was a hindrance to
extending the house. 
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Fig. 7.13 Kitchen verandah extension

Fig. 7.14 Detached kitchen with thatch in Marianad

The above case clearly illustrates that there are some families with access to better

education and income have been able to achieve social and economic mobility  by

making alterations and extensions to their house. But she was unable to modify the

house fully according to her wishes because of the twin house design.
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Families who did not carry out any changes to the kitchen
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Fig. 7.15 Modifications Made due to Cooking Practices

Figure 7.15 shows that in Koothattukulam, more than 70.37 per cent of the families

enlarged the kitchen by extending the wall or by the addition of a new kitchen or a

verandah attached to the kitchen. Those (29.63 per cent)  who have not made any

changes complained that kitchen size is small. 

7.6.5 Modification of Verandahs

In  Koothattukulam  70.27  per  cent  (refer  Table  7.2)  of  the  respondents  added  a

verandah, usually as extensions for the entire length of the building.  During the day,

the verandah serves as the living room where a variety of activities are carried out

from socializing to household activities such as cutting vegetables and where children

do their homework. 
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Table 7.2 Alterations/Extensions to the Verandahs

Design Aspects Marianad % Koothattukulam %

Houses where verandahs were enclosed 44.68 NA

Houses in which verandahs were extended NA 70.27

Fig. 7.16 Extended Verandah in Damaged Condition in Koothattukulam

In Marianad, 44.68 per cent of the beneficiaries enclosed the verandah. The reason for

enclosing the verandah was that the design of the house with three doors opening into

the verandah made it difficult to lock up the house (Refer Fig 5.8). By enclosing, they

need to lock only one door as against three doors in the original plan. While in the

past, safety and security were not critical issues, they have become important now.

The verandah was not considered a major necessity, as the house was located within

the compound. In some houses, a parapet wall in the verandah serves as a casual place

to sit. 

In Koothattukulam we find that adding a verandah was a trend where the respondents

tried  to  satisfy  their  cultural  requirements  by  adding  the  verandah.  In  Marianad

enclosing the verandah was a necessity, where the respondents overcame the design

constraint of having three doors by making housing modifications.
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Fig. 7.17 Well-maintained Verandah in Koothattukulam

7.6.6 Replacement of Houses in Marianad

In Marianad, three old houses were completely demolished and rebuilt with reinforced

cement concrete structures.  The new houses have air-conditioners,  attached toilets,

marble flooring and other amenities. The life story of Andrews who demolished the

existing house in Marianad and built a two storied reinforced cement concrete house

in its place is given below. 

Andrews is forty-four years old. He has studied only up to 6th standard, after
which he took to the fishing occupation. The house was originally allotted to
his father-in law who passed away in 1996. His seventy year old mother-in-
law, who used to go for fish vending till recently, is retired now. His wife does
tailoring for additional income. They do not own any nets or boat. After an
accident, he was unable to go out to the sea. He started a chit business, which
failed. He then got into fish sales and marketing, which is doing well. He said
that the old house was leaking at the joints, where nails had been used to fix
the asbestos sheets. He has built a new house with plinth area of 165 square
metres with a car porch and balconies. Toilets are attached to the bedrooms.
Polished granite is used for flooring in some of the areas. He has taken a loan
of  one  million  rupees  for  building  this  house.  Since  the  house  that  was
demolished was a twin house, the neighbor complained that he has not given
any overhang resulting now in problems of dampness. The house is not yet
complete but he prefers to stay in it. He is very satisfied with the house and
happy that the settlement is of low density compared with the crowded beach
settlement.

The demolition of three old houses and constructing new ones in their original place

demonstrates the upward economic mobility of the residents. The new houses were

with attached toilets,  washbasins and even have air-conditioners.  It is important to

note that the original houses were not demolished because they were in a dilapidated
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condition. Also it seems that these families preferred to remain in the neighborhood

despite an upswing in their economic status and up gradation of their houses.

7.6.7 Materials Used For Wall and Roof Construction

In both the study areas, the materials used for walls are of a more permanent nature

such  as  concrete  blocks,  bricks  and  laterite (Figure  7.1861).  Laterite  is  used  in

Koothattukulam because it is available locally. The preferred construction system was

load bearing62 with brick or concrete block walls. 
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Fig. 7.18 Walling Material for Extensions

The concrete blocks (easily available) and laterite (locally available) have been used

extensively in Koothattukulam while burnt bricks have been predominantly used in

Marianad. Laterite is not available in the coastal areas such as Marianad and hence

burnt bricks were used. In Koothattukulam, two families, who made the blocks at the

site itself, have used mud blocks. 

61 In many houses, two or three walling materials are used. The predominant walling material is 
considered while tabulating the table.

62 Building with load bearing masonry transfers the loads of the building through the masonry walls 

and footings. In this case, the walls are structural members.
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Fig. 7.19 Extension using Concrete Blocks & GI sheets in Koothattukulam

In Koothattukulam, when some of the beneficiaries added the WCs, the walls were

made with jute bags stitched together. According to one of the respondents, he could

not afford more permanent building materials such as laterite or concrete blocks since

the assistance provided by the government was adequate only for the soak pits and the

water closet. Most of the toilets extended with jute bags did not have any roof. One of

the respondents mentioned that he did not have the resources to construct a permanent

roof.

Fig. 7.20 Toilet extension using jute bags and plastic sheets in Koothattukulam

The difference between Koothattukulam and Marianad in terms of the materials used

for roofs can be seen in the Figure 7.21 below63. Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC)

slabs are used only in Marianad. In Koothattukulam, most of the roofing solutions are

of  a  temporary  nature  such  as  galvanized  iron  (GI)  sheets  or  plastic  sheets.  The

construction of a concrete roof slab was considered more permanent, ‘modern’ and

63 In many houses, two or three roof types are used. The predominant roofing material is considered 
while tabulating the table.
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gave an increased social status. It was observed that in Koothattukulam, not a single

family has invested in a reinforced cement concrete roof, while 37.21 per cent of the

houses in Marianad used RCC. 
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Fig. 7.21 Materials used for Roofing for Additions/Extensions

It is found that 45 per cent of the families in Koothattukulam and 23.26 per cent of the

families in Marianad have used GI sheets as the predominant roofing material. The

reasons  are  the  low  cost,  ease  of  installation  and  lower  slope  required  while

extensions are made, since they were adding the rooms to the existing building. On

the other hand, tiles when laid without the minimum slope may result in leaks, apart

from being more expensive. One of the respondents mentioned that the light GI sheet

roofs made the inside of the rooms very hot. Another respondent was of the opinion

that the GI sheet roofs made a lot of noise when it rains.

In Marianad, we find that 32.56 per cent have extended their houses using AC sheets

while the corresponding figure in Koothattukulam is 20 per cent. In Koothattukulam,

many of the respondents were comfortable by extending their houses with timber and

tiles. Many beneficiaries have grown trees within their compounds, especially species

with a timber value. They either used them to carry out the repairs of the house or to

extend the houses.
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Fig. 7.22 Extension Using Plastic Sheets in Koothattukulam

Thatch is used traditionally in coastal areas due to the abundance of coconut trees and

many buildings in Marianad used thatch for the detached kitchens, although only 4.65

per  cent  used  it  for  their  primary  extensions.  Being  a  locally  available  building

material,  41.67  per  cent  of  the  respondents  have  used  this  for  lesser  important

extensions such as outdoor kitchen, store for nets, bathrooms etc. in their houses.

The possible reasons for the difference between the two cases are - the Marianad

extensions were all big entailing higher initial capital investment and they wished to

continue  living  in  the  settlement,  while  in  Koothattukulam  the  respondents  were

constantly  thinking  about  moving  out  of  the  ‘colony’  to  change  their  identity

associated with their dwelling.

7.6.8 Finishes

Houses presented different levels of finish. In Marianad, the finishes used were more

expensive when compared with Koothattukulam. Materials that are signs of affluence

such as ceramic tiles and marble were used in some houses (See Table 7.3).  The

rough flooring in the original house had been replaced with smooth cement flooring

or red oxide or black oxide flooring in a majority of the cases.

In  Koothattukulam,  the  original  house  had  been  provided  with  cow  dung/mud

flooring.  78.94 per cent of the houses have used cement or oxide flooring for the

extension of the houses. Cow dung flooring can still be seen in some of the houses.

They appear to be still comfortable with cow dung/mud flooring. 
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Table 7.3 Materials Used for Flooring

Flooring Marianad % Koothattukulam %

Cement 74.36 57.89

Black/Red Oxide 10.26 21.05

Mud 0 21.05

Marble 5.13 0

Cement  and Oxide 5.13 0

Cement  and Mosaic 2.56 0

Linoleum 2.56 0

Total 100.00 100.00

The percentage of the houses with mud floor is 25.98 per cent according to the 2001

Census  of  India  and  9.69% as  per  the  2011  Census  of  India.  However,  a  study

conducted by KSSP in Kerala (Aravindan, 2006) has shown that this category is only

11.9 per cent.   The situation in Marianad is  better  than the state average,  but the

Koothattukulam ‘Colony’ is poorer than the average. In Koothattukulam, we can see a

trend where respondents are not investing in the floor finishes.  

Fig. 7.23 Original floor with cow dung
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Fig. 7.24 Cement floors used for extension

As much as  50 per  cent  of  the extensions  in  Koothattukulam are left  unplastered

(Refer Fig. 7.25), while the corresponding figure in Marianad is only 9.09 per cent. It

can be seen that 50 per cent of the respondents in Koothattukulam tried to minimize

their investment by avoiding plastering of the masonry. There are even some original

houses which have not been painted even once in the last 30 years in Koothattukulam

(Refer Fig. 7.27 and 7.28). 
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Fig. 7.25 Plastering for new extensions
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Table 7.4 Materials Used for Doors and Windows for Additions/Extensions

Doors  and Windows Marianad % Koothattukulam %

Timber 60.53 20.00

RCC jallis 2.63 46.67

Old doors  and windows 2.63 0.00

No doors  and window 2.63 20.00

GI Sheets 10.53 6.67

Miscellaneous 21.05 6.67

Total 100.00 100.00

In Marianad, 60.53 per cent (compared with 20 per cent in Koothattukulam) of the

respondents have used timber for doors and windows. In Koothattukulam, 46.67 per

cent of the beneficiaries have placed RCC jallis instead of the windows. One-fifth of

the families have given no proper doors, windows or even jallis. The norm has been to

prefer the cheapest alternatives that would provide the same performance. 

                        Fig. 7.26 Door is not maintained well, Koothattukulam

In Koothattukulam, extensions in most houses are minimally painted indicating that

the extensions were made due to absolute necessity at the lowest cost. There is clear

trend towards the use of industrially produced building materials such as cement, GI

sheets and plastic sheets in preference to traditional building materials either because

of  cost  considerations  or  because  the  newer  materials  were  indicative  of

‘modernization’ or were believed to be more durable.  
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Fig. 7.27 One house is painted and the other half of the twin house is not painted in
Koothattukulam

Fig. 7.28 Walls not painted even once and the plastering is also damaged in
Koothattukulam

7.6.9 Factors Leading to Housing Modifications

Houses  in  Marianad  and  Koothattukulam  have  reached  different  levels  of

development depending on their aspirations towards mobility. The factors that have

influenced families’ decisions for housing modifications are listed in Table 7.5. 
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Table 7.5 Factors Leading to Housing Modifications

Marianad Koothattukulam

Space

requirements

 Functional

 Increase  in  family

size.

 Functional needs

Occupational

needs

 Tailoring  (two

families)

 Storing fish nets 

Space  for  carpentry  (two

families)

Economic Reasons  Bank loans, 

 Overseas

remittances

Mainly  from  savings,  chits,

loans etc.

Changes  due  to

modernity

Kitchen Platforms, TV sets Kitchen Platforms, TV sets

 Bigger rooms 

 Attached toilets

No attached toilets

Social Status Extensions  with  RCC roof

improve  status

Investment  may  not  be

recovered when the building is

sold  

Outsiders used to see this as

a ‘colony’,  now it  is  more

middle class.

People see this  as a  ‘Colony’

even after 30 years.

Other needs In connection with wedding of the son or daughter

In Koothattukulam,  we find that  less permanent  materials  have been used for the

extensions. In Marianad there are respondents who have used similar materials, but

their percentage is low. Kazaz and Birgonul (2005) in their study of mass housing

projects in Turkey observed “that occupants who are unable to afford changes due to

lack  of  finance  are  forced  to  adopt  cheap,  primitive  and  inconvenient  measures

decreasing the quality and living standards of the households” (Page 1549). Even if

we take this argument as acceptable, in Koothattukulam, we do not find any of the

occupants improving their standards at a later period.
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Fig. 7.29 Building interior with cement flooring, Marianad

There is little difference between a job in the formal sector or in the informal sector as

long as the income is constant (Williams, 2005). According to her, 

Financial  resources  provided  families  with  opportunities  to  make  major
investments such as the roof slab. The advantage of a formal sector job was
the  ability  to  receive  a  loan  from the  employer  or  to  access  other  credit
sources. The job also provided opportunities to buy materials in bulk (Page
110).

Fig. 7.30 Interior with built in shelves in Marianad

In Koothattukulam, there are no salaried employees and they work in the informal

sector. Most of the respondents are not in a position to access loans from banks and

formal financial institutions.
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Fig. 7.31 One of the well maintained  houses in Koothattukulam

The life  story of a fisherman in Marianad who had ten children whose economic

status  improved  mainly  through  overseas  remittances  from  his  children  is  given

below. 

George is 78 years old. He has ten children. One daughter had built a new
house in the ‘colony’ itself after demolishing the original house. Five of his
sons are employed in the Gulf countries. The other children also live nearby in
houses that they have built. In the early years, he had built extensions in the
form  of  a  kitchen,  store  and  bedrooms,  to  the  original  house  because  he
needed extra rooms for his large family. Now, only he and his wife are staying
in this modified house. According to him, the changes were made possible
with his hard work and the remittances from abroad.

Motivation and the strong desire to improve the houses is also one of the factors,

which lead to housing improvements. Anticipating the wedding of her son, a widow

in Koothattukulam made modifications to her house in spite of financial constraints:

Leela is an old woman who is not able to go for any work due to her illness.
She used to go out to work until recently. Her husband was a coconut plucker.
A  fall  from  a  coconut  tree  in  1994  left  him  completely  paralyzed  and
immobile. Since she was not able to look after him, he has become an inmate
in a charitable home from 1999. Her son is 32 years old and the family is
living on his income from selling lottery tickets in the village bus stand. He is
physically handicapped and is going to get married. They have added concrete
kitchen worktops, the toilets have been refurbished and the house is painted
afresh. The house already had a verandah in the front. The doors and windows
are still in poor condition. The interior of the house is still not plastered. They
had borrowed money and spent  on these alterations.  They did not  get  any
funding from the Panchayat for making these changes. According to her, they
are just able to manage the day-to-day affairs. They are very satisfied about
the house because it has all the amenities.
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          Fig. 7.32 House in Marianad with no extension

The family did not have the financial resources, but they borrowed money and had

made the extensions and alterations. There was no upward mobility in the case of this

family, but exhibiting the house as a status symbol played a major role.

Fig. 7.33 RCC roof extension in Marianad

In Marianad, many respondents have been able to improve their financial status in

opting for occupation other than fishing and make extensions to the house. In some

cases at  least,  this  had enhanced the social  status of the household.  Based on the

primary data, it may be concluded that some housing modifications have been done

for the increased social status. Many houses have toilets attached to the house with the

extension of more than one room. They have been able to access financial support

from nationalized and scheduled banks for making house improvements. 
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7.6.10 Factors Not Leading to Housing Modifications

The  study  reveals  that  some  respondents  in  both  Marianad  (10.64  %)  and

Koothattukulam (24.32 %) have not done any extensions over the years. The factors,

which  have  not  influenced  the  decision  of  the  beneficiaries  in  making  housing

modifications, are the following; 

1. Ownership Status: When the family members have not formally divided the
property among the brothers and sisters, no alterations or extensions are made
because of the uncertainty regarding the ownership of the house.

2. Security of Tenure: Giving the patta64 of the house does not seem to have made
any changes in both cases since they are legally allotted settlements. 

3. Rental Income: None of the houses was rented out. In one case, a house in One
Lakh Housing ‘Colony’ was rented out when the beneficiary was living alone
but was discontinued when his children started living with him.

4. Micro-credit Finance: Although self-help groups are very active in Kerala and
in both the project sites, this does not seem to influence housing modifications.

As observed in the literature review, the above four factors have influenced housing

modifications  in  other  projects,  but  failed  to  induce  both  in  Marianad  and

Koothattukulam.

None of the respondents mentioned that lack of vehicular access in Koothattukulam is

a hindrance for making housing modifications. In her study of the squatter settlements

in Peru, Williams (2005) observed that “the lack of appropriate streets was no barrier

to construction. People found the means and ways to travel and transport goods. Local

entrepreneurs began a transportation business and not only carried passengers but also

transported their construction materials, furniture and other items” (Page 85).

In some cases in Koothattukulam, there are families unable to afford repair of the

houses. But if they did not have even this house, their plight would have been worse.

One of the respondents is  unable to carry out the repairs  or make any extensions

because of his illness and the educational expenses of his daughter:

Vijayan is 62 years old and he was a head load worker for more than 40 years.
He came to this place 28 years ago. His wife works as a home nurse. His
eldest daughter studying in the eleventh standard is very good at studies.  She

64 Patta is the official document necessary to show the ownership of land. It means that the private 
property stands in the name of the individual.
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has scored very high marks in the matriculation examination.  The younger
daughter is studying in the seventh standard. Now he is suffering from cancer
and  has  had  to  incur  considerable  expenses  towards  medicine  and  other
hospital requirements.  The overall condition of the house is very poor with
cow dung flooring and no extension made to the house. The windows and
doors are damaged.  The superstructure of the toilet  is made only with jute
bags. According to this respondent, only if they received monetary assistance
from the Government, would they be able to carry out repairs.

Apartment from the economic reasons cited above, it is clear from the interviews with

the respondents that there are many social issues such as alcoholism, single parent,

family  members  with  chronic  diseases  and  strained  family  relationship  have

influenced them from making any changes to the existing houses.

One  such  example  is  that  of  a  woman  in  Koothattukulam  whose  husband  is  an

alcoholic. She has not been able to make any extensions to the house. Their story in

brief: 

Kurumba is 48 years old and is an agricultural worker. His wife works as a
labourer on construction sites. Their elder son is studying for a degree course
and  the  daughter  is  in  high  school.  They  had  only  added  a  small  front
verandah many years ago, which is mostly damaged now. The woman works
very hard to meet the daily expenses since there is no contribution from her
alcoholic husband. Educational expenses for the children as well as meeting
minimal  food  requirements  consume  all  her  income  with  little  savings
available for even the minimal extensions. 

The life story of a family in Marianad that has not made any modifications to the

original house is a contrast. The primary reason is that the house is not partitioned

between one son and three daughters. 

Mary is 54 years old and is physically challenged. The house was originally
allotted  to  her  father  who  was  also  the  first  president  of  the  housing  co-
operative society. He had not partitioned the house and the property between
the three daughters and one son. Mary had not received any dowry during her
marriage.  But her sisters also want a share of the property. A thatched shed in
front has been constructed by one of her sisters whose son is staying there to
establish their right over the property. Therefore no alterations or extensions to
the house have been made. A cashew and a drumstick tree fell over the house
and the asbestos sheets were damaged. They replaced two asbestos sheets only
in 2005 with Rs.1,500/- as help from the church funds. While Mary expressed
satisfaction over the house, she indicated that she would prefer to buy a house
elsewhere to live.
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In Koothattukulam, some beneficiaries have repaired their houses on their own. Most

repairs have been done to the roof and have been repeated many times. Some of the

beneficiaries complained that the roofing tiles were from different companies and the

dimensional variations caused problems.

Many look towards the Panchayat to undertake the maintenance of the houses. Most

respondents have done the repairs on their own as a last resort. The amounts vary

from Rs.2,000 to Rs.15,000/-. One of the respondents pointed out that while some

residents owned colour TV sets, VCP and telephones, they were not willing to spend

anything on maintenance.

There were houses in Koothattukulam where the respondents could not spend money

on the regular maintenance for various reasons. In such cases, minimal repairs were

carried out but this could affect the durability.

7.7 HOUSING IMPROVEMENT: SOME SUCCESS FACTORS 

In our research, we find that when the respondents were given freedom with regard to

building  extensions  to  their  houses,  the  absence  of  professional  and  technical

assistance  led  to  unplanned  development,  with  low  physical  and  design  quality

reducing the durability of buildings. In many cases, the design aspects such as light

and  ventilation  affect  livability  as  seen  in  the  two  cases  of  Marianad  and

Koothattukulam. Tipple (2000) has observed that the building standards, regulations

and codes imported from developed countries are not adjusted to the realities of the

locality in developing countries. The poor people envy the rich and he builds a copy –

‘cheaper and nastier’ – in every way of the house of the local rich who in turn copy

the city houses (Fathy, 1973).

A  house  should  become  an  appreciating  asset  for  the  beneficiaries  rather  than

becoming a liability with maintenance problems. Talking about the housing condition

of the houses constructed in earlier public housing projects in Kerala, the Committee

appointed by the Government (Local Self-Government Department, 2007) stated, 

Experience shows that a significant percentage of public houses constructed
before 10 years are in a poor state of repair, made worse by the original poor
quality  of  construction  and  lack  of  timely  maintenance.  There  is  also  the
question of attitude resulting in this sorry state of affairs as many beneficiaries
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of public housing tend to feel that maintenance is also the responsibility of
government (Page 17).

The  houses  in  Marianad  performed  well  for  more  than  four  decades.  In

Koothattukulam, many look towards the Panchayat to undertake the maintenance of

the houses. Most respondents have done the repairs on their own as a last resort. The

amounts vary from Rs.2,000 to Rs.15,000/-. One of the respondents pointed out that

while  some residents  owned colour  TV sets,  VCP and telephones,  they  were  not

willing  to  spend  anything  on  maintenance.  However,  there  were  houses  in

Koothattukulam  where  the  respondents  could  not  spend  money  on  the  regular

maintenance for various reasons. In such cases, minimal repairs were carried out but

this could affect the durability.

In  Marianad,  three  houses  were  completely  demolished  and  new concrete  roofed

buildings were constructed in their place, not because of the poor physical condition

of the houses but because of the upward mobility of these residents. It may be noted

that improved financial status often translates to better housing which also improves

social status. 

There is not even a single extension or alteration in RCC in Koothattukulam, although

“the proportion of RCC roof houses that had been less than 10 per cent of the new

constructions  during  the  quinquennium 1973-78,  increased  to  52  per  cent  during

1993-98” (Gopikuttan,  2002, Page 27). There were significant differences between

the  two cases  regarding the  materials  used  for  extensions  and alterations.  This  is

evidenced by the fact that respondents in Marianad have used marble, cement and

other durable materials for flooring while in Koothattukulam 21.05 per cent of the

houses still have cow dung flooring.

In this chapter, we saw the influence of the physical indicators towards the success of

the housing project in both cases. From the case studies, we found that the role of the

indicators such as location and building services was not very different in Marianad

and Koothattukulam. But we have seen that certain other indicators such as layout,

design, performance in use and freedom to modify had made a significant influence

towards the success of the two cases.
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In the following chapter, we will analyze the social indicators and their relationship

with the success of the housing project for the poor.
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CHAPTER 8

HOUSE IMPROVEMENTS AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC

MOBILITY: THE RELEVANCE OF SOCIAL AND

CULTURAL FACTORS

Having discussed the linkages between those indicators that directly derive from the

government policy on housing the poor and its implications on housing modifications,

we  shall  now  proceed  to  understand  the  social  and  cultural  indicators  that  both

facilitate and inhibit the significance of both policy dimensions and physical structure

of the houses. 

In Table 2.3, we indicated that social status of the respondent, the occupational needs,

and the cultural adequacies of the design of the house were crucial in influencing the

success of any project. Privacy and safety of the dwelling and the in-built advantages

towards  social  interaction  and  social  networking  had  also  been  listed.  We  shall

examine  their  significance  with  respect  to  the  two  case  studies  in  the  following

sections.

8.1 HOUSE AS A STATUS SYMBOL

The two projects taken up as case studies for this research targeted housing for the

poorest section of society. The stigma of poverty and low social status in India also

associated with the low caste category continued to be associated with the ‘colony’.

This resulted in the neighbourhood and other communities looking down upon the

residents  as belonging to a  lower social  order.  For  the house form (in the  use of

materials  and  size)  is  a  marker  of  both  economic  standing  and  socio-cultural

background. 

Nair (2006) who studied sustainability aspects of three housing schemes in Kerala

namely OLHS, IAY and the Total Housing Scheme (THS) noted that the single type

design of OLHS houses identified the inhabitants as belonging to the lower income

category which visibly stands out in the midst of a village or a town.
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8.1.1 The Marianad Colony:

Up-gradation of houses by making modifications reflects attempts to move upward in

the stratification system by visible means of indicating prosperity. In Marianad, this

was  observed  in  a  number  of  well-painted  houses  with  different  roof  styles  and

decorations to the front elevation. Modifications and extensions provided additional

space for various activities apart from allowing the people to feel that they now lived

in “modern” houses. Using RCC for construction pushed them considerably up the

social scale. 

In  the  initial  stages,  the  neighbouring  villagers  distanced  themselves  from  the

Marianad families as ‘colony’ people. Mercy who spent her childhood in Marianad

recalled  about  the  discrimination  she  had  faced  during  that  period,  “We  used  to

counter this and fight back saying they do not know how to go to deep sea65. Children

of fishermen from other villages were not discriminated in schools, so why should we

be?” Martha, who originally hailed from a village called Pallithura before coming to

Marianad had this to say:

Earlier we used to tell that we are from Pallithura. The younger generations
who are born here proudly tell that they are from Marianad. We never used to
get good marriage alliances66 for our children earlier. We were not preferred
by other fishermen families from neighbouring villages.

8.1.2 The Koothattukulam Colony

Outsiders mainly see Koothattukulam as a ‘colony’ of the poor. Consequently even

those families that are fully satisfied in other respects such as space and location wish

to move out of the ‘colony’ if they can afford it, because of the low status and the

‘colony’ image in the larger society. However, the seniors are emotionally attached to

the neighbourhood. A sample of responses by the respondents given below brings out

the significance of the ‘colony’ stigma.

1. “We  felt  bad  when  we  came  here.  We  bought  the  house  as  a  temporary
measure. Our financial resources were limited.” Jose

65 The fishermen who came from other villages to Marianad were highly skilled in going to deep sea. 
The fishermen who were in nearby villages never used to engage in deep sea fishing. Some of the 
respondents mentioned that this had created tension and there were fights in the early days in the 
settlement.

66 The system of arranged marriages is common in Kerala.
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2. “For both the children, marriage alliances were a bit difficult because of the
‘colony’  status.  People  have  to  be  good.  I  got  this  house  with  difficulty.
Otherwise I should have the means to buy a house elsewhere.” Kunjappan

3. “It is my dream to move elsewhere.” Sheela

In contrast, some residents were quite happy about the house or staying in the OLHS

settlement. Their responses were:

1.  “I have no bad impression; it is good that I am having the house.” Jacob

2. “This is better than living in a rented house.” Santha

3. “I do not have any feeling that ‘colony’ house is bad. I have no hesitation in
mentioning that I am living in one lakh housing ‘colony’. We do not have any
other house to live.” Peter

Real estate prices as well as financial status do play an important role in respondents’

decision to stay back in the colony. The market price (during the field work in 2006)

of a plot including the house was approximately Rs.50,000/-. The last sale, which was

in 2005, was for Rs.40,000/-. If a house with similar amenities such as proximity to

the main road and availability of water and electricity is to be purchased, the market

prices can easily be double. Most of the residents who moved out of the ‘colony’ live

in the same neighbourhood outside the boundary of OLHS settlement. Some of the

reasons mentioned by the respondents for moving out of the ‘colony’ are 

i) A family member obtaining a government job and so being able to
afford a better home 

ii) Possession of ancestral property elsewhere, 

iii) A family member was successful in finding overseas employment and
remittances helped them move to a better locality.

An elderly couple in Koothattukulam wishes to continue living in the ‘colony’ in spite

of the low status. According to them, even if their son makes enough money to buy a

house elsewhere, they do not want to move out.

Baby, one of the earliest beneficiaries, is 65 year old and retired. His wife,
son, daughter-in-law and two grand children live with him in the house. He
had made extensions to the house about 15 years ago by building a verandah
and a bedroom. With increased family size, he feels that the space is limited.
His medical expenses are quite high. He does not send his grandchildren to the
common area for playing, but only to some relatives’  houses.  He does not
have unreal aspirations saying there is no point in dreaming when one does not
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have the means. He feels that the ‘colony’ image has lowered the social status
of his family. However, during his lifetime, he does not want to move out and
wishes to die in this place. 

The following life story of a divorcee with two daughters in Koothattukulam shows

the importance  of possession of an asset allowing her to  survive through difficult

times.

Saramma is forty-seven years old and she was allotted this house in 1979 when
she had just  got  married.  Her  husband divorced her  in  1994.  He was  from
another district and he had come to the village as a construction worker. The
eldest daughter is studying for a postgraduate degree and the younger one is in
the twelfth standard. She had not made any changes to the house, which is in a
bad shape with termite attack on the roof. The doors and windows are damaged
and there are also leaks in the roof. Electricity supply was disconnected for a
while, but was reinstated about a year ago. She has a TV gifted by her sister.
She  is  neither  satisfied  nor  dissatisfied  with  the  house.  She  feels  that  the
‘colony’ is safe even though it is an all-women household. One of her sisters
also lives in the ‘colony’ while another sister has sold the house allotted to her
and  moved  out  of  the  ‘colony’.  Saramma said  that  the  house  in  her  name
provided her a sense of economic security when her husband divorced her. 

Saramma was unhappy about the stigma associated with the ‘colony’ image and said

that given a chance, most residents preferred to buy two cents of land outside. She

sees this as a distant dream.

In both the projects, the houses, which had been provided, have given a higher status

in the initial  stages compared with their  earlier  houses. A study conducted on the

evaluation of the OLHS all over Kerala in 1978 showed that the houses which were

provided to them was of a much higher standard compared with their earlier house as

can be seen from the Table 8.1 below. However, the aspirations of the people have

changed over the three decades.

Table 8.1 Comparison between old and new houses built under OLHS in Kerala

Type Old House % New House %

Thatched 77.58 Nil
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Tiled 19.71 100

Others 2.71 Nil

One room with kitchen 40.9 Nil

Two rooms with kitchen 34.34 100

Others 24.85 Nil

Sub-standard Houses 100 Nil

Source: Poulose, 1988

8.1.3 Mobility

Upward  social  mobility  occurs  “where  an  individual  or  group  moves  from  a

subordinate social position to a higher one. Upward mobility can occur for a number

of reasons. In modern societies, education is the main vehicle for upward mobility,

though marriage and enterprise can be alternative routes” (Lawson & Garrod, 1996,

Page 304 and 305). On the other hand in India, social mobility in society cannot be

automatically achieved by improving the economic status. The analysis of social and

economic  mobility  can  be  examined  by looking at  the  changes  in  the  life  of  the

respondents’ during the period of residence.

Table 8.2 Year of Occupying the Present House

Year of Occupying the

Present House

Marianad % Koothattukulam %

Before 1970 53.19 0

Between 1970-1980 8.51 62.16

1980-1990 17.02 8.11

1991-1995 4.26 13.51

1996-2000 12.77 8.11

2001-2004 4.26 2.70

After 2005 0 5.41

Total 100.00 100.00

Table 8.2 gives the number of years of residence of the respondents in present house

in both the projects.  In Koothattukulam, 62.16 per cent of the respondents were the

first  allottees,  while  the  corresponding figure in Marianad is  53.19 per cent.  This
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shows that in Koothattukulam, 37.84 per cent of the beneficiaries have moved out of

the settlement. The corresponding figure in Marianad is 46.81 per cent.

Table 8.2 shows that in Marianad 21.29 per cent of the households have moved out of

the settlement since 1991, while in Koothattukulam, it is 29.72 per cent which is a

little higher.

There are families who have moved into Koothattukulam ‘Colony’ when they slid

down the economic ladder due to various reasons such as business losses, gambling

etc. Since this was one of the cheaper options available, people have even treated this

as a temporary measure. An aged couple who had bought a house in Koothattukulam

did so for the following reason.

Rajan is 78 years old and his wife is 75 years old. Both of them are not in
good health and are very poor, having to work at odd jobs such as cutting the
grass in the garden for low wages. Their daughters who are married and living
elsewhere occasionally provide financial support, but the sons, who are living
up in the hills do not give them any money. They were living up in the hills
when he was hospitalized and had to spend money for his treatment. They sold
everything including their house and furniture to clear debts and then bought
this  house  as  a  last  resort  for  Rs.15,000/-,  a  low  price  only  because  the
previous owner had committed suicide in the house and nobody was prepared
to buy it. He had come to know about the house in the ‘colony’ when he came
to this village for Ayurvedic treatment. The only changes that had been made
by the earlier  occupant  were the cement flooring and the verandah.  He is
uncomfortable with the proximity of the houses unlike in the hilly regions with
houses far apart from each other where he lived almost his entire life. He said
that he would be able to repair the house only on receiving assistance from the
Government.  He is not able to obtain the present assistance of Rs.2,500/-, as
one  has  to  make  a  claim  after  spending  the  money.  His  wife  said  that  a
charitable organization had approached them saying that they would be looked
after, but her husband preferred to be independent.

It can be seen from the above case that Koothattukulam has become a refuge for those

who cannot afford a house in other better localities. 

The  decision  to  move  out  of  the  house  is  a  factor  that  can  be  linked  with  their

satisfaction levels. The responses on this are tabulated below.

Table 8.3 Perception about Leaving the House in Koothattukulam – %

How will you feel about leaving the house? %

We want to move  8.33

We will move, but we have no means 30.55
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We will move, but we do not feel bad about the ‘Colony’  5.55

We will not move and we do not feel bad about the ‘Colony’ 41.67

We have no means, and no intention of moving 13.89

55.56 per cent of the households do not have any intention of leaving. The single

factor that the respondents have liked about the ‘Colony’ is the provision of amenities

such as electricity, drinking water, and public transport by the Government. If they

were to move to a new place with the same amenities, the cost of the dwelling would

be  higher  than  what  they  would  get  from selling  the  present  house.  One  of  the

respondents said that the ‘Colony’ was very convenient when her husband was totally

paralyzed. The auto-rickshaw driver was caring enough to come very close to their

house  when  they  had  to  go  to  the  hospital.  Another  major  aspect,  which  the

respondents found positive about the ‘Colony’, was the friendly neighbours who were

helpful in times of crisis. According to one of them, the Koothattukulam ‘Colony’ is

much better compared to similar colonies in the nearby Panchayats.

Fahey  (1999)  has  made  similar  observations  “even  the  worst  housing  estates  can

evoke  strong attachments  among at  least  some residents.  Even the  best  can  have

drawbacks, which will cause some residents to want to leave, thus complicating the

assessment of the popularity or unpopularity of estates” (Page 11).

The  beneficiaries  have  the  choice  between  moving  and  improving  when  there  is

dissatisfaction with the house. However, it is evident from our research that residents

in Koothattukulam do not want to make modifications to the house and prefer to move

out because of the stigma associated with the ‘colony’ image. The patterns of housing

modifications differ with this assocated reality.

8.2 OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS

The ideal situation is when the design of the house takes care of the occupational

needs of the beneficiaries.  Since this was not the main priority of the designers, in

Koothattukulam, two respondents who are carpenters have extended their houses, as

they needed workspace for their occupation.  The life story of one of them who had

extended the house in the One Lakh Housing ‘Colony’ for his occupational needs is

given below.
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Prabhakaran  is  a  carpenter.  He  was  living  in  another  village,  about  25
kilometres  from Koothattukulam.  He had sold his  house in this  village for
Rs.800/-. He got an allotment in Koothattukulam and paid Rs.100/- towards
the house.  Within three months,  he had made a number of extensions and
changes  to  the  existing  building.  A  shed  was  added  and  the  kitchen  was
extended outside while the existing kitchen was converted into a bedroom. He
could not finish the flooring and other details as he fell ill. He dug a well for
his  own personal  use within  the  compound.  He initially  used the  shed for
carpentry,  but  now  he  goes  out  occasionally  for  daily  wage  labour  as  a
carpenter. He does not have a steady monthly income. According to him “as
long as one has no means, one has to like the house”. 

Prabhakaran was able to make extensions to the house for his occupational  needs

which was important for him.

In Marianad, the fishermen need space to store the nets on the beach. Therefore, they

constructed small thatched sheds. Later on when out-board engines became common,

these were also kept in safe custody in these sheds. The houses are a little away from

the beach and to bring nets and engines every day to the house was not easy. Once the

seasonal requirement of the nets is over,  they used to carry the nets back to their

house. At present, among those engaged in fishing, nobody own boats. They work as

labour for others from the same village who own the boats and nets, so the question of

carrying nets and engines for safe storage does not arise. 

One of the respondents  who bought  a  house later  said that  after  moving into  the

‘colony’, she was not able to dry fish as there were many trees now providing shade

and not enough open space with sunlight. She was comparing the present situation

with her earlier life on the beach elsewhere.

Occupational needs are of prime importance to those people who need space for their

livelihood. In Koothattukulam, there were examples where the residents modified the

house to suit their occupational requirements.

8.3 CULTURAL ADEQUACY IN HOUSING

The  willingness  and  capacity  to  keep  the  house  in  good  condition  is  culturally

defined.  According  to  one  of  the  social  workers  interviewed  during  the  study,

fishermen houses in South Kerala before the 1980s were mostly thatched and kutcha.

Fishermen used to stay on the beach and in spite of staying there for generations; they

did not have documents to prove ownership of the land. The fishermen in Marianad
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are part of the deep sea fishermen group. Due to high risks in their occupation, their

aspirations about a house and its maintenance were quite different from the rest.

When  people  built  toilets,  the  norm  was  to  have  it  outside  the  main  house.  In

Koothattukulam, there is not even a single house with attached toilet.  However, in

Marianad, in many affluent houses, toilets have been added within the house. This

shows  that  cultural  norms  do  change  over  time  especially  with  education  and

exposure  to  other  cultures  as  well  as  the  increasing  importance  of  personal

conveniences.

To add to our understanding of this dimension, the customs, traditions, and beliefs

with respect to Koothattukulam and Marianad are discussed in the following section.

Beliefs can be both religious and non-religious.

8.3.1 Customs

Religion is an important marker for collective identity. Among a section of the Hindus

in Kerala, it is a custom to bury the dead in their residential compounds. In the One

Lakh Housing ‘Colony’ in Koothattukulam, some of the dead are buried within the

house compound. The space is limited for burying dead bodies and the others in the

‘colony’ fully co-operated and agreed with the families of the deceased. One of the

beneficiaries whose husband was buried within their house compound said that she is

not going to move out of the ‘colony’ as she wishes to be buried close to her husband

when she dies.

8.3.2 Traditions and Beliefs

The  design  of  the  house  must  be  sensitive  to  local  conventions  especially  in  the

location of pooja room, kitchen, and toilets in the Indian context. In Koothattukulam,

beneficiaries  realigned  the  kitchen  to  satisfy  their  cultural  norms  in  many  places

where the cooking platform did not face east. It is a religious belief among Hindus

that  the  cooking  platform  should  face  the  rising  sun.  An  active  kitchen  reflects

prosperity.

In Marianad, a predominantly Christian settlement, traditions, and beliefs did not have

a very strong role in the design except in the case of positioning the kitchen stove.
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Some respondents said that while the Hindu carpenters and masons made suggestions

about some of these traditions, they themselves do not have belief in such things. In

their  thatched  beach  houses,  they  did  not  follow  any  of  these  rules.  In

Koothattukulam, one of the respondents said, “These are things meant only for those

who have money and not for people like us”.

8.3.3 External Kitchens

A detached kitchen is  always the practice  in fishermen settlements  irrespective of

religious background. In Marianad, a majority of the beneficiaries had constructed the

outside kitchens in tune with their lifestyle.  Earlier, a majority of the households in

the ‘colony’ used firewood for cooking. Having a kitchen outside prevented the fire

and the smoke spreading to the rest of the house. The blackening of walls due to the

deposition of soot can also be avoided by locating kitchens outside the main house.

An outdoor kitchen thus not only prevented the house from becoming smoky, but also

protected the walls from absorbing the soot deposits.

In Marianad, the fact that 49 per cent of the respondents still using the outside kitchen

clearly  shows  that  changes  to  the  houses  will  be  made  to  address  cultural

requirements if they have the capability to do so.

8.4 PRIVACY AND SAFETY

Privacy and safety  are  two essential  features  that  ensure the sustainability  of  any

settlement.  In Marianad,  people have built  compound walls  to  ensure privacy and

control  unwanted  interactions  while  in  Koothattukulam;  green  fencing  is  used  to

define the boundary of the plot.

8.4.1 Privacy

In  Koothattukulam,  the  layout  affects  the  privacy,  but  there  is  greater  interaction

among the respondents as the houses are closer and the front doors face each other.

None of the respondents complained about the lack of privacy. Most of them spend

their time in the verandah, a later addition. In Marianad, the respondents had greater

privacy in the new houses when compared with their traditional houses in the beach,
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which were very close to each other. This was one of the reasons cited for moving out

of the project site in the initial stages because the density is low.

However, the acoustic privacy of the residents is affected by the twin house design in

both the study areas. One of the residents opined that since they have lived with this

condition  for the last  forty years,  it  is  not of serious concern.  An opinion from a

respondent was to use reinforced cement concrete roofs in the future to ensure that

acoustic privacy is not compromised even with a twin house design.  

8.4.2 Safety and Crime

According to one of the respondents in Marianad, the beach is no longer as safe as it

was before. “Everything was peaceful in the beginning. When we came here, we used

to keep our fishing gear only on the beach. Now, the population has grown and there

are possibilities of theft of materials stored on the beach. For the last few years, we

bring home the small nets, while the big nets, which cannot be carried away easily,

are kept on the beach. Problems and quarrels in the village started as the population

grew.”  Another  respondent  mentioned  that  barring  a  few  instances,  Marianad  is

generally safe: “There were some incidences of theft about eight or ten years ago. One

of the  ‘colony’  members  was involved in  the  case.  Now there  are  no problems”.

Alcoholism is not a major problem inside the ‘colony’, but on the beach, it is a major

social issue.

In Koothattukulam also,  the respondents felt  that  the ‘colony’ was safe.  Concerns

about alcoholism among some men and the subsequent noise and nuisance related

with it were raised. According to them, it affects the studies of the children, but the

problem has come down over the years. The ‘colony’ was otherwise peaceful.

Privacy is not a significant factor in both cases. In Marianad, when the houses were

built,  safety  was not  a  major  criterion,  but  later  on,  the respondents  enclosed the

verandahs to ensure the safety of the houses.

8.5 SOCIAL INTERACTION AND SOCIAL NETWORKING

Social  interaction  and social  networking are important  for developing a collective

identity of any settlement. Respondents in both cases have friends within the ‘colony’
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(Table 8.4). Friends, in general, are especially important to the youngsters and those

who work outside. For the elders, the friends are mostly within the ‘colony’.

Table 8.4 Patterns of Friendship and Social Interaction

Friends
Marianad % Koothattukulam %

No Friends 0.00 5.56

Friends in the ‘colony’ 19.44 30.55

Friends outside the ‘colony’ 11.11 22.22

Both inside and outside the ‘colony’ 69.45 41.67

Total 100.00 100.00

8.5.1 Social Interaction in Koothattukulam

In Koothattukulam, the two public wells, located quite centrally,  serve as a major

location for interaction. Women go there to collect water and wash clothes. Although

there is a common area at the entrance to the ‘colony’, it is not much used as a space

for  interaction  because  there  are  no  defined  elements  such  as  a  tree  or  seats,  or

children’s play equipment. Most residents interact and exchange pleasantries near the

bus  stop  on  the  main  road,  where  there  are  some petty  shops  and an  Ayurvedic

hospital.

In  Koothattukulam,  70.27  per  cent  of  the  respondents  added  a  verandah  to  their

original house. This enclosed shady space helped in the social interaction with the

neighbours. The residents use the verandah for activities such as reading, chatting,

cooking preparations and studying.

Some of the respondents say that when necessity arises, the ‘colony’ stands united.

For  example  during  death  or  illness,  residents  help  each  other.  Some of  the  new

entrants  into  the  Koothattukulam  ‘Colony’  do  not  interact  much  with  the  earlier

residents. Perhaps they were forced to come and settle in the OLHS and at present,

they may not have plans to be here for a longer period. “When someone expects to

live  longer  in  a  community,  the  incentives  to  invest  in  that  community  become

stronger” (Glaeser and Sacerdote, 2000, Page 3).
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Fig. 8.1 Use of verandah for chatting

Fig. 8.2 Use of verandah and outdoor space for receiving visitors

8.5.2 Social Interaction in Marianad

In Marianad, although there are no common areas for the exclusive use of residents,

the library and the church served the purpose of community centres.  The beach is

another common area for interaction. Most women were involved in fish vending with

men going out to the sea. Although the number of sea going fishermen has decreased,

the beach continues to serve as a major centre for social interaction. 

Elders  continue  to  maintain  their  relationships  with  their  ancestral  village.  They

participate and attend many of the functions and festivals in their old village and in

turn, relatives visit them. But the younger generation who had grown up in the new

village does not seem to continue their linkage with the native village. In Marianad,
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the beach, the school open ground, and the wide streets facilitate social interaction for

both the young and the old in the settlement.

8.5.3 Compound Walls and Green Fences

Marianad  has  many  houses  with  compound  walls  and  front  gates,  while  in

Koothattukulam there are only green fences. The addition of the compound wall and

the  gates  in  many  houses  in  Marianad  has  reduced  social  interaction  among

neighbours  including  children’s  play.  According  to  Victor,  there  was  greater  co-

operation between the neighbours in the past than the present. Victor said, “When we

were young, we used to go to all the houses. But today, the compound wall insulates

us from nuisances such as public drinking but also has reduced social interaction and

cooperation.”  Thus,  there  is  a  benefit  in  having a  proper  compound wall  but  the

downside is that residents have to take a circuitous way to visit neighbours’ houses

thus restricting free interaction. The need for shared outside spaces that can lead to

higher levels of interaction becomes more critical in cases where there is a separation

between the houses (Glaeser and Sacerdote, 2000).

8.5.4 Social Capital

Social  capital67 refers  to  the  institutions,  relationships,  and  norms  that  shape  the

quality and quantity of a society's social interactions. Increasing evidence shows that

social cohesion is critical for societies to prosper economically and for development

to be sustainable. Social capital is not just the sum of the institutions, which underpin

a society – it is the glue that holds them together. 

In a new settlement, social capital is built only over time as the residents interact with

each  other.  In  the  two case  studies,  kinship  and the  pursuit  of  a  livelihood  were

important starting points that enabled the build-up of social capital.

In  Koothattukulam,  when  the  beneficiaries  switched  from  agriculture  to  the

construction sector, they used kinship and social networking to get employment in the

construction sector. Only four respondents had worked as construction labour before

they came into the ‘colony’.  This  perhaps  helped in  breaking through into a  new

67Accessed from world bank website and the address is given below; 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTTSOC
IALCAPITAL/0,,contentMDK:20185164~menuPK:418217~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK
:401015,00.html
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livelihood option with the result that most of the ‘colony’ residents are now working

as construction labour, indicating the extent of bonding and the social relationship

between them. In Marianad, fishing is the main occupation. However, many residents

who still go for fishing do not own any fishing boats. Hence, they depend on those

who own the fishing boats for their employment. Social networking is an important

criterion for their livelihood requirements especially under such a predicament.

Referring to Table 8.5, we can find that most respondents in both cases have relatives

in  the  ‘colony’.  In  Koothattukulam,  relatives  of  other  occupants  often  bought  the

houses of original allottees when the latter moved out of the ‘colony’. 

Table 8.5 Percentage of Relatives of Respondents in the ‘Colony’

Relatives
Marianad % Koothattukulam %

No Relatives 11.36 30.56

Relatives in the ‘colony’ 56.82 61.11

Within the Neighbourhood 27.27 5.56

Within the Panchayat 4.55 2.77

Total 100.00 100.00

In both cases, it is clear that social capital  is a valued asset. The fact that sons or

daughters have bought houses shows that they appreciate the relationships built up

over  time.  When people sold their  houses and moved out  of the ‘colony’,  it  was

mostly the close relatives of the residents who bought those houses. The newcomers,

as kin of the old residents, were able to continue the organic relationships that had

been established by their relatives with the rest of the ‘colony’.  

The life  story of Sabu who moved into the One Lakh Housing ‘Colony’ is  given
below. 

Sabu is 40 years old and is a driver by profession. He was living in his own
house in Koothattukulam village outside the ‘colony’ and was working in one
of the private transporting companies. He met with an accident and became
unemployed.  He had borrowed money from a relative  while  he was under
treatment. To pay back the debts, he had to sell his house. With the remaining
money,  he  bought  this  house  for  Rs.25,000/-  including  all  the  expenses
towards documentation. The flooring is still of cow dung. He has added a door
and a toilet outside with a galvanized sheet roof. His children do not go to
other  houses  to  play.  A  friend  and  another  relative  are  also  living  in  the
‘colony’ and he bought the house through them. While,  given a chance, he
would like to move out when the financial situation improves, he is neither
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satisfied nor dissatisfied with the colony; rather he is happy that he does not
have to live in a rented accommodation. 

The respondent chose this ‘colony’ in spite  of the social stigma for the following

reasons:

1. He could not have afforded to buy a similar house in another location in the
village.

2. He bought the house because he has a relative and a friend living in the same
‘colony’. Thus, the existence of a ready-made network played a major part in
his move into the ‘colony’. 

The Koothattukulam ‘Colony’ still shelters people who have no other option except to

stay in rented places.

From  the  study  of  the  two  cases,  it  is  seen  that  social  interaction  and  social

networking were very important towards the success of the two projects.

8.6 MOBILITY  AND  HOUSING  IMPROVEMENT  DUE  TO  SOCIAL

FACTORS

In 1971, in the Koothattukulam project, the flooring was of cow dung and the inside

wall was not plastered. When the OLHS and the Marianad project were implemented

in  1970s  and  1960s  respectively,  the  standards  of  the  houses  provided  to  the

beneficiaries were much higher than that of the houses the poor were normally living

in earlier. Many social and cultural changes have happened in Kerala since then. The

gulf boom and the influence of the ‘gulf houses’ have made the people of Kerala see

the house as a status symbol, rather than as a basic need.

The discussions  in  this  chapter  show that  there  is  a  definite  relationship  between

social status and housing improvement. In Koothattukulam, the respondents move out

of  the  settlement  when  they  become  financially  better  off.  Whenever  a  resident

secures  employment  in  the  formal  sector,  he has  preferred  to  move out  from the

‘colony’ having been able to access loans and other credit facilities. 

Conversely, in Marianad, the social stigma towards the settlement has changed with

the overall development of the settlement and the upward economic mobility of the

beneficiaries. In Marianad, families moved out when they became poorer. They were

able to sell their house and move to a less expensive place. Thus the two settlements
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have developed in different ways where in one place, the outward movement is due to

lowered financial status in contrast to the other where it is due to upgraded financial

status.

The study also observed respondents to have made changes to their houses to satisfy

their occupational and cultural requirements. In Koothattukulam, the availability of

finances required to make larger changes was a problem, but minor changes such as

the positioning of the stove in the kitchen were still carried out, as they (changes)

were culturally important.

The role of social capital is significant in both cases. Fishing is a collective activity

and living  in  Marianad  has  really  helped the  sea  going fishermen to  hire  labour.

Similarly in Koothattukulam, as much as fifty-five per cent of the working force is

occupied in construction related activities and networking within the settlement has

helped them in finding employment to meet their economic needs.

Indicators such as privacy and safety are not very critical for the success of the two

cases that we have examined. Privacy may be more important in the western context.

Occupational needs also did not play a significant role during the research since the

percentage of sea going fishermen have come down drastically over the years and

respondents in Koothattukulam were by and large casual labour. 

To summarize the six indicators initially identified to reflect the social and cultural

aspects that link the respondents and their dwelling, our analysis strongly highlights

that only three among them are significant in these settlements. They being social

status,  cultural  adequacy  and  social  interaction,  we  conclude  our  analysis  in  the

ensuing chapter where we attempt to frame a model that presents the dynamics among

the three categories of indicators – those that can be drawn from the policy, those that

can be inferred from the physical structure of the settlement including the house and

those  aspects  of  the  house  and  the  settlement  that  are  relevant  in  the  social  and

cultural context of the respondents.
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CHAPTER 9 

HOUSING SATISFACTION AND SUCCESS: THE NEED

FOR A HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE

Our analysis  of data in the earlier  three chapters  show that the linkages and inter

dependence  among  the  indicators  are  complex.  Each  domain  i.e.  policy  factors,

physical aspects and socio-cultural indicators have their  own internal dynamics.  In

addition they also impact on each other across domains. We now present a framework

to help us understand this  complex dynamics that attempts to map these linkages.

Such an attempt has helped us to not only identify the salient indicators that need to

be addressed in a rural housing project for the poor, but also helps us understand and

predict the extent of success of such efforts. We would begin first with a recap of our

definition  of success,  then move on to briefly  discuss those salient  indicators  that

emerge from the study. Subsequently the main focus of the chapter, which discusses

the cross-domain linkages of the indicators, will be detailed. We hope to draw insights

useful for planning future schemes and projects in housing the poor in rural India.

9.1 SATISFACTION

In chapter 2, we had indicated that little consensus was observed on using satisfaction

as a criterion for success of a housing project. We had defined success as;

A  housing  project  can  be  termed  as  success  when  there  is  an  intra-

generational upward economic and social mobility of most of the families and

they continue to live in the same settlement.  

It is seen from the literature review in Chapter 2 that some see user satisfaction as a

strong indicator for success. While on the one hand, this may change with time in the

context of changes in the larger society, the success of a project on the other hand,

once established, rarely varies. Our study highlights the fact that the inter linkages

among the indicators classified under the three domains of policy, physical features

and socio-cultural background of the specific users needs critical understanding. From

our research, the following salient indicators emerge as impacting satisfaction,  and

therefore success, from the users’ perspective. They are;
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1. Flexibility in design and future expansion of the house.

2. Participation and ownership feeling of the house. 

3. Membership and interaction within the neighbourhood.

4. House considered as a ‘status symbol’ in the larger social context.

To  have  a  quick  overview  of  this  phenomenon,  the  following  table  presents  the

overall impression and responses from our field.

Table 9.9 Comparison of Satisfaction Levels in Marianad and Koothattukulam

Marianad % Koothattukulam %

Highly Satisfied 73.91 16.67

Satisfied 19.57 72.22

No opinion 0 11.11

Dissatisfied 6.52 0

Highly Dissatisfied 0 0

From Table 9.1 we can infer that in Marianad, a higher level of satisfaction is evident.

Only three respondents (out of forty-eight) interviewed expressed dissatisfaction. The

reasons  cited  were  the  strained  relationship  with  neighbours  in  the  case  of  two

families, while in the third case, they wished to migrate to the city for better prospects

(a case of upward economic mobility). 

The  neighbourhood  relationship  in  the  Koothattukulam  village  manifests  strong

positive ties.  However,  it  needs to be noted that given an opportunity,  even those

families who are satisfied may decide to move out of the ‘Colony’. While the old

people are strongly attached to the area, the younger generation is willing to move out

of the Koothattukulam settlement. However some youngsters are emotionally attached

to the place as well especially those who grew up in the settlement.

While literature enabled us to identify appropriate indicators to apply in our research

(as obtained in Table 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3), the findings and analysis have generated a set of

indicators among them that are strongly significant in our two case studies. They are

presented below (Table 9.2). 
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Table 9.10 Major Factors Influencing the Success of a Housing Project in Rural
Kerala

Policy Physical Social and Cultural

Financial Support Layout Cultural Adequacy

Extent of Plot Design Social Status

Technology Performance in Use Social  Interaction  and
Social Networking

Freedom to Modify

The linkages among these indicators will be discussed below.

9.2 DYNAMICS OF POLICY AND PHYSICAL INDICATORS

It has been observed that the policy and physical indicators are strongly linked and

they impact on the extent of respondents’ satisfaction and eventually the success

of  the  project.  To understand them in  detail,  we explain  below each policy

indicator and its relationship with relevant physical indicator.

I (a) Financial Support & Design: The design of the house especially the plinth area

etc.  is  influenced  by  the  amount  of  financial  resources  available  for  each  house

construction. In both the cases, the core house concept was decided because of the

limited financial resources available.

I (b) Financial Support & Freedom to Modify: When the Panchayat gave a financial

assistance  of  Rs.  2500-3000/-  towards  the  assistance  for  the  maintenance  of  the

buildings, everybody repaired the roof as the amount was not sufficient to make any

modifications. In Koothattukulam, none of the beneficiaries took loans from any of

the nationalized or scheduled banks for housing modification. 

I (c) Financial Support, Design & Freedom to Modify: The size of the house and the

extent of housing modifications are dependent on the amount of financial resources

available with the occupant. Incremental financial support may also be required in

some cases after the house is built to help the occupants for making extensions and

upgrading their houses.
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II (a) Extent of Plot & Freedom to Modify: When the extent of plot is larger, there is

more freedom to modify the house. Also, large plot gives greater flexibility in the

design of the house. This is evident when one compares the additions and extensions

made in Marianad and Koothattukulam.

II (b) Extent of Plot & Layout: High density results in the entire layout taking on the

external appearance of a slum.  Marianad gives more flexibility in adding one more

house without any crowded feeling.

II (c) Extent of Plot, Design & Freedom to Modify: The Marianad case clearly shows

that  when  a  larger  extent  of  land  is  provided,  there  is  greater  opportunity  for

flexibility in design and freedom to modify the houses. In Koothattukulam, adding one

more house to the same compound is limited as the shape of the plot is elongated and

the twin design of the house sharing the longer side does not permit modifications.

III (a) Technology & Performance in Use: Choice of techniques as well as materials

used in construction affects the performance of the building. In Marianad, asbestos

cement sheet as the roof covering did not cause any maintenance problem while the

Mangalore  tiles  in  Koothattukulam had to  be re-laid  at  regular  intervals  of  10-15

years. 

III  (b)  Technology  & Freedom to  Modify: The  technology  chosen  can  affect  the

freedom to modify. In both Marianad and Koothattukulam, the technology was more

in tune with what was being used by most people during the period such as timber,

masonry walls etc. which helped them in making modifications to the houses. When

respondents had the freedom to choose the technology for extensions, concrete roofs

were preferred in many houses in Marianad.

III  (c)  Technology,  Freedom  to  Modify  &  Performance  in  Use: The  housing

modifications which were carried out in both cases in Marianad and Koothattukulam,

were  outside  the  formal  planning regulations.  In  this  study,  many examples  were

observed where the respondents went ahead with poor quality construction because of

the limited financial resources. 
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9.3 DYNAMICS OF POLICY AND SOCIO-CULTURAL INDICATORS

In  the  same  trend  of  mapping  cross-domain  linkages,  we  discuss  below  the

relationship between policy and socio-cultural indicators:

I  (a) Cultural  Adequacy & Privacy: The choice  of techniques  and materials  used

impacts  on  the  socio-cultural  aspects  of  the  beneficiaries.  In  both  Marianad  and

Koothattukulam,  the  technology  was  decided  without  consulting  the  beneficiaries.

The timber  roof  of  the twin house design with shared walls  affected  the acoustic

privacy of the residents in both the study areas. 

9.4 DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL AND SOCIO-CULTURAL INDICATORS

We will now proceed to examine the dynamics among those indicators that would

feature under the category of physical features and how they relate with social and

cultural background of the respondents.

I (a) Layout & Social Status: Certain minimum standards have to be followed for the

preparation of all the layouts for the public housing projects. In Koothattukulam, the

street  widths are narrow so that  cars cannot  be used.  Cars can access those plots,

which are near the entrance to the Colony.  Such a layout has been a hindrance for the

upward mobility  of the public  housing projects.  But  in Marianad,  wide roads and

large open spaces led to the evolution of a middle class settlement. 

I (b) Layout & Social Interaction: The provision of public spaces including the open

spaces and play areas decide on the extent of social interaction. For example, in both

the projects, the public wells and streets served as an important location for social

interaction.

II (a) Design, Freedom to Modify & Occupational Needs: Freedom to modify helps in

satisfying the occupational needs if it is not factored for in the original design. The

ideal situation is when the design of the house takes care of the occupational needs of

the  beneficiaries.  Since  this  was  not  catered  to  in  the  original  design,  in

Koothattukulam project, two house owners who are carpenters have extended their

houses, because they needed workspace in connection with their occupation.
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II (b) Design, Freedom to Modify & Cultural Adequacy: In Marianad, we found that

the  respondents  added  an  outdoor  kitchen  to  suit  their  cultural  requirements.  In

Koothattukulam,  the fact  that  the  cooking platform was not  facing  east  prompted

some beneficiaries to change its direction to satisfy their requirements. At the same

time, many respondents did not make any changes to the house to satisfy their cultural

requirements, since their financial capabilities were low.

II  (c)  Design  and  Social  Status: There  is  a  general  belief  in  the  region  that  a

reinforced cement concrete roof gives a higher status in society. In Marianad, some

beneficiaries have made RCC roof extensions to gain more status rather than as a

necessity.

II (d) Design, Cultural Adequacy & Social Interaction: In Koothattukulam, 70 per

cent of the respondents added a verandah to their  houses since the design did not

provide  the  same.  This  shows  the  importance  given  by  them  towards  social

interaction. They used the verandah for different activities such as sitting, reading,

cutting vegetables and for chatting with neighbours. 

III (a) Performance in Use, Freedom to Modify & Social Status: Though reinforced

cement concrete roofs are thermally uncomfortable, many respondents (37.21 %) in

Marianad  chose  this  due to  the  perception  that  RCC houses  would  improve their

social status in the larger society while altering or making extensiosn to the original

house. 

IV (a) Social Status & Freedom to Modify: In Marianad, alterations and extensions of

houses have made it possible for some respondents to differentiate their houses from

others as a symbol of prosperity or status. In Koothattukulam, modifications  were

more  of  a  necessity.  It  was  found  that  the  increase  in  income  did  not  induce

modification to the houses in Koothattukulam as the beneficiaries thought that the

‘colony’ stigma will remain in spite of the modifications. In addition, they foresaw no

appreciation in the price when they plan to sell the house in future.
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9.5 CROSS DIMENSIONAL LINKAGES

It is important to understand the dynamics of the three domains – policy, physical and

socio-cultural to facilitate the design of a new housing project to enable success.

For example, from the analysis of the two cases, it is evident that the design of a

house  is  influenced  by  social  indicators  (occupational  needs  and  cultural

adequacy),  policy indicators  (financial  support  and extent  of  plot)  and other

physical  indicators  (location).   It  influences  the  factors  such  as  freedom to

modify, performance in use, social interaction and privacy. Similarly, we have

seen that a physical indicator such as freedom to modify is strongly linked to

social indicators such as cultural adequacy, occupational needs and social status

and is influenced by the policy indicators such as financial support and extent of

plot. 

Generally, one evaluates a housing project as successful mainly based on the physical

condition of the buildings. At present, the renovation of the OLHS announced by the

Government  of  Kerala  is  focused  wholly  and  narrowly  on  physical  upgrading;

whereas the other pressing problems of the ‘Colony’, primarily social in character,

have not been addressed. The case study of Koothattukulam clearly shows that the

stigma attached to the ‘Colony’ with reference to the housing of a low-income group

is an important factor that prevents the residents from making housing modifications,

as they are not able to see any return on investment. In our research, we find that the

social  and  cultural  indicators  override  the  physical  indicators  determining  the

satisfaction and success of the projects, although performance in use and freedom to

modify are still important indicators.

The study strongly establishes that linkages between the various indicators are very

complex.  Having a single  type  plan  (design is  a  physical  indicator)  for  an entire

housing project may restrict the cultural requirements (social indicator) of some of the

residents.  The  cultural  requirements  can  be  satisfied  by  making  modifications

(freedom to modify is a physical indicator), but may be restricted by the extent of plot

or technology (policy indicators). Even if the policy factors allow one to make the

changes, the social stigma (social status is a social indicator) regarding the settlement

may prevent the resident from investing in housing modifications (freedom to modify

is  a  physical  indicator).  Also,  too  much  freedom  to  modify  (physical  indicator)
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without proper technical knowledge can affect the design and the performance in use

(physical indicators) in a negative manner. 

9.6 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK DEPICTING LINKAGAES  

Many models or case studies have used a uniform grading for the indicators.  The

project,  which scores maximum points, is likely to be more successful or perform

better. A housing project may score a very high rating because it is positive in most of

the indicators but if the quality of construction is bad such that the roof may not last

more  than  ten  years,  then  the  project  will  fail  due  to  this  factor  alone.  Another

example may be a tribal housing project where the beneficiaries refuse to occupy the

houses because ‘the toilets were attached to the house’68. Even where all the other

indicators achieve the maximum rating, the project can still  be termed a failure in

such a case. In several instances, a very good performance in one criterion may not

compensate a low score in another criterion.

Having examined the  internal  dynamics  of  the three  domains,  we now propose a

framework where we map cross-dimensional dynamics in order and present the need

for  a  holistic  perspective.  Fig.  9.1  shows  the  inter-relationship  and  the  relative

significance of the various factors. In each housing project, depending on the context

and the community, the strength of the linkage will vary. The framework proposed

attempts to provide a guideline to enable planners to contextualize a housing project

for the rural poor anywhere in India prior to the actual implementation of a scheme.

68 According to the traditional living habits of the tribals, the toilets have to be located far away from 
the house.
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To explain  this  diagram,  we would  discuss  under  each domain  one indicator  and

elaborate on its linkages with the other two domains. 
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9.6.1 Policy Indicator – Technology

We shall first explore technology as a policy indicator and examine how it affects

factors  such  as  participation,  construction  process,  performance  in  use,  and  the

freedom to  modify.  We will  examine  how the  socio-cultural  indicator  of  cultural

adequacy influences the technology.

Fig. 9.2 Interlinkage of Policy Indicator - Technology

1. The technology used should be in such a way that the participation of the
community and the beneficiary is ensured. 

2. If the technology used in the construction is something which is completely
alien  to  the  community,  then  the  contractors  have  to  be  engaged  in  the
construction  process.   The  participation  of  the  community  will  be  limited
unless  they  are  trained  to  work  in  non-traditional  technologies  or  the
unconventional techniques. This was evident in both our case studies.

3.  Technology  and  Performance  in  Use: Choice  of  technology affects  the
performance in use of the building. In Marianad, asbestos cement sheet as the
roof covering did not cause any maintenance problem while the Mangalore
tiles in Koothattukulam had to be re-laid at regular intervals. 

4. Technology and Freedom to Modify: The technology chosen can affect the
freedom to modify. In both Marianad and Koothattukulam, the technology was
more in tune with what was being used by most people during the period. The
respondents  could  do  the  repair  of  the  roofs  and other  elements  using the
locally available labour.

5. The acoustic privacy of the twin houses in both the projects are influenced
by technology. Since the roof is made of timber and there is a common wall in
between, conversation in one house can be heard in the other. Some occupants
who are alcoholics created problems for the neighbours.
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9.6.2 Physical Indicator – Freedom to Modify

Modifications to houses are made by the house owners on their  own initiative.  In

housing projects,  after  the  completion  of  the  houses,  the occupation  of  the  house

should not be seen as an end but the beginning of several other processes. Freedom to

modify has many linkages with other indicators as explained below;

Fig. 9.3 Interlinkage of Physical Indicator – Freedom to Modify

1. Freedom to modify may be enabled or inhibited by the technology used in
the project. In both cases, since the technology used was in tune with what the
users build normally. 

2.  Freedom  to  modify  depends  on  continued financial  support. It  was
necessary  to  have  financial  assistance  for  the  housing  modifications  in
Koothattukulam, but not so in Marianad.

3.  Freedom to modify  depends on the extent of plot. If the plot is larger, the
occupants  will  be able  to  make extensions  to  the  house  easily,  as  seen  in
Marianad,  while  in Koothattukulam the very shape of the plot restricts  the
same.

4. Freedom to modify also depends on the  design of the house. It has to be
flexible for facilitating expansion. The twin house design in Marianad was
more flexible than the twin house design in Koothattukulam.

5.  Freedom to  modify  also  relates  to  viewing the  house  as  a  social  status

symbol by which they improve their status in society as seen in some cases in
Marianad.  In  the  case  of  Koothattukulam,  people  were  not  making
modifications because of the social stigma attached with the house and the
settlement.

6.  Freedom to  modify will  assist  the  occupants  to  transform the  house  to
satisfy the  cultural adequacy. For example, we saw detached kitchens being
added in Marianad.
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7.  The  occupants  will  be  able  to  add  rooms  and  other  facilities  for  their
occupational needs, if they have the freedom to modify the houses. 

9.6.3 Socio-Cultural Indicator – Cultural Adequacy

In our study we find that the cultural adequacy factor relates strongly with the policy

factors such as construction process, technology etc. and the physical factors such as

design, performance in use and building services.

Fig. 9.4 Interlinkage of Socio-Cultural Indicator - Cultural Adequacy

1. Freedom to modify influences social status as seen in the previous section.

2. Cultural adequacy can influence the construction process. In both the cases
in our research, the participation of the beneficiaries was absent as they were
identified after the construction of the houses were over. However, when it
came to maintenance  and modifications,  residents  of  Koothattukulam were
more capable than those in Marianad.

3. The choice of techniques and materials (technology)  are influenced by the
preferences of the community (cultural adequacy). 

4. Cultural adequacy impacts on the nature of extensions made to the house.
When users add toilets, wells (building services) etc., cultural adequacy of the
community is given due consideration. In Koothattukulam, there is not even a
single house with toilets attached to the house. 

5. The willingness to keep the house in good condition (performance in use) is
linked with cultural adequacy. As seen in our data on Koothattukulam, the
urge to move out affects maintenance and therefor performance in use.

6. Cultural adequacy of the users shape the design of the house as seen in the
modificatios made to specific aspects such as the location of the pooja room,
kitchen and toilets. In Koothattukulam the fact that the cooking platform was
not  facing  east  forced  some  beneficiaries  to  relocate  it  to  satisfy  their
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requirements.  If not, it  may not only lead to immediate modifications after
occupation, but also rejection of the house.

9.7 THE FRAMEWORK AND SUCCESS

Our research based on detailed ethnography strongly suggests the following;

1. Satisfaction  of any project  in  housing the poor should be viewed from the
perspective of the users.

2. Success of the project depends on a complex and combination of indicators
drawn  from  housing  policy,  the  capacity  and  viability  of  housing
modifications and the sensitivity towards the cultural practices and beliefs of
the target population.

Thus the proposed framework should adapt to region (location specific) and target

groups  (community  specific).  The  Government  decides  the  policy  factors.  The

physical factors are very location specific and region specific, but influenced by the

policy factors. The socio-cultural factors are very community specific, but influenced

by the physical and policy factors as seen in both cases. 

There are areas in Kerala which are not accessible easily because of the distance or

lack of roads, steep terrain etc. such as in hilly areas and remote islands where the

construction cost will go up. It is the poor people who reside in these areas because of

the low land values, but the cost incurred in construction is higher, which to a large

extent is not covered by the existing schemes. There are strong cultural requirements

of tribals, fishermen etc. in building houses which are very community specific. The

policies  that  are made at the Central  Government level  might  have to be suitably

modified to suit the local requirements.

9.8 SUCCESS OF MARIANAD OVER KOOTHATTUKULAM

To sum up our findings and connect with the objectives of our research, we find that

when the policy of housing the poor falls within the provider approach, there is an

automatic  exclusion  of  the  target  beneficiaries  in  the  decision  making  process.

However as evidenced in Marianad, when the provider approach is tied to integrated

development of the community, a greater possibility of satisfaction and success can be

expected.  We  outline  below  some  of  these  strategies  that  help  us  to  state  that

Marianad is a successful housing project when compared with Koothattukulam.
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The Marianad project has become more like a ‘middle class’ housing estate with the

majority of the original settlers still living there. In both cases, the beneficiaries were

from the lowest strata of the society when the houses were provided to them, but their

economic status has improved over the years. In Marianad, the people who moved out

were mostly those who had become poorer. They sold the house, which was an asset,

for economic gain. 

Applying the definition of success, the reasons for the success of Marianad project are

the following; -

1. Extent  of plot was greater  in  the Marianad Project.  Even when the plot is
subdivided into three or four, the plot size is big enough to construct another
house. In Koothattukulam, the land given was only 4 cents. There is no scope
for adding one more house in the same compound, because of the shape of the
plot. 

2. Although both the house plans are twin houses, there is more flexibility for
expansion in Marianad because the shorter side is being shared rather than the
longer side. The layout in Marianad with wide roads and more open spaces for
children’s play closer to the settlement has ensured greater satisfaction.

3. In Marianad, the quality of construction and the materials  used seem to be
better and there was little need for repair of the original structure except in the
case of bolt joints. The fact that the residents of Marianad had spent very little
on  the  maintenance  of  the  houses  shows  the  importance  of  quality  of
construction.

4. Even within the provider approach to housing, Marianad was constructed in an
integrated  manner  by  linking  housing  with  occupational,  health  and
educational  needs  of  the  beneficiaries.  The  social  workers  and  the  NGO,
Trivandrum Social Service Society, have played a major part in the integration
of  housing  with  livelihood,  education  and  health  in  agreement  with  the
statement of Fahey (1999) that  the community and voluntary organizations
play a key role in enhancing the living conditions in estates, though often with
weak linkages to the housing authorities.

A detailed analysis of our indicators led us to construct a tentative framework to guide

any proposal that undertakes to build houses for the rural poor in India. This model

can also be applied in similar situation but in alternative contexts such as post-disaster

housing and rehabilitation. This then provides us with useful insights to list the policy

implication and planner recommendations, which will be explained in the following

chapter that concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS

This  research attempted to understand the indicators  which lead to the success of

housing the poor. By reconstructing the life chances and life style of the beneficiaries

of two housing projects in Kerala, a framework of understanding success has been

arrived at. Before we outline the key findings, we wish to state the objectives with

which we began this research.

1. To study the role of government policy in affecting the success and failure of
housing projects in Kerala.

2. To analyze the influence of the physical, social and cultural factors such as
materials, technology, safety, social status and social interaction on the success
of public housing projects for the poor in Kerala.

3. To  understand  the  inter-relationship  between  the  government  policies,
physical, social and cultural factors in determining the success and failure of
the housing projects for the poor.

How have they been addressed? And what are the key findings?

Identifying indicators that reflect housing policy and specific schemes under them for

the rural poor, we were able to locate those salient policy indicators such as size of

plot  given,  technology  used,  continued  financial  support  for  additions  and

maintenance  as  having  greater  significance  in  impacting  satisfaction  and  success.

Although  the  government  policy  has  changed  over  the  years  from  the  provider

approach  to  facilitator  approach,  the  present  housing  schemes  failed  to  solve  the

housing problem of the rural poor. There are still a substantial section of the rural

poor who have to be provided with the houses and they may need continued financial

support from the Government for housing modifications and extensions. The provider

approach cannot be completely avoided by the Government. This inference has been

drawn while studying the first objective of this thesis.

Addressing the second objective, with the help of a detailed survey of the respondents

and by documenting the physical changes made to the houses, we identified indicators

from literature relevant to study rural housing and analysed their significance in our

cases. What emerged was a set of indicators under the physical domain such as layout,
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freedom  to  modify  and  performance  in  use  among  others  as  contributing  to

satisfaction  and  success.  In  the  socio-cultural  realm,  opportunities  for  social

interaction  and  sensitivity  to  cultural  adequacy  stand  out  as  crucial  for  success.

Finally  the  superseding  indicator  of  house  as  a  ‘social  status’  overrides  all  other

indicators contributing to success.

The main contribution has been to draw a tentative framework that guides satisfaction

and success. This model has mapped the inter-linkages among the three domains and

highlights the salient indicators of the present study. The research strongly establishes

that the linkages between the various indicators are very complex. In our research, we

find that the social and cultural indicators override the physical indicators determining

the satisfaction and success of the projects, although performance in use and freedom

to modify are still important factors. This complex inter-relationship of the indicators

may vary from one project to project and it is important to understand the linkages to

design a project that will have more chances of success.

While one of the reasons for understanding the paradox of housing availability and

shortage can be the affordability of the beneficiaries, our thesis highlights the fact that

socio-cultural aspects have been a significant aspect for the delayed occupation of the

houses in Marianad and the urge to quit the ‘colony’ in Koothattukulam. 

10.1 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Local conditions in India related to society, culture, climate, economics and politics

are  very  different  from other  countries.  Whether  the  housing  project  follows  the

provider  or  facilitator  approach,  it  has  to  be  sensitive  to  location,  terrain  and

community, for a greater possibility of success to be anticipated. The decision making

with respect to present policies on public housing projects are largely centralised and

have not been able to address issues connected especially with housing the poor. 

The research provides the following insights for policy making. 

1. Provider approach has many advantages over the facilitator approach in
the government schemes for housing the poor. People at the margins of
mainstream development (hard-core poor) should be provided with a core
house that forms an appreciating asset. In the provider approach, the non-
participation of the beneficiary reduces the sense of ownership and they
depend on the provider to continue support to maintain the asset. 
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2. Continued financial support with technical assistance for the extension/up
gradation/maintenance of the existing houses from the Government may
be considered in some cases. This will help the individual beneficiaries to
improve their houses and remove the ‘Colony’ stigmatization.

3. Integrated approaches to development by linking housing with livelihood,
education, health and other amenities within a provider approach may lead
to better success.

The housing process should be in such a way that the beneficiary is able to make an

informed decision about the choice of techniques, materials, planning and the costing

of the house. From the case studies, it is seen that the absence of professional and

technical assistance leads to unplanned development, low physical and design quality

and deterioration of living conditions, among other things. Technical guidance can

ensure that the design and the layout provide the flexibility for future expansions and

up gradation.

10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The research emphasizes the fact that house is a customized product which has to take

a variety of factors into account to ensure the success of the housing project, both

from the view of the provider and user. They are explained below; 

Financial  Support:  The  financial  support linked with technical  assistance lends to

better  housing  conditions  and  better  chances  of  success  in  housing  the  poor.

Continued  additional  financial  and  technical  support  for  the  extension/up

gradation/maintenance  of  the  existing  houses  from  the  Government  may  be

considered. This will help the individual beneficiaries to improve their houses and

remove the ‘colony’ stigmatization.

Extent of Plot: Government should consider acquiring a higher chunk of land at least

in rural areas where the land value is a smaller component compared with the overall

construction cost.

Technology: If  the  technology  used in  the  construction  is  completely  alien  to  the

community,  then  contractors  have  to  be  engaged.  The  technology  adopted  for  a

project  should  help  the  occupants  to  make  modifications.  It  should  minimize

maintenance costs so that the house does not become a liability for the occupants in
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future.  The occupant  will  not  be able to take proper decisions  unless one has the

technical know-how.

Layout: The number of houses in any project may be reduced to between eight and

twelve to reduce the “Colony” effect.  But at the same time, isolated houses, as being

planned in some of the public housing schemes are likely to become a burden on the

Government for providing infrastructure facilities. Even when a housing “cluster” is

planned, the minimum standards of the layout and design should be adhered to so that

these can receive an enhanced public status. 

Design: Design is affected by the location, occupational needs, the size of the plot and

the financial capability. It influences the social interaction, privacy and it should be

flexible enough to allow the occupants to extend the house or make modifications.

The design should be suitable to the local climate and satisfy the cultural requirements

of the occupants such as the location of the kitchen, bedroom etc. 

Performance in Use: As per the present housing schemes, the beneficiaries have the

absolute freedom to choose the design of the house. Proper guidance and technical

assistance should be provided so that  the beneficiary has sufficient  knowledge on

different  aspects  of  housing  to  make  an  informed  decision.  If  the  quality  of

construction of the houses is low, then the house will become a liability instead of

becoming an asset for the occupants. 

Freedom to Modify: The housing modifications which the beneficiaries make to the

houses, can satisfy their occupation needs and their cultural adequacy provided they

have enough financial support and the design is suitable to accommodate the changes.

The  occupants  of  a  house  should  have  the  freedom to  modify  the  houses  and  it

increases satisfaction of the occupants since he can make changes to overcome the

defects, which cause dissatisfaction.

Cultural Adequacy:  The design of the house should take into account  the cultural

traits of the community. In case, the cultural requirements of the occupants are not

met by the design of the house, they should have the freedom to modify.

Social  Status:  A  better  quality  design,  layout and  maintenance-free  house

(performance in use) will help the beneficiaries to achieve a higher social status. The
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house facilitating upward economic mobility may nullify the social stigma of living in

a poor ‘colony’.  

Social  Interaction  and  Social  Networking:  Social  support  by,  inter  alia,  building

social  capital  has  to  be  an  integral  part  of  a  project.  Design and  layout with  the

appropriate  elements  aiding  social  interaction  can  improve  social  interaction

positively. 

10.3 LIMITATIONS

Since only two cases have been studied, it is possible that the inferences made cannot

be generalized for the whole of Kerala.

With  growing concern  about  climate  change,  other  aspects  need  to  be  taken  into

consideration, the primary of these being addressing thermal issues. Asbestos roofing

is  no  more  acceptable  because  of  health  considerations.  It  must  be  ensured  that

alternate materials that are used do not heat up the house and the roofs are properly

designed  and  constructed  to  ensure  rainfall  runoff  as  rising  temperatures  and

increasing intensity of rainfall are predicted as highly likely due to climate change

(Government  of  India,  2010).  New  solutions  need  to  be  explored  that  promote

sustainable development,  and should be considered from the start when doing risk

assessments for land.  This aspect of physical sustainability has not been addressed in

this thesis.

As we have tried to examine indicators of satisfaction and success across domains, the

‘breadth’ of the problem has been addressed but the depth of each domain with a

historical reconstruction is lacking.

10.4 SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Some of the key factors that lead to the success or failure of public housing projects in

the Indian context were understood from the present study. The relevance/importance

of the social and cultural aspects of housing has become significant enough to be

applied to study housing schemes for other sections as well including middle class

housing or gated communities.
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Cross-state comparison of housing the poor by applying our tentative model can be

undertaken.  This  may  bring  insights  to  planning  –  the  possibility  of  a  standard

guideline for rural housing and for the weaker section of the society.

While  most  research  on  housing  have  been  appraisals,  evaluations  or  from  the

economic perspective, sociological studies to interpret the statistics on housing will

greatly enrich research on housing the poor in India.
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APPENDIX I

The Housing Survey Questionnaire

1.Name of the Housing Project:

2.Date of interview

3.Name and address

4.Year of movement to present house

5.Religion: 6.Caste:

7.

Relationship to interviewee    Age     Marital         Occupation           Industry  

Education   Place of work  

 Status           (Full Time, Part Time, Sector

      Not Working, Daily Wages)     

1 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

SECTION B

PHYSICAL

Room arrangements 

8. Have you made any alterations to the house?

If yes, describe

Flooring

Roofing

Walling

Others (specify)

9. Have you made any extensions to the house?

If yes, describe

Flooring

Roofing

Walling

Plastering
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Doors and Windows

Others (specify)

Amenities

10. Do you have electricity in the house?

If yes, When did you get the electricity?

11. What is your source of water for various activities

Year in which they got the facility

1. Bathing

1. Is this satisfactory?

2. Washing

1. Is this satisfactory?

2. Where do you dry your clothes?

3. Is this satisfactory?

3. Drinking

4. Cooking

5. Other activities

12. Do you have a well?

13. What are the toilet facilities? (Ask whether it is satisfactory or not?)

Year in which they got the facility

1. Water closet 2. Dry closet 3. Community Toilet 4. Any others (specify)

SECTION C

HOUSING CONDITION

14. Overall, Describe the exterior condition of your current house? Would you says it 

is in:

1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor condition 5. Very 

Poor Condition

15. Overall, Describe the interior condition of your current house? Would you says it 

is in:

1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor condition 5. Very 

Poor Condition

16. Walls with flaking plaster?

1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor 

condition 5. Very Poor Condition

17. Walls with peeling paint?
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1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor condition 5. Very 

Poor Condition

18. Condition of the doors?

1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor 

condition 5. Very Poor Condition

19. Condition of the windows

1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor 

condition 5. Very Poor Condition

20. General Housing Quality

1. Excellent condition  2. Good condition 3. Fair condition 4. Poor 

condition 5. Very Poor Condition

SECTION D

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL

Social Status 

21. Has your social status improved because of the house?

22. Has your social status improved because of the settlement?

Satisfaction

About the House

23. Are you satisfied with the house?

Very satisfied, . 5             Satisfied, . .4                 Neither  . 3        Dissatisfied  2   

Very Dissatisfied   1

1. Is there anything you like especially about this house? (After answer, prompt: 

Anything else? or Anything in particular?)

Which of these is most important to you? (Mark with cross)

2. Is there anything you dislike about this house? (After answer, prompt: 

Anything else? or Anything in particular?)

Which of these is most important to you? (Mark with cross)

3.  How will you feel about leaving this house?
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Social Interaction

24. Where do your good/close friends live?

25. How many of your family members live in the same neighborhood as you?

Privacy 

26. Is there enough privacy in the house? Yes/No

If no what interferes with your privacy?

Safety

27. How safe is the area and the house for the family members   Yes/No

If no, what interferes with safety of the family members?

Noise

28. Are you or anyone else in the family at all disturbed by noise when you are inside 

the house? Yes No

 If yes, what interferes with your quietness?

Attachment to the House

29. How long have you lived in this house?

30. How long have you lived in this village/locality?

31. How long have your husband/wife lived in this village/locality? (specify the 

reason for shifting – marriage etc.)

32. Do you intend to move out of the present house?  Yes/No

If yes. Why do you intend to look for a place to buy/rent ?

Traditions and Beliefs

33. Was the orientation of the house right according to their beliefs?

34. Was the position of the door according to their beliefs
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35. Was the location of the kitchen and the chulah right according to their beliefs?

Physical

Space Requirements

36. Does the house cater to the occupational needs of yours?

37. What are the rooms, which had been extended, used for? 

1. Bed 2. Living 3. Verandah 4. Toilet 5. Utility 6. Occupational Needs

38. If a Cycle or Scooter or Other Vehicles owned, have you got a convenient place to

keep your vehicle?

Kitchen

39. Did you find that the area of the kitchen is less compared with your requirements?

Yes/No

40. Is there enough room in the cupboards for your food stores, crockery and cooking 

utensils etc.? Yes/No

41. Do you get enough light in here? Yes/No

42. Do you have any problems getting rid of smoke? Yes/No

Bed

43. Did you find that the area of the bed is less compared with your requirements? 

Yes / No

44. Is there enough storage in the bed?  Yes / No

45. Do you get enough light in here? Yes / No

46. Does the person who uses this room have enough privacy here? Yes / No

47. Where do the members of your family sit in the evenings? (Prompt each member)

48. Does anyone in the family have homework to do or study at home?

      Who?                                                 (Mark where)

49. We would like to know where your children play,
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CHILDREN AGE     IN THE HOUSE                

OUTSIDE

                            Everywhere, Kitchen, , Living Rm, Bedroom,           Yard, 

Common Space, Street, Other 

                                                                                                                                   

(Specify)  

     

50. Have you any problems concerning children's play? YES NO

If yes: What?

Private Open space

51. What do you use your front yard for? Prompt if not mentioned:

For drying clothes?

For growing flowers, etc?

For growing vegetables?

For sitting out?

For pets?

For storage? (what)?

If children - for children playing?

       Anything else?

52. What do you use your back yard for? Prompt if not mentioned:

For drying clothes?

For growing flowers, etc?

For growing vegetables?

For sitting out?

For pets?

For storage? (what)?

If children - for children playing?

Anything else?

53. In your neighborhood, is there any problem? 

1. Public drinking                   Yes/No

2. Noise         Yes/No

3. Lack of cleanliness Yes/No

4. Waste Disposal Yes/No

Proximity to Basic Amenities

54. How do you feel about the distance to the bus stop? Distance 

55. Where is your workplace and how do you commute? Time Taken

56. Were you able to find employment in the nearby areas after you shifted?  Yes/No

57. How do you feel about the distance to the various shops? Distance
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58. How do you feel about the distance to the school? Distance

59. Have you got facilities for the various recreational uses? If so, what and where?

Distance

SECTION E

Economic Aspects

60. What were the repairs you have done to the house?

61. Do you have any problems with the leakage of roofs? 

62. Did you get any additional funds from the panchayath or any other agencies?

63. How much of the loan amount is repaid?

64. How much money has been spent on the building so far including extensions and 

changes made?

65. Have you rented the full or portion of the house to another family at any point of 

time?

If yes, why?

66. Do you feel that the house has increased your status in society compared with the 

earlier house you had been living?

67. Do you get loans easily from the banks and other financial institutions because 

you own the house?

68.  Do you have a television in the house?

If yes, do you have cable TV?

69. Did you buy any new furniture, curtains, floor coverings or anything else for the 

house when you moved?

70. Are you buying anything on hire purchase?      Yes No

      If yes

71. Do you have any vehicles?

72. Have you purchased any other house or property? 
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Ownership Feeling

73. Do you think that the government should pay for the repairs to the houses?
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